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This article is a survey -type discussion of the Bell System's No. 1 Elec-
tronic Switching System for central office use and No. 101 Electronic
Switching System for business use. For both systems it presents background
history and descriptions of the major subsystems and components. It also
covers recent manufacture, installation and commercial service of these
two systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Two Electronic Switching Systems have been developed by Bell
Telephone Laboratories for general application in the Bell System; both
are now in quantity manufacture by the Western Electric Company.
One of these, known as No. 1 ESS, is designed for local central offices,
and is the commercial successor to the Morris Electronic Central Office.
Its system organization is also potentially suitable for tandem and toll
applications. The other system, called No. 101 ESS, is designed to
provide electronic private branch exchange services in conjunction with
existing electromechanical central offices. It brings to the business
community modern PBX and Centrex t features which can be provided
economically with this new type of system.

* Originally written for the German Bundespost and published in their 1964
Yearbook of Telecommunications, this article has been updated and is published
here by permission for readers of the B.S.T.J.

t The principal features of Centrex are direct inward dialing to extensions,
identified outward dialing, and certain switchboard attendant features.
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The electronic private branch exchange was the first of the two to be
placed in commercial service. On November 30, 1963, the Southern Bell
Telephone Company initiated Centrex service to about 100 extensions
at the Brown Engineering Company, Cape Kennedy, Florida. Two
weeks later service began at the Chrysler Corporation's office, also
located at Cape Kennedy. During 1964 and early 1965 No. 101 ESS
installations were completed for service at such widely separated loca-
tions as New York City, Chicago, Cleveland, Los Angeles, and Wash-
ington, D. C.

In 1963 installation by the Western Electric Company of the first
commercial No. 1 ESS central office began in a new building at Suc-
casunna, New Jersey, for the New Jersey Bell Telephone Company.
After undergoing an extensive series of tests, that system was cut over to
commercial service on May 30, 1965. It now serves both residence and
business telephone users in that community. Additional No. 1 ESS
central offices are being installed and tested in Baltimore, New York
City, Norfolk, and Washington, D. C., as well as in several locations to
serve military customers; the latter provide four -wire switching of lines
and trunks as contrasted to two -wire switching for the commercial
offices.

This article surveys the work leading to these two developments and
describes the production designs which are inaugurating a new era in
switching for the Bell System.

II. EARLY WORK

For many years engineers have been intrigued by the idea of applying
electronics to switching. As the switching art and digital technology
developed, these ideas and speculations became more definitive. With
the very high speed operation of electronic components, it was believed
that the principal advantages of common control would be enhanced in
that very large offices could be controlled with a single common control
without the complications of multiple marker usage. At Bell Telephone
Laboratories these ideas led to a formalized attack on the problem,
beginning shortly after the close of World War II. The aim of the work
was to explore various approaches to the electronic switching problem
with the ultimate objective of improving service, reducing costs, and
providing greater flexibility while maintaining the high reliability of
electromechanical switching.

The early work produced many, innovations, and several laboratory
switching systems were constructed to explore the basic concepts. Among
them was a space -division system employing reed -diode switching
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matrices with "end -marking" under control of multi -element gas tubes.
This system, known as ECASS1 (Electronically Controlled Automatic
Switching System), was brought to a laboratory demonstration level
in 1947. In 1948 exploratory work was carried out on a single highway
time -division system using vacuum tube gates and quartz delay lines
for memory. This was followed in 1949 with DIAD2 (Drum Information
Assembler and Dispatcher). This was a system having a large memory
in common control and a space division reed -diode "end -marked"
network.

Research on these systems brought valuable insight to both network
and common control aspects of electronic switching and provided a firm
technical foundation for later work. However, it also pointed up the
desirability of new devices for both logic and memory if electronic
switching were to become a serious challenge to the highly developed
electroviechanical systems.

In the early 1950's the transistor (invented at Bell Laboratories in
1948) had reached the stage of development where it could be seriously
considered for commercial application. This, together with economical
bulk memories based upon the cathode ray and barrier grid tubes, sug-
gested the possibility of developing a commercial electronic switching
system. Work on such a system, initiated in 1954, led to a field trial of
an electronic central office at Morris, Illinois.

Because of the historical significance of the Morris trial and its impact
on subsequent development work, it seems appropriate to present some
of the results obtained.

III. THE MORRIS TRIAL

3.1 The Morris System,

A view of the installation in the Morris central office is shown in Fig.
1. Although the system has been previously described,' a brief review of
its design will provide useful background.

Fig. 2 is a block diagram of the Morris electronic switching system.4
Lines and trunks were terminated on a space -division switching matrix
having gas tube crosspoints. In this installation the matrix was equipped
for 604 customer lines. "End -marking" of the network was under con-
trol of a high-speed, stored program, common control system. Because
the gas tube crosspoints in the switching network could not carry high-
level standard ringing current, each customer was provided with a
low -current tone ringer station set. The common control equipment
consisted of a central control logic unit associated with barrier grid
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Fig. 1 - Electronic central office trial installation at Morris, Illinois.
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stores for temporary memory and a flying spot store for program and
translation storage.

The flying spot store was a 2.25 million bit high-speed, random access,
semipermanent memory that used a cathode ray tube, a complex optical
system, and photographic plates on which program or translation infor-
mation was placed in the form of a pattern of transparent or opaque
spots. Photomultiplier tubes detected the light transmitted through
these spots to determine the "1" or "0" condition of the information
hit. An ingenious electronic servo system maintained beam position and
light intensity with such accuracy that adjacent bits could be placed
on 7 -mil centers. The 2.25 million bits of program and translation in-
formation were stored on four 10 inch X 121 inch glass photographic
plates. Cycle time of the store was 2.5 microseconds.

The temporary or "scratch pad" memory consisted of two barrier
grid tube stores, which provided a memory capacity of 32,768 bits.
This memory was also operated on a 2.5 microsecond cycle time.

The semiconductors, transistors, and diodes used in this system were
the diffused germanium variety that were available in 1957. In order to
insure continuous operation of these devices, the equipment cabinets
were air conditioned. In addition, the gas tube switching network re-
quired control of ambient temperature within narrow limits for reliable
operation. Air conditioning was also required for the two memories
because of their high level of heat dissipation.

In spite of the special precautions taken to insure component relia-
bility, it was known at the outset that failures would occur more fre-
quently than could be tolerated for the service continuity required in a
switching system. Accordingly, all of the common control equipment
and portions of the electronic scanner and signal distributor were pro-
vided in duplicate, and arrangements were made to switch automatically
from one set of equipment to the other in the event of a malfunction.
Also, programs were included in memory to provide automatic fault
recognition and diagnosis of the unit in trouble.5 Since air conditioning
was an essential part of the design, this too was provided in duplicate.

The system was installed in the central office in Morris, Illinois, early
in 1960, and part-time telephone service was given to a small number of
customers beginning in June of that year.6 Full-time service began in
November of 1960 and continued through January of 1962, at which
time the trial was terminated. The number of customers and stations
served during the trial is shown in Fig. 3.

In addition to the usual telephone service, customers were supplied
with one or more special features. One of the most popular of these was
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"abbreviated dialing" by which a two -digit code could be used to reach
a seven -digit telephone number. Only four abbreviated codes were made
available in the trial. In spite of this limited repertoire, on some lines
as many as 50 per cent of all originations were made using this feature.
On the average more than 15 per cent of all originations from lines
equipped with this service made use of abbreviated dialing.

Another popular feature was "code calling" which in effect provided
an intercom in homes equipped with more than one telephone. Dialing
a special code and hanging up initiated a coded ring -back to call a
particular member of the household to the nearest extension. Cessation
of ring indicated to the calling party that the called party had answered.

Three methods were provided to permit the telephone user to have
his incoming calls directed to another telephone. One method permitted
the routing of calls to a specific preselected alternate number in the
Morris office if the user dialed a special code before leaving his phone.
When he returned, he dialed another code to cancel the reroute. Another
method required the user to call the telephone company business office
to indicate the number to which calls should be routed, the time for
service to start, and the time for it to be discontinued. This was a use-
ful feature for people who expected to be out of town for extended
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periods and wanted to have their calls answered at another telephone.
In the third method the user could initiate the transfer to any number
in the central office by dialing a special code and the number to which
he wished the calls to be routed. The service could be cancelled by
dialing another special code.

3.2 Trial Results

Performance of the Morris electronic switching system was measured
in several ways. One way was through service observing on selected lines
and record keeping on calls in which irregularities occurred. In the early
months of the trial, irregularities were much too frequent, but a marked
improvement was achieved in February, 1961, as indicated in Fig. 4.
A somewhat similar measure of performance, with similar results, was
obtained through customer reports, as indicated in Fig. 5.

The marked improvement in February, 1961, was due almost entirely
to the introduction of improved programming methods which have had
a marked influence on programming philosophy for the commercial
design. This improved programming concept was called "guard and
defensive" programming. It provided a means of insuring that informa-
tion being processed within the system did, in fact, agree with reality.
For example, information concerning the busy or idle state of a custom -
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Fig. 4 - Morris ECO - service irregularities.
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er's line, which is stored in the temporary store, was checked by a guard
program every four seconds to determine whether that state agreed with
other information concerning common
control equipment. The affect of this important programming change is
evident when shown against the background of customer complaints
in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 also shows the period during which improved diagnostic pro-
grams for automatic maintenance were installed in the system. The small
vertical lines on the Figure indicate dates on which major changes in the
program contained in the flying spot store were made. Because of the
duplication of the common control equipment, such changes could be
readily installed without interrupting customer service. With the facili-
ties provided for processing new photographic plates, the entire program
could be changed in about 45 minutes.

In order to aid the maintenance personnel in locating equipment
faults, a maintenance dictionary was prepared and became available
during the last half of the trial, as indicated in Fig. 6. Whenever a fault
occurred in the system, diagnostic routines in the program analyzed the
situation and provided a print-out on a teletypewriter associated with
the central office equipment. The print-out could then be used as an
entry point in the maintenance dictionary to determine which plug-in
electronic package required replacement. In most cases in the highly
complex central control equipment, the diagnostic print-out and dic-
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tionary could isolate the fault to a single plug-in package. In a relatively
small number of fault conditions, a group of several packages might be
indicated as the possible source of trouble.

Another measure of system performance is contained in the record of
electronic package failures, shown in Fig. 7. It will be noted that the
largest number of electronic packages in the system were semiconductor
logic packages and that the failure rates for these were very low. As
might be anticipated, packages containing relatively high power semi-
conductors failed at a somewhat greater rate, while electron tube and
gas tube failures were highest of all.

Although the failure rates dropped off during the course of the trial,
the shape of this trend as seen in Fig. 7 is markedly different from that
of the service irregularities and customer reports discussed earlier. It is
believed that this difference is due to the guard and defensive program-
ming. The difference gives rise to the concept of "dependability" as
a service measure while reserving the term "reliability" as a measure of
component performance.

The component failures for the semiconductor logic packages as a
function of time are shown in Fig. 8. The marked difference between the
failures in the first half and last half of the trial can probably be attrib-
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uted to less human intervention in system operation as well as to the
weeding out of marginal units. The failure rate for the first and last
5,000 hours of system operation is compared in the so-called "fit rate"
shown on the right-hand side of the Figure. One fit corresponds to one
failure on 109 hours of operation.

3.3 Impact on System Design

The Morris trial provided important background for the development
of No. 1 ESS. In particular, it demonstrated the feasibility of providing
dependable service with stored program control which has major ad-
vantages in manufacture, maintenance, and flexibility of office adminis-
tration. The practicability of providing automatic diagnostic programs
to assist the maintenance personnel was confirmed. Special programming
strategies of guard and defensive programming were evolved to greatly
increase system dependability.

The trial also indicated that a major effort should be made to elimi-
nate electron tubes and to remove the requirement for expensive air
conditioning equipment. Furthermore, the experience suggested an
improvement in the method used for switching between duplicate
system equipment so that calls which were in the process of being set
up would not he mutilated during the switching interval.

As a result of experience with Morris, the hardware design of No. 1
ESS differs markedly from that used in the trial, although the basic
philosophy of stored program control remains the same. A description
of this commercial successor to Morris is contained in the next section.

IV. NO. 1 ESS

4.1 Design Considerations

Any switching system intended for general Bell System application
throughout the United States must cover a broad range in office size
and traffic capability and must provide for orderly office growth. An
analysis of the Bell System lines in service as of 1960 indicated that 75
per cent of the lines terminated in central office buildings containing
over 7.500 lines. Fifty per cent were in buildings serving over 19,000
lines and 25 per cent terminated in buildings serving over 32,000 lines.
On the other hand, 75 per cent of the central office buildings served less
than 3000 lines if one includes community dial offices. An effort was
made in the design of No. 1 ESS to provide a configuration with suffi-
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cient growth potential to cover a wide range of needs throughout the
Bell System.

The stored program control concept demonstrated in the Morris
trial was selected for implementation. In fact, it was concluded that the
flexibility of stored program control, made possible by high-speed elec-
tronics, is more important for switching systems of the future than is
the use of electronics per se. The method is adaptable to the wide range
in size and growth and simplifies the introduction of changes in operat-
ing methods or service features after installation by changing program
rather than office wiring. From the factory point of view, the stored
program concept permits uniform production with a minimum of wired
options; it also should result in less installation effort both initially and
for office growth.

To replace the Morris gas -tube switching matrix, a search was under-
taken for a suitable metallic crosspoint having control compatibility
with high-speed electronics. This was considered desirable for two princi-
pal reasons. First, it would avoid the need for special telephone instru-
ments required at Morris and second, it would simplify testing of lines
and trunks. To meet this need for an electronically controlled metallic
crosspoint, the ferreed was invented, about which more will be said
later.

Economic considerations made it desirable to avoid air conditioning.
This was made possible by (1) the advent of silicon epitaxial semiconduc-
tor devices, which will withstand higher ambient temperatures than
the germanium devices used in Morris, (2) the development of new types
of random access memory, to be described later, and (3) the ferreed
development already mentioned.

The various considerations of Bell System requirements and the
experience gained from Morris led to the design of a system which will
serve the needs of offices varying in size from a few thousand lines to a
maximum of 65,000 lines. The lower limit is determined strictly by
economics because of the relatively fixed and rather substantial cost of
the common control portion of the system. The upper limit in number
of lines to be handled is determined largely by traffic considerations,
the speed of the common control, and configuration of the switching
network. In high -traffic offices, such as might be found in metropolitan
New York, the maximum number of lines to be served by a single switch-
ing system will be substantially lower than the 65,000 maximum men-
tioned above, largely because of common control speed limitations.
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4.2 System Organization

The organization of No. 1 ESS is very similar to that of the Morris
system, as indicated by the block diagram shown in Fig. 9. It consists
of an eight -stage space -division switching network utilizing ferreed
crosspoints. A central control logic unit interprets instructions contained
in the semipermanent memory and carries out the various operations
required in handling the telephone traffic. Temporary memory used in
conjunction with central control provides call processing registers and
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Fig. 9 -- No. 1 Electronic Switching System organization.

other "scratch pad" type memory needed in central control operations.
Input to this high-speed information processing complex is obtained via
scanners which examine the state of lines and trunks on a time-shared
basis. When it is addressed by central control, the scanner will examine
the state of a particular group of lines and place into the temporary
memory information concerning the "on -hook" or "off -hook" state of
these lines. Normally lines are scanned at 200 -millisecond intervals for
detection of originations. Upon detection of an origination, the rate is
increased to give a scanning interval of 10 milliseconds. This shorter in-
terval is required to count dial pulses or to detect the outputs of re-
ceivers used to convert TOUCH-TONE* calling signals to de signals.

The signal distributor provides a means for converting the short
* Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.
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electronic pulses from central control to appropriate signals on trunks
to distant offices. Thus for low -speed outpulsing, central control may
request the distributor to close a relay contact, and then the central
control will continue to perform many additional logic operations on
other calls. Several tens of milliseconds later, at the appropriate time,
another order to the distributor would call for opening the relay contact.
By this means, the stored program control can perform many complex
functions in trunk circuits, thereby minimizing the types and complexity
of trunk circuits now found in electromechanical switching offices.

A second output from central control provides for closing the appro-
priate crosspoints in the switching network, while a third provides
information to an administration center. The latter contains the teletype-
writer for machine maintenance and a magnetic tape recorder for auto-
matic message accounting information.

4.3 Design for Dependability

A more detailed block diagram of No. 1 ESS is shown in Fig. 10.
Incoming lines and trunks enter the system at theprotector blocks shown
at the top of the Figure and thence are connected through a main
distributing frame to appropriate portions of the switching network.
Electronic control for these network frames is provided over a periph-
eral unit bus from duplicated central control units. Similar bus
arrangements are used for interconnecting program stores and call stores
to central control.

This bussing arrangement is another innovation in No. 1 ESS. It
permits switching among duplicated common control equipment at
electronic speeds. The improved method protects calls that are being
processed at the time a switch is made and provides a convenient means
for electronically organizing a working system from random combina-
tions of duplicate units; either central control may associate itself with
any program store or call store while other units may be in a trouble
condition.

In carrying out call processing operations, both of the central controls
and their normally associated program stores and call stores simul-
taneously process the information for the complete call. Interconnections
between duplicated portions of the system provide for cross-checking of
information. If a mismatch occurs at any point, a fault recognition
program is called into play to determine whether the mismatch is due to
an error (which does not repeat) or to a true fault. If a fault has occurred
in the on-line system, the duplicate equipment immediately takes over
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the call processing operations. In its spare time central control carries
out a diagnostic routine on the faulty unit. The results of this diagnosis
are printed out on a teletypewriter for use by the maintenance man.

In the following sections the design and functions of the major por-
tions described above will be covered in somewhat more detail.

4.4 Switching Network

A schematic representation of the eight -stage switching network is
shown in Fig. 11. Line link networks, consisting of line switch frames
(LSF's) and junctor switch frames (JSF's), contain four switching
stages; the remaining four stages are contained in trunk link networks
consisting of junctor switch frames and trunk switch frames (TSF's).
Wire junctors are used between line link and trunk link networks for
line -to -trunk interconnections, and between appearances on the trunk

15 LINE LINK 15 TRUNK LINK
NETWORKS NETWORKS
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JUNCTOR
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Fig. 11 - Over-all network plan showing line link networks, trunk link net-
works and typical connections.
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link networks for tandem switching. Line -to -line switching is accom-
plished through a junctor circuit which includes the necessary trans-
mission apparatus and facilities for supervising the individual lines.
Because of the wide variety of offices which this electronic switching
system is intended to serve, the line link networks are arranged to cover
various concentration ratios. from 2:1 up to 8:1.

A line switch frame for 4:1 concentration is shown in Fig. 12. The
double bay of equipment at the left contains the switching, supervisory
and electronic control equipment for interconnecting 512 lines to 128
junctors. A supplementary line switch frame on the right increases
this switching capacity to 1024 lines. In this configuration the electronic

Fig. 12 - No. 1 ESS line switch frames.
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network control serves both the basic and supplementary line switch
frames.

A number of wire spring relays can be seen on each of these frames.
These are used for setting up steering circuits for crosspoint control in
the ferreed switches contained in the rectangular cases seen in this
Figure. Driving current to operate the ferreed crosspoints is obtained
from a solid-state pulser employing a high -power silicon triode. This
pulser is located near the bottom of the bay containing the control
electronics.

To set up a connection, central control, through the switching frame
electronics, orders the establishment of a pulsing path to the appro-
priate crosspoints. The crosspoints are then closed by applying a high -
current pulse through the established network control path.

At the top of the bays in a matrix configuration are "ferrods" which
provide line supervision. Both the ferreeds and ferrods were
invented especially for No. 1 ESS and are described further below.

4.5 The Ferreed7

Each of the rectangular ferreed switches shown in the photograph
contains an 8 X 8 array of ferreed crosspoints, as shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13 - No. 1 ESS ferreed switch assembly.
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Each crosspoint consists of a pair of dry reed glass -encapsulated switches
molded into a small subassembly and inserted with two remendur
plates into a solenoid consisting of two control windings as shown by the
exploded view in Fig. 14. When a high -current pulse is transmitted
simultaneously in the appropriate direction through the two solenoid
windings, the remendur plates are poled to produce a north -south
magnetic field from top to bottom. Remendur, being a square loop ma-
terial, remains magnetized after removal of the pulse, causes closure of
the reed contacts, and holds them closed without further expenditure
of power. Operate current from the pulser flows through appropriate
interconnections on the wire spring relays to a given column and row of

237B SEALED //
CONTACT ASSEMBLY

2 PER MOLDED ASSEMBLY

18 -TURN COIL

COIL FORM--____

rill.t- HORIZONTAL
> STRAPS

MOLDED CONTACT,,---- ASSEMBLY

REMENDUR
--- PLATES

-39-TURN COIL

--SHUNT PLATE

..."----VERTICAL
.- ___.,---- STRAPS

Fig. 14 - Two -wire ferreed crosspoint.
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the 8 X 8 ferreed switch unit, thus operating the crosspoint at the
intersection of that column and row.

The two windings of the control solenoid are arranged so that a pulse
of current through only one of the windings will produce magnetization
of the remendur plates in a north-south/south-north distribution about
the magnetic shunt plate shown in the diagram. The opposing magnetic
fields of the two halves of the remendur plates thus permit the contact
to open. This arrangement, together with the matrix interconnection in
the 8 X 8 array, produces a crosspoint configuration of the "destruc-
tive mark" type. There is no need to release a connection upon comple-
tion of a call since the half select current on a subsequent network
connection will cause the release of the crosspoint if it is no longer re-
quired in the new connection. A network map indicating the closed or
open state of the crosspoints is recorded in the temporary memory
described later. Thus there is no need for a sleeve lead to be provided in
the network as in electromechanical switching systems.

An early model of a machine developed by Western Electric Company
for automatically winding the solenoids for the ferreed crosspoints is
shown in Fig. 15. Here the entire shunt plate containing the molded
assemblies for the crosspoints is oscillated in such a way as to wind four
solenoids simultaneously. In the foreground are a two -wire and four -wire
ferreed switch assembly before the crosspoints and remendur plates
have been inserted.

A second type of ferreed is also required to act as a cut-off relay for
ferrod sensors used for line supervision. This design, shown schematically
in Fig. 16, may be operated or released by reversing the direction of
current through the control winding. When energized in one direction,
the remendur rod in the control winding is poled in a direction to aid the
magnetic field from a permanent magnet. This causes closure of the
reed contact. A pulse of current in the opposite direction switches the
remendur field to oppose the permanent magnet to release the contact.
The use of this device in connection with line supervision is described
below.

4.6 The Ferrod

Line supervision is obtained by means of ferrods mentioned earlier.
Several varieties of this device are illustrated in Fig. 17. Each of these
assemblies contains two ferrods, one at either end of the assembly in a
molded wire arrangement that is well adapted to mechanized manu-
facture using wire spring relay manufacturing techniques. The devices
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Fig. 15- Ferreed switch automatic winding machine.
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WINDING

REMENDUR
SEMIPERMANENT

MAGNET

PERMANENT
MAGNET

X

'`SEALED CONTACT
SWITCHES

Fig. 16 - Bipolar ferreed assembly.

Fig. 17 - Four dual ferrod assemblies.
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previously seen in the line switch frames mounted in a matrix configura-
tion were the ends of a number of these dual ferrod assemblies.

A schematic diagram of this simple and reliable device is shown in
Fig. 18(top). It consists of a rectangular ferrite stick surrounded by
solenoid control windings connected in series with the customer's tele-
phone line and talking battery. In the center of the ferrite stick are two
holes through which two small coupling loops are inserted. In the ab-
sence of line current, i.e., when the customer is "on -hook," the ferrite
stick is unsaturated and good coupling exists between the two single
loop windings. Thus a 4 -microsecond interrogating pulse transmitted
from the scanner to the loop will produce a corresponding pulse in the
read-out loop. When the customer goes "off -hook," the resulting cur -

250
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100

50

E -

TELEPHONE
CIRCUIT

-50V

INTERROGATE

FERRITE STICK

NETWORK

CUTOFF FERREED

_,,CONTROL WINDINGS

READ-OUT
LOOP

TYPE 18 TYPE IC
(LINE) (JUNCTOR)

1
l* -TYPE ID

LIMITS I-
TYPE 1C -
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1
I

-ILI; UT ISB -

II II I I 1 I I I I I

2 4 6 8 10 12 14

CONTROL WINDING CURRENT IN MILLIAMPERES
16 18 20

Fig. 18 - Top: ferrod in customer's line circuit; bottom: typical response of
ferrods.
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rent through the control windings saturates the ferrite stick, with the
result that very little coupling exists between the interrogating and
read-out loops. Thus it can be seen how this device provides a means for
sensing the state of a customer's line at speeds compatible with elec-
tronic data processing.

The ferrod control windings are connected to the customer's line via
a cut-off ferreed described above. When a service request is detected,
an appropriate dial tone connection is set up through the switching
network and supervision is transferred to a junctor or trunk circuit.
The cut-off ferreed disconnects the ferrod associated with that customer's
line to remove any transmission impairment which might otherwise be
incurred. The cut-off ferreeds are mounted in a 1 X 8 ferreed switch
assembly and may be seen adjacent to the 8 X 8 ferreed switches in
Fig. 12.

Ferrods are used not only for customer line supervision but also at
various other places throughout the system where high-speed sensing
of direct current states is required. The sensitivities needed in these
various applications call for three ferrod types, as indicated by the
response curves shown in Fig. 18(bottom).

4.7 Scanner

Interrogate pulses for the ferrods are obtained from an electronic
scanner of 1024 points. The ferrods are arranged in 64 rows of 16 ferrods
per row, and the scanner selects one row of 16 ferrods simultaneously
when requested to do so by central control. This is accomplished by the
arrangement shown schematically in Fig. 19. Half microsecond pulses
from the central control address bus are stretched to 4 microseconds
and through a ferrite core matrix drive the appropriate row of 16 fer-
rods. Separate output amplifiers from the ferrod read-out loops supply
central control with the "0" or "1" state of the corresponding ferrods
through separate output amplifiers.

Fig. 19 also shows some of the features included to sense any malfunc-
tion in the scanning processes. One of these shown to the right and
labeled ASW check is an "all seems well" pulse. This pulse indicates to
central control that a particular row, and only that row, of ferrods was
indeed interrogated. Another check feature is shown at the bottom left
of the diagram in which a pulse is returned to central control to verify
the fact that an "enable" pulse for the scanner was in fact received.
Morris experience played a strong role in suggesting these provisions.
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Fig. 19 - Functional diagram of a 1024 point scanner.

4.8 Trunk Circuits

Earlier it was mentioned that stored program control permits a major
simplification in trunk circuits. Through this type of operation, it has
been possible to reduce drastically the number of different types of
trunk circuits required and to provide many of them on a plug-in basis
with standardized factory wired frames for the receptacles. Compart-
ments for plugging in the trunk circuits are shown in the universal
trunk frame illustrated in Fig. 20. Each compartment accepts a trunk
package containing two trunk circuits of a type indicated schematically
in Fig. 21. From the notes on the diagram, the reader will observe the
wide variety of circuit configurations made possible with program
control. Other trunk circuits of this same general type are provided to
meet special needs for interconnection with existing electromechanical
offices. Some of these incorporate special networks to improve return
loss.

A miscellaneous variety of trunk or service circuits are also required
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84"
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Fig. 20 - Universal trunk frame.

to provide such functions as dial tone, ring, audible ring, TOUCH-TONE
receivers, and the like. These are mounted in a miscellaneous trunk
frame as required and are permanently wired at the factory.

4.9 Central Control

Central control is the heart of the high-speed information processing
common control equipment. It is a high-speed semiconductor logic
machine designed to interpret instructions contained in the program
store and to carry out the appropriate logical operations contained in
each instruction. A photograph of one of the two central controls used
in the system is shown in Fig. 22. Each central control is made up of
approximately 2300 circuit packages containing approximately 14,000
transistors and 45,000 diodes. Typical plug-in packages and the nest
into which they are plugged are shown in Fig. 23. Considerable develop-
ment effort was devoted to the design of a highly reliable connector which
could be manufactured at low cost. This was essential in view of the
large number of plug-in packages used in the system.
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Fig. 23 - No. 1 ESS logic packages and nest.
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Central control is word -organized to receive 44 -bit instructions from
the program store and to process information with the aid of the call
store on a 24 -bit word basis. Its cycle time is 5.5 microseconds.

A considerably simplified block diagram of central control is shown
in Fig. 24. No attempt will be made here to describe this diagram. In-
stead, the types of actions the central control is designed to perform will
be outlined briefly. The organization differs from that of a general
purpose computer since the functions required in a telephone switching
office are primarily logical rather than arithmetic operations.

A special program language with appropriate symbolic codes was
evolved to optimize the performance of the system in processing infor-
mation for telephone switching type operations. Each word in the
program store shown at the top of the diagram is identified by a specific
address designated in binary code. The program word located at that
address contains an operation order, information as to where the data
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Fig. 24 - No. 1 ESS central control - simplified block diagram.

to be processed may be found in memory, and various other symbols
which may request such operations as masking a portion of a word,
complementing the' word to be processed, or performing the logical
union or product with another word. Various types of operation codes
are included in the programming language. The class of operation code,
an example of the symbology used, and the meaning of that symbology
for several types of operation are shown in Fig. 25. The logic design of
central control provides for interpreting these types of instructions and
for carrying out the specified operation.

A frequently used order related to the "shift" order shown in the
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CLASS EXAMPLE MEANING NUMBER
OF TYPES

MOVE MK MEMORY TO ACCUMULATOR (K) 28

ADD AWK ADD WORD TO K 1 I

SUBTRACT SBR SUBTRACT BUFFER FROM REGISTER 10

COMPARE CMK COMPARE MEMORY WITH K 5

PRODUCT OF MEMORY WITH K ("ANDn)

LOGICAL UWX UNION OF WORD WITH REG ("ow) 24

H SHIFT

TRANSFER TKAZ TRANSFER IF K IS ZERO 26

TZRFZ TRANSFER IF K IS ZERO, IF NOT 12
FIND FIRST ONE AND ZERO IT AND

COMBINED SAVE BIT POSITION IN F REGISTER

QMX ROTATE K, MOVE MEMORY TO X REGISTER 66

Fig. 25 - Example of operation codes.
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figure is called "rotate." This is similar to a shift order except that the
bits of a word which might be shifted off the right-hand end of the
register are saved by bringing them back to the left end of the register.
For example, this instruction may be used to determine the "right -most
one" in a binary word. Suppose that the bits of this word represent the
busy ("0") or idle ("1") state of a group of trunks. The single order to
determine the "right -most '1' " would immediately locate the first idle
trunk.

In addition to logic circuitry to carry out operations of the types
described above, central control includes a number of features provided
for automatic maintenance purposes. These are listed in Table I.

4.10 Program Store

In Morris the program store was the flying spot store as already noted.
For the commercial system, it was deemed desirable to eliminate elec-
tron tubes wherever possible, both from a reliability point of view and
to simplify power supply arrangements. Fortunately, the twistor
memory,8 invented at Bell Laboratories, appeared on the scene early
enough for this purpose.

An over-all view of the program store incorporating sixteen twistor
modules together with access and read-out electronics is shown in Fig.
26. This store, of which at least two are provided in each office, provides
a memory capacity of about 5.8 million bits organized into 131,000
words of 44 bits each. Any word in the store may be randomly accessed
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TABLE I - CENTRAL CONTROL MAINTENANCE FACILITIES

1. Internally and externally generated maintenance interrupts.
2. Information in call store encoded with a parity bit checking both data and

address.
3. Information in program store stored in Hamming code, the parity bit checking

both address and data; can correct single errors, detect double errors in data,
can detect single and double errors in address.

4. Program and call store reread facilities.
5. Round trip check of central pulse distributor enables output to peripheral

units.
6. An internal check signal ("all seems well") is generated in program stores,

call stores, and scanners; absence is detected by central control.
7. Synchronizing signal on all store communications.
8. Word matching between central controls of selected and selectable internal

central control points:
a. all call store communications normally matched,
b. program store replies matched after a transfer,
c. selected matching of busses, program store address register, and key de-

coder and sequence circuit outputs.
9. Error counters.

10. Emergency action circuit.
11. Off-line operation possible for selected system configurations.

by request from central control. The 44 bits in each word consist of 37
information bits, a 6 -bit Hamming code for single error correction -
double error detection, and a final over-all parity bit. The error detec-
tion and correction code is computed across not only the word of in-
formation to be read out of memory but also its address.

The vertical slots which may be seen in the twistor modules are de-
signed to receive aluminum cards such as that shown in Fig. 27. Each
of the cards has 64 columns of vicalloy spots arranged in 45 rows.
Forty-four rows are used to store the 44 bits of a program word. The
45th bit, together with a row of elongated magnets shown on the upper
edge of the card, serve to condition the magnetic properties of the
twistor wire as the card is inserted. One hundred twenty-eight cards are
used in each of the twistor modules, thus providing a storage capacity
of 8196 44 -bit words per module.

Of the 16 modules in the program store, 13 are allotted to program
and the remaining 3 to translation information. Approximately half
of the program is devoted to telephone call processing and administra-
tive operations, and half is devoted to fault recognition and diagnostic
programs designed to ensure dependability and simplify office main-
tenance.

The modules devoted to translation contain such information as line -
to -directory number translation, class of service marks, trunk transla-
tion, abbreviated dialing lists, and the like. Approximately 16 types of
translation information are used, and class of service designations are
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Fig. 27 - Magnet card for twistor store.

practically limitless within the capacity of the store. On the average,
approximately three words of program store are required per line. Thus,
the three modules provide translation for an office of about 8,000 lines.
For larger offices, additional program stores would be required to provide
additional translation capacity.

An understanding of the operation of the twistor may be obtained
with the aid of Fig. 28. Forty-four pairs of copper read-out wires (of
which four pairs are shown in the diagram) run adjacent to the vicalloy
spots on the magnet card; each pair forms a balanced transmission line
feeding a sensing amplifier. At each word position a single -turn coupling
loop is disposed at right angles to the 44 pairs of twistor wires. A pulse
can be driven through this loop by switching a ferrite core accessed by
appropriate X and Y currents. One wire of each of the 44 pairs is sur-
rounded by a spiral of permalloy tape. The vicalloy spots on the magnet
card are located at the intersections of the twistor wire and the single -
turn interrogating loop. In the absence of a magnet at that intersection,
an access pulse in the interrogating loop switches the permalloy twistor
wire and produces an output at the end of that wire. However, a perma-
nent magnet at that intersection will prevent the permalloy tape from
switching, with the result that substantially no output is obtained. Thus,
the vicalloy spots on the magnet cards can be used to define the "0's"
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and "l's" of a 44 -bit word by either magnetizing or demagnetizing the
tiny vicalloy magnetic material.

The 44 pairs of twistor wires are encapsulated in a plastic tape which
is cemented in a continuous run to the vertical supporting members of
the twistor module. This may be understood more clearly from Fig. 29,
which shows an early version of a machine designed by Western Electric
for fabricating twistor modules. A rear view of a completed module
showing the access core matrix is shown in Fig. 30.

4.11 Memory Card Writer

It should be evident that either the program or translation informa-
tion can be modified by simply changing the pattern of magnetic spots
on the removable magnet cards. This permits a great deal of flexibility
in office administration, not only in modifying translation but also in
providing new service features. For these types of changes, no hardware
or wiring modifications are required and service changes can be made in
a minimum of time.

Changes in the magnetic bit pattern can be made with the aid of a
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Fig. 29 - Twistor module assembly operation in Western Electric Company
plant.

memory card writer, shown in Fig. 31. All of the cards in one twistor
module are removed by a motorized program store card loader shown
mounted vertically on the card writer. The card writer is arranged to
withdraw one card at a time from this card loader and pass a 44 -bit
writing head across its surface. The card is then automatically replaced
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Fig. 30 - Twistor module access matrix.

in the loader, and the unit is indexed upward to place the next card into
position for withdrawal.

The appropriate information for the 44 bits on the writing head can
be obtained from a tape reader for initial magnetization of the cards at
the factory, or from the call store via central control in an operating
office. In the latter case, information is inserted into the switching sys-
tem via the maintenance teletypewriter into a "recent change" space in
the call store. Before this space is completely full, the temporary trans-
lation information can be automatically transferred to the twistor
memory in the program store via the card writer as outlined above.

By arranging to use the call store as a temporary repository for change
information, it is possible to respond very rapidly to customer requests
for a change of service. For example, a remote teletypewriter can be
provided to a service order clerk who can type information (such as
abbreviated dialing lists) directly into the system. Service can be acti-
vated as soon as the service order clerk has finished typing the informa-
tion. In processing telephone calls, central control examines the "recent
change" space of the call store before referring to the program store
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Fig. 31- No. 1 ESS twister memory card writer.
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translation tables. It is expected that clearing of the "recent change"
space and transferring the information to the program store will be
required no more than once a week, even in a fairly active office.

4.12 Call Store

Reasons similar to those given for replacing the Morris flying spot
store with the twistor store led also to replacement of the Morris barrier
grid store by a solid-state temporary memory. For this purpose the
ferrite sheet was chosen as the memory element.

A single ferrite sheet is shown in Fig. 32. This sheet contains an array
of 256 holes on a 16 X 16 grid, each of which acts as an individual
ferrite core. The difficult threading operation common to a ferrite core
matrix is largely overcome by the technique of plating one of the leads
in a continuous path through the holes in the ferrite sheet. A number of
these sheets can then be stacked to provide the memory capacity re-
quired and the additional wiring added in a relatively simple operation.
This is indicated schematically in Fig. 33, and a completed memory
module having capacity of 2,048 words of 24 bits each is shown in Fig. 34.

3"
4

SHEET THICKNESS
= 30 MILS

Fig. 32 - Ferrite sheet for No. 1 ESS temporary memory.
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Fig. 33 - Access wiring for ferrite sheet memory.

As indicated in the caption for this figure, four such modules are used
in each call store. They are mounted behind the blank panel shown in
the photograph of a call store, illustrated in Fig. 35. The electronic
packages associated with call store operation may also be seen in this
photograph.

The number of call stores required in a particular office varies with
size and traffic but will never be less than two for the smallest office
because of the duplication requirement.

4.13 Master Control Center

The interface between man and machine in No. 1 ESS is the master
control center, two portions of which are shown in Figs. 36 and 37.
The alarm and display section on the right-hand panel of Fig. 36 indi-
cates which of the duplicated common control units are currently in
charge of the office as well as the condition of the off-line units. As already
noted, switching between these units is normally made under automatic
control of the system. However, push buttons provide for manual inter-
vention. On the test panel at the left are various keys and lamp indica-
tions from which line -load control can be exercised under unusual traffic
conditions. Facilities are also provided for performing certain system
tests.

The main interface with the machine is the teletypewriter shown in
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Fig. 34 - The No. 1 ESS ferrite sheet module has a capability of 2048 words of
24 bits each or a total of 49,152 bits. Four such modules are used in each call store.

Fig. 37. It can be used by the operating personnel to request the machine
to perform a variety of functions and is also used to print out messages
which the machine wishes to give to the maintenance man. Examples of
the former are the use of the teletypewriter to update translation infor-
mation or to insert special service changes such as customer abbreviated
dialing lists. The teletypewriter may also be used to request a print-out
of traffic data or to perform certain maintenance test sequences.

Under normal circumstances, it is anticipated that No. 1 ESS offices
will be unattended. Provisions are therefore made for operation with
remote teletypewriters. One might be provided for the service order
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Fig. 35 - No. 1 ESS call store.
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Fig. 37 - No. 1 ESS master control center - TTY and AMA recording.
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clerk while another could be located in an attended office where a
maintenance man would have access to maintenance information gen-
erated at the unattended office.

Next to the teletypewriter in Fig. 37 are two magnetic tape recorders
used to record information for automatic message accounting. These
are "write only" recorders and operate only when sufficient information
has been accumulated in the call store to justify recorder operation.
Information on the magnetic tape is recorded in blocks and in a format
suitable for processing in a centralized message accounting center. Two
recorders are provided for redundancy as well as to permit tape changes
without interrupting recording operation.

The remaining portion of the administration center is the twistor
magnet card writer, described earlier in connection with Fig. 31.

4.14 Size and Power Requirements

In the design of No. 1 ESS, the height of frames was limited to 7 feet
rather than the 11 -foot, 6 -inch height generally found in electromechani-
cal offices. This height eases the maintenance problem and also permits
installation in conventional ceiling -height buildings. In spite of the
reduced frame height, the floor space requirements are less than one-
half the floor space required for an equivalent No. 5 crossbar office.

No. 1 ESS derives its power from +24 -volt and -48 -volt storage
battery plants continuously charged from commercial power with diesel
engine generator back-up. Circuits are designed to operate over the full
discharge range of the batteries, and there is no requirement for end -
cells or counter -cells. A standard ringing generator is used with pro-
grammed selection of ringing phase to provide immediate ring on
customer lines.

Various tones required in the system, such as dial tone, audible ring,
high and low tones, re -order tone and the like, are supplied by solid-
state oscillators with electromechanical interruption at the appropriate
rates. These tones are made available to the system from a balanced
terminated impedance to avoid transmission impairment during tone
application.

4.15 Programming

The collection of equipment frames comprising a No. 1 ESS office
cannot process a single telephone call without the program which defines
the myriad steps required to carry out the appropriate system operations.
As already noted, this program for a typical office will contain 100,000
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or more 44 -bit words for telephone operating and maintenance routines
and perhaps 30,000 words of translation information. The problem of
writing this program is a major one indeed and occupies the time of a
large staff of engineers and programmers.

A major part of the programming activity is devoted to defining the
various features which the office is intended to provide. A second por-
tion of the problem is to convert this design information into the sym-
bolic language developed for No. 1 ESS and to process the resulting
symbolic program into a form suitable for use by the memory card
writer. A third and important activity is the testing of these programs
on the actual No. 1 ESS to locate and correct errors which may occur
during the first two steps.

To simplify and expedite the conversion of symbolic programs into
binary information on a magnetic tape for the card writer, a special
compiler program has been written. This compiler, known as PROCESS
III,* is designed for use with an IBM 7094 scientific computer. It
converts symbolic information (punched onto cards) into binary words
to which the compiler automatically assigns absolute memory addresses
for use in the twistor store. The compiler also supplies a binary tape
which can be run with a simulation program in the general-purpose
computer for initial program "debugging." A schematic representation
of the flow of information in this process is given in Fig. 38.

The program supplied with each central office must uniquely define
both the service features to be provided by that office and a programmed
definition of the hardware available in that office. In the latter category,
for example, would be a programming statement of the number of
originating registers in call store, number and types of trunks available
to the office, network concentration ratio, etc. However, the prepara-
tion of a complete specialized program for each Central Office would be
impractical. Fortunately, many of the operating and maintenance char-
acteristics are common to a large class of offices, and only a small part
of the program need be produced uniquely for each office. The common
portion of the program has been called the generic program. This in-
cludes the maintenance program suitable for all offices of the class and
the operating program, which includes all service features and operating
characteristics anticipated for offices of that class. A small portion of the
program, called a "parameter table" is specially prepared to meet the
operating company requirements for the individual office. With the use
of general-purpose computers to mechanize the conversion of operating

* PROgram for Compiling ESS.
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Fig. 38 No. 1 ESS program information processing.

company requirements into specific office programs, it is possible to
generate information for each office in a very short time.

Special programs are also provided for the twistor memory to serve
as both a laboratory tool and by Western Electric Company installation
crews. These are called "X-ray programs." When inserted in the program
store, they are used to exercise the No. 1 ESS circuits to insure that all
installation interconnections have been properly made and to locate any
troubles which may have occurred as a result of shipping damage.

V. PROGRESS IN PRODUCTION

During the development of No. 1 ESS, close liaison was maintained
with engineers of the Western Electric Company to take advantage of
their production experience in the initial designs. This close collabora-
tion resulted in apparatus and equipment designs compatible with
high -volume, low-cost manufacture. It also permitted Western Electric
to develop special production machines during the development interval.
As a result, production systems were available at a much earlier date
than would have been possible otherwise.

The Western Electric Company's plant at Columbus, Ohio, produced
the first No. 1 ESS during 1962 to serve as a test model at Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories, Holmdel, New Jersey. The frames for the first
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commercial office at Succasunna, New Jersey, were produced in 1963
and by the end of 1964 some 1470 frames had been shipped by Columbus
for installation at nine more central office locations. Five of these were
equipped with four -wire switching networks to serve military users.

The production rate at Columbus will increase rapidly during 1965,
and deliveries will also be made from Western's Hawthorne Works in
Chicago to meet the rapidly growing demand for this new system.
Within the next eight years the combined output of the two Western
Electric plants is expected to reach a level of 3,000,000 lines per year.

Several views of early manufacturing operations at Columbus are
shown in Figs. 39, 40, and 41.

VI. NO. 101 ESS9,10,11,12

6.1 Design Considerations

No. 1 ESS will provide modern switching services not only to residence
telephones but also to the business community. However, it will be
many years before the existing electromechanical switching plant will
be superseded by this new central office system. In the meantime, it

Fig. 39 - Western Electric Company manufacturing operations: monorail
area - frame testing.
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Fig. 40 - Western Electric Company manufacturing operations: monorail
area - frame assembly and wiring.

Fig. 41 - Western Electric Company manufacturing operations: unit surface
wiring.
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seemed appropriate to provide business customers with the new serv-
ices, made economically attractive with electronics, by supplementing
the standard electromechanical central office equipment. No. 101 ESS
was designed to fill this need.

An analysis of PBX customers being served by the Bell System indi-
cated that some 80 per cent of existing electromechanical PBX's serve
less than 200 extensions. As an initial offering, it was therefore decided
to develop the system in this size range. It was also decided that the
attractive features of stored program control already discussed in con-
nection with No. 1 ESS should be provided with the PBX design.

It turns out, however, that stored program control systems are
currently economical only in large sizes - much larger than the 200 -line
capacity envisioned for initial service. This led to a concept in which a
stored program group control located in the central office would serve a
number of outlying PBX switch units on the business customers' prem-
ises. This is the concept used in No. 101 ESS. It has the further advantage
that most of the maintenance and administration activity for the several
PBX's can be performed in the central office, thus reducing servicing
costs.

In No. 101 ESS, switching at the customer's premises is performed by
the use of a time -division switching network. One of the considerations
which led to the choice of time division for this application was a desire
to minimize floor space requirements at the customer location. A second
consideration was that a time -division switch operates silently and can
be installed in any available space without considering acoustic noise
interference to customer activities. To minimize installation time on the
customer's premises, the switching unit is contained in a single cabinet
provided with plug-in connectors.

6.2 System Organization

Fig. 42 illustrates the system plan chosen on the basis of the considera-
tions outlined above. A group control unit of the stored program variety
is located in the central office building near the electromechanical central
office with which it is to be associated. Central office trunks and control
data links interconnect this group control to outlying time -division
switch units located on the premises of a number of business customers.
In this system the group control is designed to handle a maximum of
3200 extensions divided among as many as thirty-two switch units. The
maximum capacity of each switch unit in this first offering is 200 lines
although larger switch units are under development. By sharing the
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control among a number of business customers, the advantages of
stored program flexibility can be obtained economically.

The trunks shown on Fig. 42 between the switch unit and central
office provide access between the PBX and the Bell System network for
outgoing and incoming calls. Connections shown between those trunks
and the control unit are for trunk seizure and control only, and do not
provide a voice -frequency transmission path.

The data links shown between the switch unit and control unit are of
two types. One is a 4 -wire, two-way data link for interchange of digital
control information, and the second provides a transmission path for
dialed or TOUCH-TONE digits. The data links are ordinary voice -
frequency pairs and provide for a data transmission rate of about 750
bits per second. There is no technical limit to the distance between
switch units and control unit.
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A simplified block diagram of an individual switch unit is shown in
Fig. 43. All extensions and trunks to the central office are multipled
through electronic gates to two time -division highways or busses. Each
of these busses is equipped with its own memory and control to provide
system redundancy. The use of two busses doubles the number of time
slots available to the customers, provides redundancy in the case of
bus failure, and makes possible a very convenient means for establishing
conference calls.

6.3 Group Control

A photograph of the group control unit is shown in Fig. 44. The four
center bays in this equipment line-up contain two stored program call
processing units which are essentially mirror images of each other. The
system program is contained in the twistor memory module mounted
in the lower portion of the frames. A third twistor memory module in
one of the frames stores line information, abbreviated dialing lists, class
of service marks, and the like. This store is not duplicated since its
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failure would only deny certain special services. A triplicated system
clock is located adjacent to the line information store in the next frame.

To the right of the call processor are two bays of input/output equip-
ment which provide buffering between the outlying switch units and the
high-speed call processing equipment. These bays also include data
transmission equipment to convert data messages to an appropriate
form for storage in a ferrite sheet buffer store. At the far right, and in
other bays not shown in this picture, are various trunk circuit interfaces
with the electromechanical office as well as TOUCH-TONE and dial
pulse receivers.

The bays at the far left, including the teletypewriter, provide for
system maintenance in a manner analogous to that of No. 1 ESS. The
frame mounted on top of the line-up houses special equipment for labora-
tory test and is not a part of a normal system.

6.4 Switch Unit

A photograph of one 200 -line switch unit with the doors open is shown
in Fig. 45. Part of the electronics is mounted on swinging gates, which
provide access to individual line packages inserted in a matrix behind
them. Equipment on these gates consists of the duplicated memory and
control units as well as certain equipment associated with attendant
console operation. Also included are transfer relays used to connect
certain office telephones to central office trunks in the event of failure of
commercial power at the customer location. The power supplies, which
operate from local commercial power, may be seen at the bottom of the
cabinet and are of the solid-state variety.

Individual customer line circuits are mounted on plug-in packages
behind the swinging gates and provide access to the factory -wired time -
division busses. Growth in the number of extensions on a particular
switch unit may be easily accommodated by supplying additional plug-in
line packages and the appropriate telephone instrument and inter-
connecting line.

A simplified schematic of a typical line package is shown in Fig. 46.
A pair of pnpn diodes provide the time -division gates for each of the
two busses. These are connected through a low-pass filter to an input
transformer from the station line. Appropriate circuitry is provided for
scanning lines for service requests, and a high -power pnpn triode is used
for applying ringing current to a standard telephone ringer by-passing
the time -division switch.

Sampling of speech on the telephone lines by the time -division switches
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Fig. 45 - No. 101 ESS switch unit.

is carried out at a rate of 12.5 kilocycles per second. The duration of the
gated signal is approximately 2 microseconds with a total guard interval
of 1.2 microseconds. Thus each bus can provide 25 independent time
slots in the 80 microseconds between samples of a particular line. The
two busses provide 50 time slots for the maximum 200 -line capacity of
the switch unit. This provides considerably more traffic -handling capac-
ity than is normally encountered in PBX's of this size.

Transmission loss through a pair of line packages is a combination of
loss in the line transformer, the low-pass filter, and the resonant transfer
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operation. The total insertion loss in this system is approximately 1.5
db, of which most is allocated to the line transformer and filter for
economic reasons. Similar reasons dictated the choice of a 12.5 kc
sampling rate to reduce low-pass filter cost.

As noted above, the telephone instruments themselves utilize standard
20 -cycle ringers. However, the telephone instruments may be of either
the rotary dial variety or TOUCH-TONE calling variety, and both
types may be connected to a single line if desired. TOUCH-TONE
signals are transmitted through the time -division switch to a digit trunk
to the group control unit at the central office, where they are detected
and registered in memory at that location. For rotary dial telephones,
the de dial pulses are converted to transients which pass through the
time -division switch and control a burst of tone over the digit trunk to
the control unit. Digit receivers in the central office are designed to
distinguish between TOUCH-TONE calling signals and the tone repre-
senting dc dial pulses.

The memory in the switch unit is of the circulating type and employs
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ferrite cores. When set by an appropriate message from the control unit
for interconnecting two customers, that connection remains established
until a new order is received from the control unit.

A photograph of the 200 -line switch unit mounted in a reception area
with an attendant and TOUCH-TONE calling console is shown in Fig.
47. As noted earlier, larger switch units are under development. These
will be supplied to serve up to 340, 800, or 3000 extensions.

6.5 Field Trial

To gain field experience with this system, a trial was conducted of a
prototype at New Brunswick, New Jersey, during 1963. The group
control unit was located in the New Jersey Bell Telephone office in that
city, and switch units were provided for two business customers a few
miles away. A third switch unit, located in Bell Telephone Laboratories
at Holmdel, New Jersey, about 30 miles from New Brunswick, was con -
n ected to the control unit via N -carrier transmission circuits. The trial
was carried out over the period from March, 1963, to the end of Decem-
ber, 1963. Equipment used in the trial was essentially identical to the
production system now being manufactured by Western Electric Com-
pany at its Hawthorne plant in Chicago.

Fig. 47 - No. 101 ESS 200 -line switch unit and attendant's console.
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Some of the features incorporated in the system for this trial are
worthy of note. The user is first struck by the speed of response. Pro-
visions for immediate ring make the system very attractive to the busi-
ness customer, even though the time saving may be only a few seconds.

The features most used by our customers in the trial were add-on
conference or dial transfer. To establish a conference after two parties
were connected required only that one of them momentarily flash his
switchhook and dial or key the number of a third conferee. A total of
four conferees, one of which could be on an outside trunk, was possible
in the trial. The limitation was imposed primarily for transmission
reasons, since all customers are effectively connected in parallel. Dial
transfer was done in the same way as establishing a conference except
that the transferring party would simply hang up after adding the third
party.

Another feature, called compressed dialing, was also very popular.
Seven- or ten -digit outside numbers could be called by dialing three
digits. The identification is made by appropriate magnetic patterns in
the twistor module of the line information store in the group control.
When the three digits are dialed by the customer, the call processor
performs the necessary translation and outpulses the appropriate digits
to the distant office. One of the trial customers had a repertoire of 89
compressed numbers with which he could reach all of his sales and
service offices throughout the United States as well as a number of
suppliers with which he frequently conducted business. This list of
numbers is common to a switch unit and can be reached from any ex-
tension on that switch unit.

For intra-PBX calling, another service provided abbreviated dialing
in which a 1X code could be used to reach six frequently called exten-
sions. Such numbers were provided as a separate list for each telephone
extension. In spite of the fact that this code merely reduces the dialing
from three digits to two digits, only the second digit had to be remem-
bered and not the full extension number. This may account for its very
high usage during the trial.

Only six codes were provided for abbreviated dialing, since the codes
17, 18, 19, and 10 were reserved for other purposes. Code 17 was used
for reroute. As described in connection with the Morris Trial, this code
permitted an extension user to route his incoming calls to another
extension at which he might be reached when away from his desk. After
receiving dial tone and dialing the code 17, the extension user dialed the
number of the phone to which he wished his calls to be routed. The
system acknowledged the receipt of this information by returning a
special tone. Thereafter, all calls to that extension would reach the one
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designated. When the user returned to his office, he restored service
by again dialing the 17 code and receiving the special acknowledgment
tone.

The code 18 was used for dial hold. This permitted holding an incom-
ing call without the necessity of providing special buttons on the tele-
phone instrument and key equipment normally required in existing
PBX's. If the customer wished to hold a call, he would flash his switch -
hook, dial 18 to hold the incoming call, and then dial the number of a
person with whom he wished to consult. Transfer back and forth be-
tween the two parties could be accomplished by a switchhook flash and
dialing of the 18 code. If in this process a held party should be forgotten
by the original caller, the originating phone was rung back following
his disconnect to remind him of this fact. This dial hold feature is
attractive in that it does not require a multibutton telephone set, special
key equipment and extra wiring as with electromechanical systems.

Code 19 provided a dial pick-up service. In a group office equipped
with a number of telephones, it is frequently convenient to provide an
arrangement whereby any telephone can pickup any other one in the
room. By placing the appropriate pattern of magnetic spots in the line
information store, a group of phones may be designated as a pick-up
group. When any phone in that group rings, it may be picked up from
any other phone by dialing the code 19. Here again, savings result from
the use of standard telephone instruments without special key equipment
and extra line connections.

The code 10 was used to provide trunk answering from any station
when no attendant was present at the console. For example, a night
watchman, upon hearing a ring of a special night service bell, could
answer the incoming call from the nearest telephone by simply dialing
the code 10.

The trial also provided for Direct Inward Dialing to extensions with-
out going through the attendant and Direct Outward Dialing with
Automatic Number Identification to distant offices. In the latter case,
restrictions could be placed on various lines to prevent direct out -
dialing, restrict out -dialing to a specified local area, or provide full
access to the Bell System network. The ability to administer this type
of restriction at the central office by appropriately magnetizing the
twistor cards is another example of stored program convenience.

6.6 Production and Installation Progress

Production of No. 101 ESS has been under way at Western Electric's
Hawthorne plant in Chicago since 1963. At the beginning of this article,
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reference was made to the cut -over of the first system at Brown Engineer-
ing and Chrysler Corporation in Cape Kennedy, Florida. The group
control unit to serve these customers is located in Southern Bell Tele-
phone Company's office at Cocoa Beach, Florida, where it is associated
with a No. 5 crossbar switching office. Four businesses in that area are
now (early 1965) being served by that group control. Since the major
installation interval for No. 101 ESS is associated with the group con-
trol, additional switch units can be added on very short notice and with
only a few hours' installation time if the necessary transmission circuits
are available.

The second group control produced by Hawthorne was installed for
the New York Telephone Company in their Fifty-sixth Street office in
Manhattan. It is serving telephone extensions from a switch unit located
in the A.T. &T. Co. exhibit at the New York World's Fair. A second
switch unit controlled from New York is serving a group of extensions
in the New York Telephone Company's headquarters, and a third
provides service to about 180 extensions at Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Holmdel.

As noted in the Introduction, installations of group control units
have also been completed in Chicago, Cleveland, Los Angeles, and
Washington, D. C.

VII. SUMMARY

This article has presented a survey of progress being made by the Bell
System in introducing electronic switching into the telephone plant and
has described two systems developed by Bell Telephone Laboratories
for this purpose. Present orders indicate that electronic switching is
being favorably received by the operating telephone companies, and
customer reactions to the new services have been very encouraging. As
production capacity builds up, it can be expected that more and more
customers throughout the United States will find these new features
available to enhance the value of their telephone service.
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Core Materials for Magnetic Latching
Wire Spring Relays

By T. G. GRAU and A. K. SPIEGLER
(Manuscript received July 15, 1964)

The magnetic characteristics of medium carbon steels were examined to
determine whether these steels can be used as core materials for magnetic
latching wire spring relays. The analysis of the data show that steels with
a carbon content ranging from 0.35 per cent to 0.50 per cent, heat treated
to a Rockwell hardness ranging from 30 to 45 points on the "C" scale, are
satisfactory core materials. The analysis further shows that the relays are
latched more securely if the carbon content of the steel used for the core is
high, and that the hardness in the above -mentioned range has very little ef-
fect on the latching characteristics.

I. INTRODUCTION

In telephone switching circuits it is often necessary to hold a relay
operated for a long period of time. An example of such a case is a relay
which remains operated during a telephone conversation. In order to
hold a conventional relay operated for a long period of time, it is usually
locked electrically through one of its own make contacts. This method
of latching requires that a continuous current be supplied to the relay
coil. In the past, relays with mechanical locking features or auxiliary
permanent magnets also have been used. These relays, however, fre-
quently require two electromagnets, one to operate the relay and acti-
vate the locking mechanism and the other to deactivate the locking
mechanism and allow the relay to release. A relay which requires a
mechanical locking mechanism, since it needs two electromagnets, is
equivalent to two relays and is therefore uneconomical.

The latching force, which holds the magnetic latching relay operated,
depends upon the residual magnetic induction and coercive force of the
magnetic materials used in the structure of the electromagnet. The
magnetic latching relay is operated by a short current pulse. After the
removal of the pulse the relay remains operated. A current pulse of

999
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opposite polarity to, and lower magnitude than, that of the operate
pulse will release the relay. Once released, the relay will remain in that
state until another operate pulse is supplied.

It is apparent that this type of relay is particularly useful when power
is at a premium. Once the relay is operated, no more power is required
to hold it in that state. Moreover, the latching relay has another useful
feature: memory. It "remembers" the command "operate" or the com-
mand "release" and remains in one of these states until ordered into
the other state.

Earlier studies have shown that high carbon steels can be used to ob-
tain the magnetic characteristics needed in the magnetic structure of
latching relays. An example is the hold magnet of the magnetic latching
crossbar switch.1 High carbon steels, however, are not suitable for the
magnetic structures of wire spring relays because the geometry of this
structure would make its manufacture very difficult and expensive.
Therefore, a study was started to determine whether medium carbon
steels could be used.

II. REQUIREMENTS

The magnetic latching relay has two basic requirements. (1) When
the relay is in its released state it must operate upon the application of
an operate current pulse and remain in the -operated state after the pulse
is removed and until a release pulse is applied. (2) When the relay is in
its operated state it must release upon the application of a release cur-
rent pulse and remain in the released state after the pulse is removed
and until an operate pulse is applied.

As shown by these two requirements, the relay must have two stable
states. No outside influence shall falsely operate or release the relay. In
general, relays are mounted on frames on which mechanical vibrations
occur. The two states, therefore, have to be such that they will not be
influenced by mechanical vibrations occurring on these frames. The
latching force holding the relay operated has to be large enough to hold
the relay operated and to withstand the vibrations on the frame. Also,
after the relay has been released, the magnetic structure must be in a
magnetic state such that the mechanical bacic tension can securely hold
the relay in its released state. Induced electrical noise in the coil must
also be considered since it could change the magnetic state of the core
and release the relay when it is latched.

To the basic requirements discussed, two more requirements were
added: (3) The magnetic latching relay shall be of the wire spring type.
(4) The magnetic latching relay shall use the same mechanical pile-up as
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the conventional wire spring relay and it shall be possible to manu-
facture the magnetic parts with the same tools that produce the mag-
netic parts of the conventional wire spring relay.

The third requirement was added because of the consistently good
and reliable performance of wire spring relays. The fourth requirement
was added to hold the cost of manufacture to a minimum. The last two
requirements show that it was necessary to select a magnetic material
which, when used as the magnetic structure of the wire spring relay,
will satisfy the first two requirements.

In a magnetic latching relay the parameters which will determine the
latching force and the security of the latched state are the residual in-
duction and the coercive force of the materials used in the magnetic
parts. Both parameters wig effect the suitability of a material for this
application. Fig. 1 shows typical demagnetizing hysteresis loops for two
different materials. Materials (1) and (2) have residual inductions Br'
and Br2 and coercive forces 11,1 and 11,2 , respectively. If an air gap is
introduced in the magnetic circuit, the flux density will be reduced to
the points B1 and B2 called the remanent induction. Points B1 and B2
are determined by the line given by

H12

H

Fig. 1 - Generalized demagnetization curve.
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B, = Hm (1)

where: B = magnetic induction in the air gap
/, = length of the air gap
HM = field strength in the magnetic material
lM = length of the magnet.

Equation (1) provides only an approximation for the change in resid-
ual induction that occurs in a closed magnetic circuit when an air gap
is introduced into the circuit. However, it does indicate these changes.

The latching force is directly proportional to the square of the rema-
nent induction. As shown in Fig. 1, material (2) has a higher residual
induction than material (1). However, when an air gap is introduced in
the magnetic circuit, the remanent induction B2 of material (2) is lower
than B1 , because Ha is smaller than Ha . Therefore, the latching force
that can be obtained from material (2) will be smaller than the one that
can be obtained from material (1) for the particular air gap shown.

The third and fourth requirements dictate the geometry of the mag-
netic circuit. Therefore, to obtain a magnetic latching wire spring relay
it is necessary to find a material which has values of residual induction
and coercive force suitable for the magnetic circuit of the presently
manufactured wire spring relay.

III. MAGNETIC CAPABILITY

Since the geometry of the magnetic structure is fixed by the fourth
requirement of the last section, it is necessary to calculate values for
the maximum latching force that can be obtained. Fig. 2 shows the
individual parts of the magnetic structure of a wire spring relay.

The maximum mechanical load which must be held operated will de-
termine the minimum latching force, which in turn determines the mini-
mum remanent magnetic induction or remanent flux. The relation be -

MAGNETIC STRUCTURE CORE WITH COIL ARMATURE WITH HINGE

Fig. 2 - Parts of the wire spring relay magnetic structure.
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tween the latching force F and the remanent flux coo is given by:
2

F - coG

8r A G 980
k (2)

where:

F = latching force in grams
coo = remanent flux through the air gap
A G = effective pole face area at the air gap
k = constant correcting for the nonperpendicularity of coo be-

tween the mating areas.

The maximum remanent flux go through the air gap is determined by
the flux saturation level of the armature. If the semipermanent magnet
core has a remanent magnetic induction which is large enough to keep
the armature saturated, the maximum coo and, therefore, the maximum
latching force will be obtained. The attainment of this state will depend
on the values of the residual induction and coercive force of the core
material.

If we assume that the remanent flux of the core is large enough to
keep the armature saturated, an estimate for the maximum latching
force can be obtained. The armature is made of 1 per cent silicon steel
and has a cross-sectional area of 0.346 cm2. The nominal value for the
operating flux density of the armature is 15,000 gauss; the calculated
flux of the armature is, therefore, 5190 maxwells. As shown in Fig. 2,
the armature has a dome with an area of 0.712 cm2. When the relay is
latched, the largest part of coo will go through the dome of the armature;
therefore, A0 in equation (2) can be set equal to the dome area. The
estimated value of k is about 0.8. Substituting the calculated flux of the
armature, the dome area, and the constant k into equation (2), we ob-
tain the force at the dome as 1315 grams. This force is shown in Fig. 3

Fc

2.659

1

I 1

A

FE

1.128

 FD

1.974

Fig. 3 - Magnetic and mechanical forces.
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as FD . As shown in this figure, we also have a force on each side leg to
take into account. The flux through each side leg is half of the flux (pG
through the dome, and the geometrical area of each side leg is 1.25 cm2.
Using these values and again a constant of 0.8 in equation (2), we ob-
tain a force of 168 grams at each side leg. This force is shown as FE in
Fig. 3. The force Fe in this figure represents the mechanical load, which
is opposite to the latching force. Taking the moments about point A
with the dimensions given in Fig. 3, we find that the maximum load
Fc which can be held in equilibrium by the latching forces FD and FE
is 1120 grams. This is well above the maximum mechanical load of the
relay, which is in the neighborhood of 580 grams. Therefore, based on
the assumption that the remanent flux is large enough to produce a
flux of 5190 maxwells, the latching force will be about twice as large as
the maximum mechanical load. This means that the structure is capable
of latching the maximum number of contacts, or 24.

The residual magnetic induction of the core will now be examined to
see if it could be large enough to keep the armature saturated when the
relay is latched. If we neglect all leakage flux, then the remanent mag-
netic induction of the core has to be only large enough so as to saturate
the armature. Assuming no leakage flux, we have

where:

ion = (PC

(Pc = Bc Ac = con

cpd = saturation flux of the armature
soc = remanent flux of the core
Bc = remanent magnetic induction of the core
Ac = smallest cross-sectional area of the core.

(3)

As mentioned previously, the saturation flux (PA of the armature is
5190 maxwells. The core cross-sectional area Ac is 0.533 cm2. Using
these values in equation (3), we obtain a remanent magnetic induction
of 9737 gauss for Bc . This value for Bc corresponds to a value which is
lower than either of the values Br1 or Br2 in Fig. 1.

Since the core has to be manufactured with tools presently used to
manufacture the cores of conventional relays, only medium carbon
steels can be considered. The residual induction of these steels is about
13,000 gauss. This corresponds to points such as Br1 or Br2 in Fig. 1.
Since air gaps and leakage flux are present in the magnetic circuit of
the relay, the operating flux level will be lower, as previously discussed
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and illustrated in Fig. 1. However, only 9737 gauss are required for the
operating flux density of the armature. If the coercive force of the core
material is large enough, it is very likely that an operating flux density
of 5190 maxwells of the armature can be maintained when the relay is
latched.

So far we have only looked at the maximum obtainable latching force.
This was necessary in order to see if medium carbon steels should be
considered. As shown, the latching force that can be obtained is about
twice as large as the maximum mechanical load. However, a relay can
be considered securely latched if the latching force exceeds the mechani-
cal load by 50 per cent. Since the maximum mechanical load is 580
grams, a latching force of 770 grams minimum is needed. Using equation
(2) with a latching force, F, of 770 grams, we obtain 4727 maxwells for
flux ,p0 . The remanent flux of the magnetic circuit has to be larger be-
cause the leakage flux was not taken into account. For the magnetic
circuit under consideration, the estimated leakage flux is approximately
15 per cent of the flux through the core.

Therefore, to obtain a latching force of 770 grams minimum, the
remanent flux of the core should be at least 5500 maxwells when the
relay is operated.

In the above discussion, it was assumed that the coercive force of
medium carbon steel is large enough so that the required remanent
flux can be obtained. Since no exact relationship exists between mag-
netic induction and coercive force, an experimental study is necessary
to see if values for these characteristics can be obtained with medium
carbon steels so that these steels can be used as core materials for latch-
ing relays.

IV. STEEL STUDY

At this point in the development of the latching wire spring relay,
the minimum remanent magnetic induction needed is 5500 maxwells
for a full complement of contacts. The coercive force is not known, but
some considerations such as the need for a securely latched relay and
the need for a reasonably high dc release current with a maximum con-
tact load seem to dictate a rather high coercive force in the magnetic
structure. The only further restriction for the core material stems from
an economic consideration; i.e., the steel must be commercially available
and it must be soft enough to be used in present punch press tools.

A steel investigation was made to find a particular steel which should
be used for the relay core and to determine how this steel should be heat
treated to obtain the necessary magnetic properties. Four grades of
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steel containing different amounts of carbon ranging from 0.25 per cent
to 0.50 per cent were obtained. The steels were commercial grades of
C-1025, C-1035, C-1040 and C-1050. Results of an analysis of each type
of steel are shown in Table I.

General-purpose wire spring relay cores and ring samples were made
from the four lots of steel. The relay cores and ring samples in each
steel group were divided into five subgroups and were heat treated to
obtain different values of hardness on the Rockwell "C" scale ranging
from 25 points to 45 points in 5 -point steps. The C-1025 steel required
a water quench to obtain the necessary hardness; this makes it unfit for
a material for relay cores because it results in severe core leg twisting
and misalignment. Therefore, the C-1025 steel was eliminated from the
steel study.

The magnetic characteristics of the ring samples were measured with
a Cioffi recording fluxmeter. The resulting measured values of coercive
force and residual magnetic induction correspond to such points as
Ha and Bri in Fig. 1 and form the raw data which was then analyzed.

Each of these magnetic characteristics was then plotted as the de-
pendent variable against the ring sample hardness as the independent
variable. The plots of the residual flux versus hardness and the coercive
force versus hardness can be approximated by a straight line for a limited
range of hardness. This can be done with reasonable accuracy if the
"true" long-range curve has a slowly changing first derivative over the
hardness range. The straight-line approximations of the data of the
coercive force, as fitted by the least squares technique, are plotted in
Fig. 4(a). The equations for the coercive force of the steels are shown
in Table II.

The results are somewhat erratic, although they lead to the expected
curve.2 The cause of such erratic results is partly due to the impurities
in the steel samples and partly due to variations in the heat treatment.

It should be pointed out that these results represent only one group
of data points and that another group could lead to slightly different
equations. However, these equations serve to illustrate the trends present
in this range of steels.

TABLE I - PERCENTAGE OF ELEMENTS PRESENT

Type of Steel C S P Mn Mo Si Cr V Ni

C-1025 0.24 0.028 0.024 0.39 0.02 0.002 <0.03 <0.02 <0.02
C-1035 0.38 0.024 0.024 0.83 0.04 0.258 0.07 <0.02 0.06
C-1040 0.42 0.023 0.016 0.79 0.02 0.207 0.10 <0.02 0.04
C-1050 0.49 0.019 0.018 0.79 0.02 0.172 0.08 <0.02 0.03
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These coercive force curves show three important characteristics: (1)
the coercive force increases slightly as the hardness increases, (2) the
slopes of the lines arc very small and are identical within experimental
error, and (3) the lines are displaced from one another in such a manner
that a definite trend is evident; i.e., the coercive force increases as the
carbon content of the steel increases.

Straight-line approximations as obtained with the least squares tech -

TABLE II - EQUATIONS FOR COERCIVE FORCE

Steel Type Equations

C-1035 H,, = 11.16 + (0.0268)X
C-1040 = 11.87 ± (0.0266)X
C-1050 = 12.85 ± (0.0305)X

where: lici = the coercive force in oersteds, i = 1, 2, 3 depending on the type of
steel, and X = the hardness in points on the Rockwell "C" scale and in the
range of 24 points to 44 points.
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pique were found from the data for the residual magnetic induction of
the ring samples. The results of this analysis are plotted in Fig. 4(b)
and the equations for these curves are given in Table III.

These three curves show that within experimental error the residual
flux: (1) decreases as the hardness increases, (2) varies slowly with hard-
ness, and (3) has about the same magnitude for the three different steel
groups.

Another analysis of these data was tried. The second method was to
fit a curve of the form, Ha = ctio aiiX a12X2 to the data by solving
three equations for the constants aio , a:1, and a12 (where i = 1, 2, 3
for the different steels). Results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 5(a).
The same trends that were observed in Fig. 4(a) also can be seen in this
figure. This analysis of the residual magnetic induction data was tried,
but it produced about the same results as that of the linear analysis.
The method was to fit a curve of the form R, = aio ai2X2 to
the data by solving three simultaneous equations for the constants
aio , ail, and a12 (where i = 1, 2, 3 for the different types of steel). The
results of this analysis are plotted in Fig. 5(b).

The test results of the coercive force and residual induction for the
ring samples show that in the hardness range between 24 and 44 points
on the Rockwell "C" scale, variations in the coercive force between
steels seem to be larger than variations in the residual induction. Also
since all of the values for the residual flux fall in a relatively narrow
band (between 13.98 K gauss and 15.0 K gauss), all of the three steels
considered here should provide latching forces with very similar magni-
tudes. Therefore, latching relays should have cores manufactured from
materials which provide the largest possible coercive force.

With these preliminary results, relay cores were manufactured from
the three grades of medium carbon steel: C-1035, C-1040 and C-1050.
Relays were assembled from these cores and the magnetic character-
istics of the relays were then measured. Again, a straight-line approxi-
mation of the data for the coercive force and the remanent magnetic

TABLE III - EQUATIONS FOR RESIDUAL MAGNETIC INDUCTION

Steel Type Equations

C-1035 RI = 15.74 - (0.039)X
C-1040 R2 = 16.30 - (0.053)X
C-1050 R3 = 14.76 - (0.0079)X

where: Ri = the residual flux in gauss, i = 1, 2, 3 depending on the type of steel,
and X = the hardness in points on the Rockwell "C" scale in the range of 24
points to 44 points.
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flux was used. The results for the coercive force are plotted in Fig. 6(a)
and the results for the remanent magnetic flux are plotted in Fig. 6(b).
Table IV gives the equations of the curves for these two figures.

Examination of coercive force and remanent flux versus hardness
shows that for any small range of hardness, say five points on the Rock-
well "C" scale, the remanent flux varies less than 8 per cent between
the different samples. That is, the value of remanent flux, while it is a
function of the carbon content of the steel, is insensitive to large varia-
tions of the carbon content. Since the value of the ultimate latching
force depends on the amount of remanent flux which can be established
in the magnetic circuit of the relay, this result means that the latching
force will be insensitive to minor carbon variations in a particular steel.
This is an important result for the economical mass production of a
latching relay.

Variations in coercive force which are larger than variations of the
remanent flux within the same hardness range are observed between
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the different steel groups. However, the ability to maintain the level of
the latching force once it has been established, and not the magnitude
of the force itself, is affected by changes in coercive force. Therefore,
large variations of this parameter can be tolerated in manufacturing
situations provided that enough margin of force has been designed into

TABLE IV - EQUATIONS FOR COERCIVE FORCE AND REMANENT FLUX

Steel Type Equations for Coercive Force Equations for Remanent Flux

C-1035 H1 = 110.9 + (0.040)X col = 7.23 - (0.043)X
C-1040 H2 = 111.4 + (0.060)X 402 = 6.99 - (0.034)X
C -1050 H3 = 122.5 + (0.050)X Pa = 6.48 - (0.028)X

where: Hi = coercive force in ampere -turns, X = the hardness in points on the
Rockwell "C" scale in the range of 24 points to 44 points, (pi = remanent flux in
kilo -maxwells, and i = 1, 2, 3 depending on type of steel.
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the latched relay. Since the stability of the latching force is principally
a function of the coercive force and varies directly as the coercive force,
it is reasonable to attempt to heat treat the core to produce a high coer-
cive force. Furthermore, any increase in coercive force which can be
obtained by increasing the carbon content of the core material should
be pursued.

From theoretical calculations a minimum value of remanent flux was
found to be 5500 maxwells. Since this value is below all predicted values
of remanent flux for the three group of relays, plotted in Fig. 6(b), more
emphasis should be placed on choosing a steel to give the maximum
security of the latching force and obtaining the best core hardness. Since
steels which have carbon percentages above 0.50 per cent are difficult
to machine on a mass production basis, this percentage of carbon repre-
sents a maximum allowable value. Therefore, Fig. 6(a) shows that the
best steel for magnetic latching wire spring relays based on the magnetic
characteristics is the C-1050 steel. The carbon content of this steel is
0.5 per cent, +0.05 per cent, -0.02 per cent.

Until now, the remanent flux and the coercive force have been treated
as separate and distinct quantities which vary with the carbon content
and with the hardness of the steel. In the magnetic circuit of the relay,
these parameters each influence the dynamic characteristics in such a
manner that measurements of the latching force can show the validity
of the choice of the core material. Results of a straight-line approxima-
tion of the data for the latching force versus hardness are shown in Fig.
7, and the associated equations are given in Table V.

Several conclusions can be drawn from Fig. 7: (1) Within the group
of steels that were tested, the best core material is the C-1050 steel as
indicated previously. (2) Since theoretical calculations, based on the
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TABLE V - EQUATIONS FOR LATCHING FORCE

Steel Type Equations

C-1035 F1 = 1499 - (13.46)X
C -1040 F2 = 1407 - (7.95)X
C-1050 F3 = 1297 - (3.96)X

where: Fi = the total latching force in grams, X = the sample hardness in points
on the Rockwell "C" scale in the range of 24 points to 44 points, and i = 1, 2,
3 depending on type of steel.

assumption that the armature would be saturated, produced a force of
1120 grams, it appears that the C-1050 and the C-1040 groups are pro-
ducing saturation in the armature. (3) Since it appears that there is
armature saturation in the two groups, the latching force to latch the
full complement of 24 contacts has been obtained.

The optimum hardness is determined from curves showing the mag-
netic characteristics of the sample relays - i.e., Figs. 6(a) and (b). It
was calculated that a remanent flux of 5500 maxwells should be a mini-
mum value (this allows a 50 per cent operated load margin). Using 5500
maxwells as a lower bound in Fig. 6(b) and considering an experimental
error of ±2 per cent, the highest value of hardness would be 40 points
on the Rockwell "C" scale. Allowing a manufacturing variation of ±2.5
points, the hardness to be specified in manufacture is Rockwell "C"
37.5 ± 2.5. With this hardness, the relays should have a total latching
force greater than 770 grams and they should have good margin with
this force.

V. RELAY STUDY

Latching relays, after being operated and latched, can be falsely
released by extraneous effects such as random electrical noise induced in
coil leads and mounting plate vibrations, if these effects are severe
enough. To obtain release parameters in the form of load versus release
ampere -turns for different steels, relays having known loads were
operated, latched magnetically and released by applying a reverse cur-
rent to the coil. Fig. 8 shows the results of this test. Two important
conclusions can be drawn: (1) The C-1050 steel again is the best steel
for the magnetic latching application, and (2) The slope at any point
along the curve is very steep. A steep slope indicates that the relay
should be capable of accepting various values of loads and still release
correctly.

Referring to Fig. 8, a third conclusion can be drawn: the release am-
pere -turns for the C-1050 steel is larger than 70 NI with a 600 -gram
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load. The significance of the load value of 600 grams is that this repre-
sents a higher value of operated contact load than the maximum operated
load (580 grams). A release ampere -turn value of 70 NI represents a
large amount of power in a relay coil; i.e., this amount of power is
much larger than the expected power which a random electrical pulse
could provide by stray coupling to the relay coil. (The coil represents a
high impedance for this type of energy transfer.) Therefore, there is
adequate latching force so that induced random noise pulses should not
release the relay from its latched state.

The test relays were studied to determine dc operate parameters.
The resulting curves, pull versus ampere -turns at constant gaps, are
shown in Fig. 9 for the C-1050 steel. Similar curves for conventional
relays usually display a linear region which has a slope of 2. This region
corresponds to a fairly linear section of the magnetization curve below
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the knee and above the region of easy magnetization (toe to instep). It
is this linear portion of the magnetization curve that produces the linear
section of the pull versus ampere -turns on a log -log plot. In higher
carbon steels that have been magnetically hardened, the magnetization
curve is characterized by the absence of a linear section. For this reason
and due to armature saturation, Fig. 9 has no linear section.

The de operate current for a magnetic latching relay must be found
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from the constant gap curves, shown in Fig. 9. The use of these curves
assumes: (1) The relay has received enough power from the last release
pulse so that the core can be considered in the demagnetized state. (2)
The critical load point is found from values of load for the conventional
wire spring relay. (3) The minimum operate saturation current will be
exceeded.

At this point it is helpful to define the operate flux direction as the
positive flux direction and the release flux direction as the negative flux
direction.

It is not absolutely necessary for the release pulse to return the core
to its zero flux state; however, the pulse must return the core close to
that state and must not allow the core to return to a negative flux state.
If the core is left in such a state, the operate current will be higher than
the current which is found from the pull curves. The operate current
which is found from the pull curves represents a current value which is
useful only as a readjust current for the relay. However, correct dynamic
operation of the relay requires that the operate current supply: (1)
sufficient magneto motive force to saturate the magnetic structure, and
(2) the saturation flux for a minimum pulse time of at least 15 per cent
longer than the operate time of the relay.

Therefore, the minimum dynamic operate current is a current capable
of saturating the structure, and higher operate currents can be used to
obtain faster operate times. A further requirement for operating the
relay is that the current shall not reverse when the current to the coil
is turned off.

A contact protection network used across the coil forms an L -R -C
circuit. If the protection network is not chosen correctly, oscillations
will result (the under -damped case). Then, if the amplitude and period
are large enough, the relay will unlatch because of the current reversal.

The de release current is obtained from a load versus release ampere -
turns curve. Again, this current is useful only as a relay readjust current
because there is no assurance that the core will return to its zero flux
state after the release pulse is turned off.

A N.F. current, meaning "No Flux" current, is specified for magnetic
latching relays. This value of current, when used to release the relay
from its latched state, returns the core very close to its neutral magnetic
state.

VI. CONCLUSION

The data presented show that C-1050 steel, heat treated to a hardness
of 37.5 ± 2.5 points on the Rockwell "C" scale is a satisfactory material
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for the core of a magnetic latching wire spring relay. It was the best
choice of the medium carbon steels investigated. Satisfactory latching
forces can be obtained with medium carbon steels ranging from C-1035
to C-1050; however, as the carbon content increases, more secure latch-
ing is obtained.

Magnetic latching wire spring relays presently manufactured are
shown in Fig. 10. The cores of these relays are made with C-1050 steel,
heat treated to a Rockwell "C" 37.5 ± 2.5 hardness. These latching
relays are used in the No. 1 ESS system. Because of the characteristics
of magnetic latching relays, it is anticipated that the demand for them
will increase in the future.
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Fig. 10 - Magnetic latching wire spring relays: AL type on left and AM type
on right.
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A Precise Measurement of the Gain of
a Large Horn -Reflector Antenna

By D. C. HOGG and R. W. WILSON

(Manuscript received March 24, 1965)

The gain of a horn -reflector antenna with an aperture area of about
400 square feet has been measured with a probable error of 2 per cent at a
frequency of 4080 mc. Errors and fluctuations normally introduced into
gain measurements by terrain and other environment were obviated by
mounting the source on a helicopter which maintained a position about
2500 ft. above ground at a distance of one mile from the antenna under test.
It is concluded that high precision can be obtained in measurement of gain
of large antennas using such methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

The gains of horn -reflector antennas have been measured many times
in the past at Bell Telephone Laboratories, usually with the result
that the effective area is about 1.5 db below full area. In other words,
the measured aperture efficiencies run between seventy and seventy-
five per cent. *

Traditionally, such gain measurements employ a source located in the
Fraunhoffer region of the antenna to be measured. The field radiated
by the source is then sampled at the antenna by taking "height runs"
with a standard (or reference) horn. A thorough job involves several
height runs at various lateral positions to examine the field over the
entire area occupied by the aperture of the antenna. Inevitably, due to
the presence of the ground and other environment, variations exist in
the field that illuminate the antenna under test. If the measurement is
made over the flat ground of an antenna test range, it is possible to
apply corrections to the measured gain. However, when large, high -
gain antennas are involved, it is difficult to find a sufficiently long range
over flat ground. Antenna sites are often surrounded by terrain covered
with vegetation, and the radiation from the source located on a tower

* A precise measurement of a horn -reflector antenna recently was made else-
where.1
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a mile or so away, being in part scattered from such environment, re-
sults in a spatially rough and time -varying field at the antenna under
test. The time -varying effect is usually more evident in the relatively
small reference (standard) horn because its beamwidth is much larger
than that of the antenna under test.

Many of these objectionable features are overcome if the source can
be located at an elevation angle of about 20°. Thus, neither the main
lobe of the reference horn nor that of the antenna under test intercept
the environment, and the measurement proceeds under more or less
"free -space" conditions as it must do if one wishes to evaluate the
absolute gain with confidence.

For the measurement to be discussed here, a source mounted on a
helicopter was used to measure the gain of the 20 -foot horn reflector2
on Crawford Hill, Holmdel, N. J., at the frequency 4080 mc. The prin-
ciple reason for making this measurement was to provide a reliable
value of the effective area which could be used, in turn, for absolute
measurement of the flux of extra terrestrial radio sources. Once the flux
is known such sources can be used as radiators of known power for
evaluating the effective areas of other large antennas at four kmc.

The measurement has resulted in a determination of the gain to
within a probable error of 2 per cent. The measured gains for trans-
verse and longitudinal polarization (the principal polarizations of the
antenna) are 47.73 and 47.57 db while the calculated full area gain,
assuming uniform amplitude and phase over the aperture, is 49.27 db
at 4080 mc. Thus, the measured gains are 1.54 and 1.70 db below full
area gain for transverse and longitudinal polarization, respectively.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

A block diagram of the equipment used in the measurement is shown
in Fig. 1. The 4080 -me source shown schematically in the figure was
flown on a helicopter. Two observers, with the aid of a TV camera
mounted and boresighted along the beam of the horn -reflector antenna,
accurately tracked the source antenna. A reference (standard) horn
mounted on the horn reflector, was of course, also automatically beamed
toward the source. When the tracking was precise (within ±.05°), the
receiver was switched from the horn reflector to the reference horn
and the difference in the received levels was read on an output meter.
When this result was combined with the measured constants of the
system, the gain of the horn -reflector relative to that of the standard
horn was obtained.

The 4080 -me signal source consisted of a battery operated crystal
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controlled 1 mw transmitter in the cab of the helicopter connected by a
length of waveguide to a special low -back -lobe radiator suspended in
front of the aircraft. The surface of the helicopter nearest the radiator
was covered with hair flex absorber so that any backward radiation from
the source antenna would not be reflected to interfere with the forward
radiation; this effect would result in a ripple in the pattern of the source

HORN -
REFLECTOR

PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER

CONVERTER

I. F. PREAMPLIFIER

I. F ATTENUATOR

GAIN SET

TELEVISION
CAMERA

TELEVISION
MONITOR

ANTENNA
DRIVE

Fig. 1 --- Block diagram of measuring system.

horn. The source "horn" consisted of an open ended waveguide near the
apex of a pyramidal wooden horn lined with absorbent material and
covered on the outside with a fine mesh brass screen. This "lossy horn"
was moved along the waveguide to a position which produced the flat-
test pattern over the central portion of the main beam.* In a test
(before installation on the aircraft), four by four -foot sheets of metal
placed anywhere behind the lossy horn arrangement were found to
produce total changes of only 0.2 db in its gain.

* A helicopter can not maintain an absolutely steady orientation; thus it is
necessary to have an essentially flat source pattern.
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The reference horn attached to the horn -reflector antenna was a
(nominally) 20-db gain pyramidal horn; its performance is described in
detail in Ref. 3. The reference horn was connected by a long run of
waveguide to a waveguide switch inside the cab and could be mounted
to receive either of the two polarizations used for the measurement.
The output of the horn reflector was also connected to the waveguide
switch through appropriate waveguide including a 31-db directional
coupler used as an attenuator. The output of the switch was connected
to the receiver by cable. The loss of the various waveguide runs was
obtained by measuring the VSWR with a short circuit at the end of the
line; the attenuation of the directional coupler was measured carefully
by several substitution methods.

The receiver used a 2 -stage parametric amplifier for its front end
which provided a signal to noise ratio of more than 20 db. The paramp
was followed by a converter and IF amplifier which fed through an IF
attenuator into a measuring set. One 3-db step of this IF attenuator
was carefully calibrated with precision attenuators. By switching in
this attenuator at the same time that the input to the receiver was
switched from the horn reflector to the reference horn, the signal level
at the gain set remained essentially constant, and the difference could
be read on the expanded scale of an output meter to within 0.01 db;
it was recorded as the nearest tenth db.

III. RESULTS

The distributions of measured level differences between the signals
received by the horn -reflector and the reference horn are shown in
Fig. 2 for both planes of polarization. A measurement with a higher
level for the horn reflector is plotted with a positive abscissa, R. The
meaning of the terms "transverse polarization" and "longitudinal
polarization" is given in Fig. 3.

The medians of both distributions have been found as well as the
range which has a 99 per cent chance of including the true value. These
results are given in Table I.

To convert the numbers in Table I to the corresponding gains of the
horn reflector we need the following additional constants of the system,
given in decibels in Table II. (For an explanation of the last two columns,
see the next section, which discusses accuracy and corrections.) From
the equation:

GHR = GRH LHR LDC LRH - LIP + -C BWR C NF
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where all quantities are in db and R is the median value given in Table
I, the measured gain of the horn -reflector is obtained:

Longitudinal Pol. GHR = 47.57 db

Transverse Pol. GHR = 47.73 db

IV. ACCURACY OF RESULTS AND CORRECTIONS

The known sources of error in the gain measurement are listed in
Table III along with the corresponding maximum error for each.

The first three errors are lumped together in this list because their
combined effect gives the scatter in the observed data Wig. 3). The maxi-
mum error given in Table III is the average of the deviations of the 99
per cent confidence limits from their corresponding median as given in
Table I.
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DIRECTION OF
PROPAGATION

DIRECTION OF
E -VECTOR FOR
TRANSVERSE

POLARIZATION

HORN

DIRECTION OF
E- VECTOR FOR
LONGITUDINAL
POLARIZATION

,-PARABOLOID OF
REVOLUTION

Fig. 3 - Directions of the two planes of polarization for a horn -reflector an-
tenna.

The gain measurements were made with the helicopter at a slant
range of about 5000 feet or 3 DVX, D being the aperture dimension.
The unusual shape and illumination of the aperture of the 20 -foot horn -
reflector make the usual calculations of the effect of phase error inap-
plicable, so the gain reduction at this range was calculated using formu-
las similar to those used in Ref. 2. This reduction amounts to 0.037 db in
longitudinal polarization and 0.036 db in transverse. These corrections
have been entered as CNF in the calculation of gain above, and the un-
certainty in the values due to changes in distance of the helicopter,
and phase errors in the antenna is shown in Table III.

During the gain measurement the signal to noise ratio when the re-
ceiver was switched to the horn reflector was about 20 db. In this con-
dition the noise of the parametric amplifier (,:.11.7 db noise figure in-
cluding the input cable) was increased by the noise from the room
temperature load (300°K) in the 31-db directional coupler (Fig. 1) used
to approximately equalize the received signal levels. When switched to

TABLE I

Polarization Number of
Measurements Median

99% Confidence Limits

Upper Lower

Longitudinal 107 0.00 db +0.092 db -0.078 db
Transverse 145 +0.129 db +0.206 db +0.040 db
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TABLE II

Polarization

Gain
of Ref
Horn
GRH
(db)

Trans.
Line &
Switch
Loss

Horn
Refl.
LHR
(db)

Direc-
tional

Coupler
in Horn

Red.
Line
LDC
(db)

Longitudinal
Transverse

20.11
20.11

0.11
0.15

31.10
31.10

Trans.
Line &
Switch
Loss
Ref.

Horn
LRH
(db)

I.F. At-
tenuation

Used
While

Switched
to Ref-
erence
Horn
LIP
(db)

Median
Level
Differ-
ence

R
(db)

0.75
0.76

3.00
3.00

0.00
0.129

Correc-
tion for
Change

in Signal
to Noise

Ratio
CSNR

(db)

0.04
0.04

Near
Field

Correc-
tion
GN
(db)P

0.04
0.04

the reference horn, however, the noise added to that of the parametric
amplifier was only 120°K, rather than 300°K, since that horn looks
toward the cool sky. In addition the signal from the reference horn was
about 3 db stronger than the signal from the horn reflector. These con-
siderations result in a 0.04 db correction to the measured gain (Capin)
with an uncertainty as listed in Table III.

The directional coupler used to equalize the signals from the two
antennas was measured at Bell Telephone Laboratories by the Calibra-
tion Service of the National Bureau of Standards and by Weinschel
Engineering Co. The results were 31.17 ± 0.1 db, 35.10 ± 0.3 db, and

± 0.03 db respectively. In all cases the ranges given are "limit of
error". The mean of 31.10 will be used with a limit error of ±2 per cent.

Line and switch losses (LHR and LRH) were obtained by measuring
the standing wave ratio with a short circuit at the end of the line. The
uncertainty quoted in Table III allows for errors in the calibration of the
IF attenuator used in making the SWR measurements and random
errors in the measurement.

TABLE III

Maximum Error Source of Error

1.9%

1.0%

1.0%

2.0%
0.7%
0.5%

0.7%
2.8%

Reading Meter
Re -orientation of source during measurement
Inaccurate pointing of the horn -reflector

Uncertainty in near field correction

Signal to noise ratio uncertainty

Uncertainty in the attenuation of components
Directional Coupler
Line and switch losses
IF attenuator

Uncertainty in gain of reference horn
Mismatch of parametric amplifier
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The IF attenuator has been compared with standard attenuators
and the error listed in Table III is the uncertainty in the standards.

The measurement of the gain of the reference horn is discussed in
Ref. 3. The pertinent error is made up of two parts: random errors and
the error in a standard attenuator. This same attenuator was used in
the Bell Telephone Laboratories measurement of the 31-db directional
coupler. Therefore a correlation between the error in the standard
horn measurement and the error in the Bell Telephone Laboratories
value of the attenuation of the directional coupler used in the horn -
reflector gain measurement is expected. The correlation, however,
is in the sense of reducing the total error, so by treating the errors as
random we are being conservative.

The question of correlation of errors might be asked in relation to all
of our attenuation measurements since, except for the directional
coupler, they are based entirely on Bell Laboratories attenuation stand-
ards which may have common origins of error of which the present
authors are unaware. We therefore show in Table IV the effect of a
1 per cent error in attenuation scale for each of the terms involved in
measurement of the gain of the horn reflector. However, it is not sug-
gested that such large errors exist. What is shown in the table is meas-
ured gain minus true gain and the error assumed is in the sense that a
standard attenuator labeled 20 db would actually have 20.2-db attenua-
tion. It is seen from the table that the errors tend to cancel and it is
acceptable to treat them as independent.

The last source of error shown in Table III is an unknown interaction
of the mismatch of the reference horn with the input impedance of the
receiver. The magnitude of this effect was not realized until after the
measurement had been made and it was not possible to correct for it
precisely. The maximum error of 2.8 per cent is derived from measure-
ments made on the parametric amplifier just prior to the antenna gain
measurement, taking into consideration the impedance of its connection
to the switch and the impedance of the reference horn. The match of the
components in the horn -reflector line was good enough that no signifi-
cant uncertainty was introduced by them.

Taking the square root of the sum of the squares of all but the last
error in Table III, one obtains a total (99 per cent confidence) limit

TABLE IV

Transmission Lines Directional Coupler IF Atten. Reference Horn

- .013 -0.31 +0.03 +0.05
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error of 3.3 per cent. Adding 2.8 per cent for the mismatch error we have
a total (maximum) uncertainty in the gain of 6.1 per cent which cor-
responds to a probable error of about 2 per cent.

V. COMPARISON OF THE MEASUREMENT WITH THEORY AND EVALUATION

OF SPILLOVER LOSS

The gain of the horn -reflector antenna at 4080 mc, when calculated
by the method discussed in Ref. 2, results in gains of 48.16 db and 48.23
db for longitudinal and transverse polarization respectively. This
calculation assumes that the dominant mode in the feed waveguide is
preserved in the horn and is based on the projection of that mode into
the aperture plane, i.e. the gain degradation due to spillover (signifi-
cant only in longitudinal polarization) is neglected.

The calculated gain values can be corrected for the loss of energy
in the spillover lobe (discussed in Ref. 2). Consider the equation for
conservation of energy in an antenna pattern. If G(0,i0) is the gain of
the antenna in the direction specified by the angles OA° and chl is the
differential of solid angle:

G (19,i0) C/O =

sphere

Since the main -lobe region of the antenna pattern is distinct from the
spillover region for horn -reflector antennas, this integral can be broken
into two parts:

G (0,0 c/S1 = 1- f f G (0,(p) (AZ

main -lobe spillover
region region

Because of the geometry of the antenna, the shape of the pattern in
the region of the main lobe is essentially undisturbed by the presence
of spillover, so the maximum gain will be reduced by the factor

1 - ff G(B,v) c/Cl

In order to make this correction to the calculated gain, the antenna
pattern (longitudinal polarization) was measured in the spillover re-
gion. A source was mounted on a tower about 2 miles away (r-:.: 6D2/X)
and the antenna was swept in azimuth at constant elevations. Ten
unequally spaced scans were made covering 35° in elevation. On each
scan the response was averaged over a degree or two and a contour
map was drawn from the scans (Fig. 4). The lower elevation scans were
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checked for reflections from the environment into the main beam
by inverting the antenna (which orients the main beam in a different
direction) and repeating the scan through the same section of the
spillover region; no significant difference was found.

The contour map was then divided into elevation zones and integrated
with a planimeter. The resultant value of the integral over the full
spillover lobe was 5.4 per cent of total power; this corresponds to a 0.23-
db decrease in gain in longitudinal polarization.*

These results are summarized in Table V.

VI. REMARKS

A method of measuring the gain of a moderately large antenna
(dimension ":.-//80X) at 4 gc, using a source mounted on a helicopter in
order to minimize environmental effects, has proven accurate to within

TABLE V

Longitudinal Transverse

Full area gain 49.27 49.27
Computed gain 48.23 48.10
Spillover correction 0.23 0.00
Theoretical gain 48.00 48.16
Measured gain 47.57 47.73
Difference 0.43 0.43

a probable error of 2 per cent db) and, with knowledge gained
from this experience, could now be repeated with a probable error of
about 1 per cent. The method would, however, be expected to prove
somewhat less accurate for much larger antennas due to the increased
altitude required and resultant instability of the aircraft under such
conditions. Specifically, the gain of the 20 -foot horn -reflector antenna
has been found to be 1.70 and 1.54 db below full area gain (efficiencies
68 and 70 per cent) for longitudinal and transverse polarizations re-
spectively. Recent measurements on radio sources (Ref. 4) have re-
sulted in a value of 0.21 db for the difference in gain for the two polariza-
tions; this compares favorably with the 0.16 db obtained using the
aircraft -borne source.
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A General Statistical Determination of
Transmission Characteristics Applied

to L Multiplex
By H. G. SUYDERHOUD

(Manuscript received October 29, 1964)

There is a growing demand for modern communication systems capable
of transmitting high-speed data signals over Bell System facilities designed
primarily to provide telephone service. Much of this data traffic can be
handled within telephone channels in the switched network. Somewhat
higher data rates are feasible on private lines by selection of facilities and
special treatment of the voice -grade circuits. The need for still higher data
bit rates requires bandwidths equivalent to many message channels, e.g., the
12 -channel group, the 60 -channel supergroup, and the 600 -channel master -
group.

Presentation of basic measured data to statistically characterize trans-
mission in the broader bands in terms of frequency domain specifications is
the object of this paper. Data reduction is covered in detail. Characteristics
of built-up connections are predicted from knowledge of the characteristics
of subunits, including inherent variability. Such variability is a basic
limitation on the degree of equalization that can be achieved with a small set
of fixed networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

The demand for new services offered by the Bell System is increasing
rapidly. Many of the services have performance requirements that are
more critical than those of voice message telephone. They include data
services over voice -band private lines and several types of DATA -
PHONE service over the switched network, and wideband data services
over groups (48-kc wide) and supergroups (240-kc wide) provided by
L -multiplexed carrier facilities of the L -carrier plant. Services covering
even wider bandwidths are under development. They are more critical
in that they tolerate considerably less impairment from a number of
sources. Two such impairments are amplitude and envelope delay

1031
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distortion that are present in the L -type terminals which provide our
long -haul facilities. Equalization of the terminals carrying these services
seems the obvious solution for reducing distortion to tolerable limits.

Equalization in the frequency domain is the process of designing net-
works which introduce distortions of equal magnitude but in the op-
posite sense to those of the system characteristic to be equalized. The
success of such equalization hinges critically on the precise statistical
knowledge of existing characteristics actually encountered in the plant
and is limited by their variability.

Data acquision on transmission of a network as vast and complex as
the L carrier plant can be accomplished only by having a judiciously
chosen sampling plan. The plan discussed here consists of dividing the
plant into representative subunits; many combinations of types of sub-
units in tandem make up a complete transmission system. Data have
been obtained by way of accurate measurements of loss and envelope
delay of a random sample of each category of subunits. A general
method for processing and statistically determining transmission char-
acteristics from the measurements is discussed. The method includes
the problem of synthesizing the over-all system characteristic in sta-
tistical terms from separate knowledge of subunit characteristics, given
any system make-up. However, the statistics of system make-up would
require another study of comparable complexity.

The subunits chosen are back-to-back group, supergroup, and master -
group modems* and interconnecting equipment of the LMX 1 carrier
plant. Examples are shown of both predicted and measured multiple -
link characteristics of a complex system make-up.

Comparable work is planned on data acquisition and statistical pres-
entation for the newly designed, transistorized LMX 2 carrier terminals.'
The methods described in this paper are therefore believed to be of
general usage for presentation of transmission characteristics.

II. BASIC DATA AND THE METHOD OF ANALYSIS

2.1 Transmission Characteristics

Transmission through any equipment unit can be characterized in
general terms by its frequency transfer function in complex form:

H (w) = exp a(co) - ji3(co))

with a representing amplitude and # phase.
* The word "modem" stands for modulator/demodulator and is used here for

equipment being interconnected at modulated frequencies; thus, input and output
of a modem are at identical frequencies.
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For the purpose of this study we are concerned with accurate knowl-
edge of a in the frequency band of interest. For measurements at like
level points or measurements corrected to such points, a is ideally equal
to 0. This value is arbitrarily assigned to some reference frequency,
generally near the center of the band. The amplitude characteristic of
interest is then given in terms of deviation from 0 for all other fre-
quencies. Such deviations are expressed in db, with 0 db at the reference
frequency.

For distortionless transmission, /3 should be a linear function of angular
frequency w. In other words, we are concerned with accurate knowledge
of df3/dw versus frequency. d13/dco is called envelope delay, and the fre-
quency at which there is minimum envelope delay is generally used as
reference. The time units of envelope delay are typically microseconds
or milliseconds. Test sets measure envelope delay over a finite frequency
difference Of, and results are not precisely di3/dco, but the error is negligi-
ble for low -order distortion.

2.2 Data Acquisition

The quantities amplitude and envelope delay should be known con-
tinuously over the frequency bandwidth to be transmitted. For practical

only
that the actual variation between measurement points is of the same
order of magnitUde as measurement accuracy. From previous experience
with or knowledge of the physics of the equipment, the necessary num-
ber and frequency spacing of measurements can be determined. Fre-
quency spacing for group modems was 5 kc, for supergroup modems 20
kc,* and for mastergroup modems 100 kc.

Equipment of a certain type, such as group, supergroup, or master -
group equipment of the L -carrier terminal, will not exhibit identical
transmission characteristics at each installation. Manufacturing toler-
ances and cabling between the actual equipment and access points are
the main contributors to variability. The measurements have shown,
however, that this variability is substantially less than that of the
quantity of interest to be estimated. In statistical terms, we may assume
the coefficient of variation cr,/µ to be << 1, where u is the standard
deviation of the quantity of interest, A.

Basic data are thus comprised of a representative sample of charac-
teristics of like equipments measured point by point at successive fre-
quencies. In general, we need to make n measurements for each quantity

* Except. for supergroups 1 and 3, where ripples at the band edges proved of
generally higher order and intervals smaller than 20 kc where measured.
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(loss or envelope delay) across the frequency band of interest and repeat
them on a number of like equipments, k, to be determined by the de-
sired degree of statistical accuracy. For instance, supergroup modem
characteristics have been measured at 20-kc intervals, if variability was
low enough to allow that wide a spacing. Thus, for the 240-kc band, n
would generally be 12, and k was selected to equal 10. *

Since the quantity of interest for each type of equipment is the amount
of distortion relative to some frequency in the band of interest, all
measurements at other frequencies are normalized in terms of deviation
from the value at that frequency. For amplitude, the normalizing fre-
quency is usually the lineup or maintenance frequency. For envelope
delay, it is usually the frequency of minimum envelope delay.

Measurement accuracy has an important bearing on the results and
should be an order of magnitude better than the quantity to be meas-
ured. Equally important is the fact that the measurement error is ran-
dom with zero mean, so that it will not bias the outcome of the experi-
ments. By using laboratory -type equipment and exercising care during
measurement and calibration procedures, we can usually fulfill these
requirements. For the data reported here, a frequency accuracy of 1
part in 100 was ensured. Loss measurements were accurate to within
0.03 db, and for envelope delay measurements the accuracy was ±1
microsecond.

2.3 Data Reduction

The statistician R. A. Fisher wrote that the object of statistical meth-
ods is the reduction of data.t In the problem at hand, some 15,000 meas-
urements were taken to represent only 20 pairs of characteristics on
amplitude and envelope delay distortion.

For each type of equipment (subunit), the quantity of interest (loss
or envelope delay) was measured at a number of selected frequencies.
The average and standard deviation at each frequency was then com-
puted. The data, when suitably corrected for the mean, are assumed
normal with µ = 0. The validity was proven by plotting the residuals
on probability paper, an example of which is shown in Section V.

Where possible, data were pooled to obtain a more precise estimate of
the standard deviations. For instance, 5 group modems are numbered

* A sample of 10 generally is not regarded to yield high accuracy, but as will be
explained later, an estimate of the standard deviation in this case was obtained
on a "pooled" basis, increasing its accuracy by about a factor 3.

t R. A. Fisher, On the Mathematical Foundations of Theoretical Statistics, Phil.
Trans. Royal Soc., April 1922.
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1 through 5. The average loss at some frequency of a sample of each
numbered group in general differs from that of another numbered group.
However, the variability within each sample proves the same, which al-
lows pooling the estimates of the variance. In the case of supergroups,
10 separate estimates could be pooled at each frequency. Since the data
were taken in such a methodical and even manner, the "gamma -plot
routine" was used to ensure the validity of pooling.' This routine com-
pares an ordered sample of variances obtained from the (normal) data
with a mathematically expected set of values. If they are plotted against
each other on linear coordinates, one expects a more or less straight line
for a good fit of the assumption of equality. The word "gamma" is re-
lated to the function of that name because equal -sample variances for
Gaussian data are distributed as

f (s2 ,n) ds2 -

{$2 - 1) }[(n-1)/2]-1

a2

-
k 2 )

 exp [ - 1 (n - 1)]d {82 - 1)
a a2

(1)

which is a gamma density function for the variable 1[(n - 1)89/a2) ,
also known as a x2 variate with n - 1 degrees of freedom. In (1), 32 is
the sample variance and n the sample size. An example of the use of the
"gamma -plot routine" in relation with this distribution is illustrated in
Section V.

Cross products of sets of data at any two frequencies were computed
for any subunit to obtain the sample covariance between the sets. As
will be shown in Section 2.4, covariance computations are essential for
unambiguous interpretations of presented graphs.

2.4 Statistical Characterization

Having acquired the data on amplitude and envelope delay and having
performed calculations to reduce them to a few significant numbers,
we are now in a position to statistically characterize transmission of the
equipment subunits under study.

Over the bandwidth of interest, we have the average loss or envelope
delay at a number of frequencies. A smooth curve connecting these
points represents the regression of the quantity of interest on frequency,
or to express this another way, the curves shown are "least squared"
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estimates of loss or envelope delay versus frequency. This curve is the
"most likely" characteristic to be encountered and should be used as
basic data for trend equalization. However, the degree of variability
calculated from the standard deviation indicates the residual variation
to be expected after fixed trend equalization.

This variability is expressed in terms of population percentile. Using
standard tables, limits are calculated within which a certain percentage
of all probable curves is expected to fall for a certain degree of confidence.
The coherence of the loss measurements and their limits will now be
discussed.

Consider Fig. 1, which shows an average amplitude characteristic of
a supergroup modem of the L carrier. Measurements were made at 20-kc
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Fig. 1 - Example of average supergroup amplitude characteristic (solid line)
and 99 per cent population limits (0.95 confidence).

intervals, and at each measurement frequency the average loss and 99
per cent population limits are indicated. The essential idea here is that
the curve connecting the average loss points is representative of the
general shape of the characteristic. To clarify this point statistically, one
should consider sets (xi , xi) of pairs of data at two test frequencies, fi
and fi for any numbered supergroup. Any such set may be considered a
sample of a bivariate normal distribution whose general density function
is

f (xi , si) dxidx; =
270. jo. A - p2

exp - {2(1
-1 p2)

dxidx;

.Rxi - ,u)2 - (xi - (Xi + 11)21}
Qi Cr j Cr j

where

(2)
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(i,i) COV (xi , xi)
p -Vvar (xi) var (x;)
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(3)

the correlation coefficient of the variates xi and x; . For uncorrelated
variates p(i'D = 0, and for perfect correlation p(i.D = ± 1. The general
form of this distribution is a bell -shaped surface, more oblong as p be-
comes closer to ±1 (see Fig. 2). The probability of the variates lying
in some specified area is given by the volume integral of f(xi , x;) over
that area. Tables of the bivariate normal distribution are published in
Ref. 3.

The value of p can be estimated from the data at pairs of adjacent test
frequencies and at pairs successively further apart. A typical plot of
an estimate of p, versus measurement interval is shown for supergroups
in Fig. 3(a) and for groups in Fig. 3(b).

This "a -function" illustrates very clearly two aspects of the graphs.
One is that adjacent test frequencies have high positive correlation. This
means that if loss at one frequency goes up, so does the loss in the range
of ±20 kc (for supergroups) or ±10 kc (for groups) about this fre-
quency. The other aspect is that losses at test frequencies more than
120 kc apart for supergroups and more than 20 kc apart for groups have
very little correlation. The "threshold" of signifiance taken from signifi-
cance tables of p (see Ref. 4), is given by the straight horizontal dotted
lines in Fig. 3(a) and (b).

We are now in a firm position to make the following statements about
the presented graphs : (a) each average curve is representative of the
universe of like curves, and (b) ripples of higher order than those shown
are unlikely. However, pivoting of the curve around the zero reference

3:*

Fig. 2 - General shape of bivariate normal distribution.
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Fig. 3(a) - Correlation coefficient as a function of measurement interval for
supergroups.

Fig. 3(b) - Correlation coefficient as a function of measurement interval for
groups.

loss point is as likely one way as it is the other. By using the tables of
the bivariate normal,' one can calculate the likelihood of deviations from
the average characteristic.

Although these points may seem intuitively obvious, they are not. For
instance, a variably poor impedance match across the band may cause
ripples over short -frequency intervals. Yet, an average of such curves
may still be smooth and have considerably less ripple. The p -function
of the type shown in Fig. 3 for such a case, however, would rapidly fall
off to statistically insignificant levels as the test frequency spread is
increased.
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2.5 Impedance Interactions

For accurate data, equipments were measured with laboratory -type
instruments having precisely known, constant impedances. Actually
these equipments are used for operation between less precisely known
and controlled impedances. Since the equipments under consideration
contain networks sensitive to the value of terminating impedances,
departure from design values of these impedances may have an effect
on the transmission characteristics.

Thus it may be that what eras measured departs from the actual char-
acteristic of the equipment in operation. It is important therefore to have
knowledge of this departure, again in statistical form. Usually these
departures are small and more or less random. As such, they may be
incorporated in measurement errors.

Impedance interaction effects were determined by measuring ampli-
tude characteristics of a built-up tandem connection of equipments,
and then comparing it with a synthesized characteristic from appropriate
addition of those measured for individual equipments. The results shown
in Fig. 4 indicate a good match when the measurement accuracy is noted.
Only at the band edges are some departures noticeable, but for wide -
band equalization purposes these regions are in general precluded due
to excessive delay distortion.

III. MULTILINK PREDICTION

3.1 General

The problem considered here is the synthesis of a transmission char-
acteristic of a circuit comprised of several subunits in tandem. The
individual characteristics of these subunits are known in terms discussed
in Section II. Again, the result would be in the form of an average and
expected variation for a given degree of confidence.

In general, transmission characteristics of subunits in tandem which
behave like independent variables are additive if expressed in db and if
their impedance levels are identical at the interfaces. Statistically this
means that the best estimate of the average characteristic of a sum of

subunits is the sum of the subunit averages. Thus if the estimated aver-
age of the quantity of interest for the ith subunit at some frequency f
is ja, , then for n subunits in tandem

= E
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Similarly, for the variances (0-i2)

n
w2 2a= E A !7s.

1=1

These expressions should be used with caution if junction loss distortion
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is appreciable. One may be forced in such cases to actually measure the
characteristic, or else appropriately enlarge S-2 to reflect the effect of
impedance interactions. For our purposes we showed in Section 2.4 that
impedance interactions resulted in negligible junction loss distortion.

The p -function as discussed in Section 2.4 for a composite characteris-
tic can be estimated from knowledge of subunit p -functions. The general
expression for estimating p for n subunits in tandem between two fre-
quencies, fi and f , is

n (i,j)

E Pi
1=1

n

since we may assume the variance within subunits at a given frequency
to be equal. For instance, the estimation of values of p for a composite
group characteristic traversing supergroups would result in a weighted
average of p for groups and p for supergroups according to the above
expression. An example will be shown in Section 3.2 of a p -function so
derived.

3.2 Some Applications

Bell System is frequency multiplexed by L -carrier equipment at terminal
offices. The technique of frequency -multiplexing employs numerous
filters, although the number of different filter designs is relatively few.
For instance, to multiplex 600 channels only 27 different filter designs
are employed.5

To complete transmission from one terminal office to another, a
transmitting terminal is necessary at one end and a receiving terminal
at the other. To characterize transmission from the transmitting to the
receiving offices, one needs transmission characteristics of a transmitting
and receiving terminal only, interconnected back to back. The influ-
ence of the high -frequency medium, such as radio or coaxial cable, is
negligible compared with the terminal over the fraction of bandwidth
considered here. That is, a supergroup occupies a 240-kc band, and an
equalized coaxial cable has a maximum residual ripple of the order of
only 0.2 dh per 240 kc.6

Having gathered and statistically analyzed back-to-back terminal
characteristics, one is in a position to estimate the characteristics of
circuits consisting of a given number of links in tandem. Each inter-
connection may take place at basic group frequencies (60 to 108 kc),
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basic supergroup frequencies (312 to 552 kc), or basic mastergroup
frequencies (564 to 3088 kc). An appropriate connector is used for each
interconnection of incoming receiving to outgoing transmitting equip-
ment, and its transmission characteristic should be included in the
overall prediction.

Fig. 5 shows the characteristic for an actual group circuit representing
a complex layout between New York City and Phoenix, Arizona. This
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Fig. 5 - New York City -Phoenix group circuit, 8 SG connectors, 4 GR con-
nectors.

group circuit traversed 9 supergroup modems, 8 supergroup connectors,
5 group modems, and 4 group connectors to give a total of 26 subunits.
The measured characteristic* is indicated by the solid line, and it will be
observed that it falls within the expected limits indicated by the dashed
lines. Using the expression given in Section 3.1 for and the data in
Fig. 3 (a) and (b), the p -function for this kind of a built-up connection was
calculated and is shown in Fig. 6.

Another important application of multilink prediction is that of esti-
mating group amplitude slopes. Slope is defined here as loss difference
between 63-kc and 103-kc points. From knowledge of the individual
characteristics of group and supergroup modems, it is possible to lay out

* Courtesy of the Long Lines Department of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company.
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Fig. 6 - Correlation coefficient as function of measurement interval for com-
posite group characteristic of Fig. 5.

all "paths" that a basic group band might take in being transmitted
from office A to office B, given the number of links in between. For three
links interconnected at basic supergroup frequencies there are 5000*
equally probable paths, thus 5000 equally probable slopes. Not all the
slopes will have different values, but together they will constitute a
distribution of average slopes. If the variability within subunits is in-
cluded, two more distributions of extreme (positive and negative)
slopes can be numerically calculated. These three distributions are derived
from composite modem characteristics of groups, supergroups, and
supergroup connectors and are shown in Fig. 7.

As a third example, consider the problem of lineup of system loss.
At present, L multiplex facilities in the Bell System use 92 kc for group
circuits, and 424 kc for supergroup circuits as the lineup frequencies.
Signals at these frequencies are permanently present for monitoring and
adjustment purposes and are called pilots. However, to clear the band
of interfering signals for wideband data transmission, the new standard
pilot frequencies will become 104.08 kc for the group and 315.92 kc for
the supergroup. The new pilot frequencies are thus located approxi-
mately 4 kc from the band edge. Maintaining the same system loss as the
old pilots at these new frequencies means a general increase of load de-
livered to the high -frequency medium. This comes about because loss at
new pilots in general is higher than at old pilots, a fact that could be de-

* In the first link, a set of five possible groups has a "choice" of a set of ten
supergroups, and similarly ten choices in the second and third links, totaling
5 X 103.
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termined accurately only from precise knowledge of the amplitude char-
acteristics. On complex multilink circuits, the consequences of change
in system misalignment could be determined. This, in turn, has led to
work on the design of equalizers to overcome these difficulties, and also
has helped to establish requirements controlling the design of new multi-
plex equipment.

IV. EQUALIZATION

4.1 Introduction and Requirements

A "theory of equalization" is very concisely presented in Ref. 6 where
the two modes of frequency domain equalization, dynamic and fixed, are
considered in detail and a basic set of rules is postulated. Since we as-
sume time -varying distortion to be present only outside the terminals
under consideration, it is natural to assume also that dynamic equaliza-
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tion is likewise implemented. Therefore only fixed equalization will be
considered briefly here.

As was explained in the previous sections, we deal here with charac-
teristics that vary from equipment to equipment, although the fre-
quency band is identical among like units. Equipments of a certain
category, such as groups or supergroups, are used interchangeably and
very often are operated in tandem. Yet the characteristics of, say, Group
No. 4 in Supergroup No. 9* between cities A and B are not exactly the
same as the same allocation between cities C and D. Moreover, this
particular group circuit may be operated in tandem with, say, Group No.
1 in Supergroup No. 3 interconnected by a group connector equipment
unit. Each of these have different distortions to be included in the
overall distortion of the particular group circuit.

Thus, the question may be raised of how to equalize a varied plant on
a fixed basis. The answer to a large degree hinges on the requirements for
allowable distortion after equalization. Moreover, the requirement for
residual distortion is highly dependent on the type of signal to he
transmitted. In addition, the choice of equalization depends on the
manner in which it is to be administered, to ease the burden of the
operating telephone companies.

This paper is not primarily concerned with what plan of equalization
should be used under given circumstances. However, the method of data
analyzation described here is considered a basic tool to arrive at some
plan of equalization with fixed networks. The assessment of residual
variability and the method of correlating its limits over the frequency
band of interest will subsequently be used to determine the maximum
obtainable benefit in applying such networks. Work at Bell Laboratories
is in progress to formulate effective equalization plans based on data
gathered and analyzed in the way described here, to meet present day
service requirements.

V. CHARACTERISTICS OF PRESENT PLANT

5.1 Purpose

At present, L -multiplex facilities generally are used for long-distance
communication transmission in the Bell System. In order to gain precise
knowledge of transmission characteristics, particularly to enable engi-
neering of wideband data communications, numerous point -by -point

* Group and supergroup numbers refer to their frequency allocation after
modulation or before demodulation; see also Ref. 5, p. 34.
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amplitude and envelope delay measurements have been made of L -

terminal equipment.
The data have been reduced and analyzed in the manner described

and are presented in this section for future reference. As the plant grows
and new designs like LMX 21 are added, more data will be taken, simi-
larly processed, and analyzed to keep a running account of the trans-
mission facilities. The data presented here pertain to LMX 1 terminal
equipment.

5.2 Groups and the Group Connector

The basic group frequency band is from 60 to 108 kc. Groups num-
bered 1 to 5, each with different carrier frequencies, are assembled in a
group bank the output of which, transmitting, constitutes the basic
supergroup band. When looped back directly into a receiving group
bank, characteristics can be measured on a back-to-back basis for each
measured group.

Results of amplitude characteristics of 17 banks are shown in Figs.
8 to 12. Figure 13 shows a typical example of envelope delay for groups.
The sample of groups for which envelope delay was measured was rather
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Fig. 13 Envelope delay distortion for back-to-back group circuits of the
LMX 1.

small, and variability within numbered groups proved of the same order
of magnitude as variability between groups of a different number, and
thus no separate presentation was warranted. The method used for
precise checking of this statement is that of the Analysis of Variance
where "treatments" are represented by numbered groups. At several
frequencies such an analysis was made and the above conclusion con-
firmed. Population limits are omitted on envelope delay curves because
the measurement variability proved to be comparable with equipment
variability.

At terminal offices receiving groups are often retransmitted without
demodulation to voice frequency. For such cases a group connector is
used to interconnect the output of one receiving group with the input
of a transmitting group. Very sharp cutoff accompanied by severe
delay distortion at the band edges is the main characteristic of a group
connector. The average and dispersion of nine such characteristics are
shown in Fig. 14. As was the case for group bank delay curves, this figure
shows no dispersion for the delay characteristics.

5.3 Supergroups and the Supergroup Connector

As was done for groups, the average of ten supergroup bank charac-
teristics is presented in Figs. 15 to 24. The basic supergroup frequency
band is from 312 to 552 kc, and in LMX 1 carrier systems there are ten
numbered supergroups, again each with a different carrier frequency.
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The envelope delay characteristics cannot all be lumped together as
was done for groups. Here, Supergroups No. 1 and 3 are markedly dif-
ferent from each other and from the remaining eight. Thus, Figs. 25 and
26 show the envelope delay for Supergroups No. 1 and 3, respectively.
Fig. 27 shows the characteristic for the combined measurements of
Supergroups No. 2 and 4 through 10.

Similarly, supergroups are also interconnected at terminal offices,
and a supergroup connector is used for this purpose. It is likewise char-
acterized by sharp edge cutoffs, as shown in Fig. 28.
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The "gamma -plot routine" mentioned in Section 2.3 was successfully
applied to justify pooling of the sample loss variances for each num-
bered supergroup at each measurement frequency. The ten sample
variances at any test frequency for each numbered supergroup multi-
plied by (n - 1)/o-2 form by themsleves a sample of ten of the gamma
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distribution (1), under the assumption that they represent only one
variance, 52. If these ten points more or less fall on a straight line in the
gamma plot, the assumption is adopted. More precisely, if the differences
between the straight line values and the observations are less than, say,
the 95 per cent confidence intervals of the observations, the fit may be
considered good. Fig. 29 shows a typical example of the gamma plot
for variances at 400 kc.

In the program of the gamma plot, o2 is an unknown constant. In
general, it may be taken to equal one. Then the slope of the line fitted
through the points would be an estimate of the pooled variance, 6.2. Or
vice versa, if another value than one is chosen and the slope of the
straight line equals one, that chosen value for 04 would prove to be a
good estimate. In the example shown in Fig. 29, the value for 52 inserted
was 0.053 which proved to be a good estimate.

5.4 Mastergroups and the Mastergroup Connector

Basic mastergroup frequencies are in the band from 564 to 3084 kc.
At present, the L-3 terminal combines three such mastergroups so they
occupy line frequencies from 564 to 8284 kc.7 Again, the three master -
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Fig. 29 - Typical gamma plot for supergroup variances at 400 kc.
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groups are assembled into a bank, and the average characteristics shown
in Figs. 30, 31, and 32 are taken of back-to-back transmitting and receiv-
ing mastergroups numbered 1, 2, and 3.

The mastergroup connector serves the same basic purpose as its group
and supergroup counterparts. As this connector is relatively new how-
ever, with no sample of significant size yet measured, a statistical charac-
terization has not yet been possible.

As was mentioned in Section 2.3, all the data have been assumed
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Fig. 31 - Typical modem amplitude -frequency characteristic of mastergroup
No. 2.
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normal. To justify this assumption, the sample distributions of residuals
have been plotted on probability paper. * An example is shown in Fig.
33 for mastergroups where residual loss at 2600 kc relative to 1000 kc
has been plotted in cumulative form. Similar plots have been made for
groups and supergroups with similar results.
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Capabilities of Bounded Discrepancy
Decoding

By A. D. WYNER

(Manuscript received February 23, 1965)

The following four channels are considered: (A) a class of discrete
memoryless channels with q inputs and outputs, (B) the time -discrete,
amplitude -continuous memoryless channel with additive Gaussian noise
and amplitude constraint, (C) the same as channel B but with energy
instead of amplitude constraint, (D) a class of time -discrete, amplitude -
continuous memoryless channels with amplitude constraint and non -
Gaussian noise. For each channel the theoretical capabilities of "bounded
discrepancy decoding" are studied.

The "discrepancy" between two vectors is a distance or distance -like
quantity defined such that the optimal decoder is a "minimum discrepancy
decoder." For example, for channel A the discrepancy is the Hamming
distance, and for channel B the discrepancy is the Euclidean distance.
Bounded discrepancy decoding is a nonoptimal decoding scheme in which
disjoint regions in the space of possible received vectors are constructed
about each code word, each region consisting of those vectors within a
fixed discrepancy of that code word. For example, in channels A and B
the regions are spheres with centers at the code words and radius d/2 where
d is the minimum distance between code words. If the received vector is in
the region about code word i, it is decoded as code word i; otherwise the
decoder announces an error.

For all four classes of channels the following is shown to hold: There
exists a fixed positive rate CB below which it is possible (asymptotically in
n) to obtain exponentially small error probability using bounded discrep-
ancy decoding. In many cases CB is shown to be strictly less than the channel
capacity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

To fix ideas, let us consider first the special case of coding for the
binary symmetric channel. A code is defined as a set of M binary n -vectors
x = (x1, x2 , x,,) where xk = 0 or 1 (k = 1, 2, . . . , n). The indi-
vidual vectors are called code words. The transmission rate R is defined
by M = 2"B. The Hamming distance between two binary n -vectors is
the number of positions in which they differ.

The code words are transmitted through a noisy channel. The re-
ceived vector y is a binary n -vector whose kth coordinate is

Yk = Xk Zk (mod 2), k = 1, 2, . . . , n, (1)

where xk is the kth coordinate of the transmitted code vector, and the
zk (k = 1, 2, . . . , n) are statistically independent random variables
which assume the value 1 with probability po (0 < Po <= 2 ), and the
value 0 with probability 1 - po . Thus Po is the probability that a given
bit is received in error. This channel is the "binary symmetric channel."
It is assumed that each of the M code words is equally likely to be
transmitted, and it is the task of the decoder to examine the received
vector y and decide which code word was actually transmitted. We are
interested in two types of decoding.
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The first is termed minimum distance decoding or minimum discrepancy
decoding (MDD ), and here the decoder selects that code word which
has the smallest Hamming distance from the received vector, and an-
nounces-that--word--as the one which was transmitted. It is not hard to
show that MDD is optimum in the sense that it minimizes the average
probability of error for a given code. Let us denote by P.m the average
probability of error using MDD. The Fundamental Theorem of Infor-
mation Theory' states that for any rate R less than the channel capacity
C = 1 + P. log2 po + (1 - po) log2 (1 - p.), there exists a sequence of
n -dimensional codes (one for each n) with rate R such that P.m -4 0,
as n --> co . Further we may write P.m =nE(R)+o(n) where E (R) > 0
when R < C. Estimates of the exponent E (R) have been found.2'3'4

In order to construct specific codes many workers (for example, see
Refs. 5 and 6) have considered codes in which the minimum Hamming
distance between code words is d. Such codes are capable of correcting
errors affecting e = (d - 1)/2 or fewer coordinates. Suppose that the
code under consideration has minimum distance d and that the decoder
corrects only errors corrupting e = (d - 1)/2 or fewer coordinates (and
announces an error if the received vector is not within Hamming dis-
tance e of some code word). We term this type of decoding bounded dis-
tance decoding or bounded discrepancy decoding (BDD) and the resulting
error probability P., .t Since BDD does not exploit the full error -
correcting potential of the code (an error may corrupt more than e =
(d - 1)/2 coordinates and still be correctable using MDD) it is clear
that PoB >= P.m . In this paper we shall study the theoretical capabilities
of BDD, and show quantitatively what is lost by using BDD instead
of MDD.

For the binary symmetric channel the following will be shown to
hold:

Theorem A: There exists a fixed rate CB (called the bounded distance
decoding channel capacity) below which it is possible (asymptotically in
n) to obtain exponentially small error probability using BDD. In other
words, for every R < CB , there exists a sequence of n -dimensional codes
(one for each n) with rate R such that Peg =nER(R)+o(n) where E B(R) >
0 if R < B). Further if R > CB,Peg 1 as n -+ 00 .

Although CB is not known exactly, it can be shown to satisfy

t The Peterson -Chien algorithm for decoding Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem
codes is an example of BDD. (See Chien, R. T., Cycling Decoding Procedures
for Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem Codes, IEEE Trans. on Information The-
ory, IT -10, 1964, pp. 357-363).
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1 - H(2p0) CB 1 -H - a 1/1 - (2)

where H (p) = -p log2 p - (1 - p) log2 (1 - p) , and Po is the bit error
probability of the binary symmetric channel. These upper and lower
bounds on CB are plotted vs Po in Fig. 1. It is clear that CB is bounded
below the channel capacity C, the maximum "error -free rate" obtain-
able using (optimum) MDD. The exponent EB(R) can also be esti-
mated by upper and lower bounds.

In this paper we shall study a number of different channels (continu-
ous as well as discrete). For each channel we shall define a distance -
like function called the "discrepancy" which will be chosen so that
the optimum decoder is a "minimum discrepancy decoder." (For the
binary symmetric channel the discrepancy is the Hamming distance,
and in most of the cases to be considered the discrepancy is a metric.)
We then define a "bounded discrepancy decoder" and compare the
capabilities of BDD to those of optimal MDD. In all cases we will
deduce the existence of a "bounded distance decoding channel capacity"
GB for which Theorem A holds. In many of these cases we will show
that CB is strictly less than the channel capacity.

A glossary of symbols is included at the end of the paper.

(0.693) 1.0

(0.546) 0.8

(0.408) 0.6

CB

(0.273) 0.4

(0.136) 0.2

0
0 0.1 0.2 1/4 0.3

Po

0.4 0.5

Fig. 1 - Upper and lower bounds on CB (2) (in bits) for binary symmetric
channel (solid lines). Thus CB lies in the shaded area. The channel capacity C
is the dotted line. The equivalent value of CB corresponding to natural logarithms
is given in parenthesis.
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We shall consider four classes of channels. In each case the input and
output are n -vectors x = (x1 , x2 , , xn) and y = (y' , Y2 , ' yn)
respectively, related by

Yk = xk zk k = 1, 2, n. (3)

The symbols xk , yk and the noise digits zk are as follows:
Channel A (Discrete Channel): The input digits xk (k = 1, 2, , n),

the output digits yk (k = 1, 2, , n), and the noise digits zk (k =
1, 2, , n) are members of the finite alphabet of q symbols, 0, 1, ,

q - 1. The addition in (3) is modulo q. The zk are independent random
variables assuming the value 0 with probability 1 - po , and the values
1, 2, , q - 1 with probability po/ (q - 1). Thus the channel trans-
mits each symbol correctly with probability 1 - po , and makes an
error with probability Po , all errors being equally likely. The Hamming
distance di! (u,v) between two n -vectors u and v with entries from the
alphabet of q symbols is the number of positions in which u and v differ.

Channel B (Gaussian Channel with Amplitude Constraint): The
digits xk , yk , zk (k = 1, 2, , n) are real numbers. The input vector
x satisfies an amplitude constraint:

-A < xk < +A, k = 1, 2, , n. (4)

The noise digits zk (k = 1, 2, , n) are independent Gaussian random
variables with mean zero and variance N. The Euclidean distance be-
tween two vectors u and v is denoted by dE(u,v).

Channel C (Gaussian Channel with Energy Constraint): The digits
xk , yk , zk (k = 1, 2, , n) are real numbers. The input vector x lies on
the surface of the n -dimensional hypersphere with center at the origin
and radius NAP. Thus

E = nP.
k=1

(5)

As in channel B, the noise digits zk (k = 1, 2, , n) are independent
Gaussian random variables with mean zero and variance N. The signal
"energy" is Ex: = nP, and the expected noise "energy" is

E (E zk2 ) = nN,
k

so that the signal-to-noise energy ratio is P/N. This quantity is also
the ratio of signal-to-noise "average power."
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Channel C is of course closely related to the bandlimited channel
with white Gaussian noise.' Such an identification, however, must be
made with care, and we shall sidestep the issue here.

Channel D (Continuous Channel with Amplitude Constraint): The
vectors x, y and z are members of en defined as the set of n -vectors
u = (u1 , u2 ,  , un) where the coordinates uk (k = 1, 2, , n) are
real numbers satisfying

-A < uk <<= A . (6)

We shall assume that the symbols "+" and " when applied to
coordinates of vectors in en denote addition and substraction modulo
2A, with the result reduced into the interval [-A,A]. Equation (3) will
thus be rewritten as

Yk = Xk Zle k = 1, 2, , n. (7)

The noise coordinates zk, are assumed to be independent identically
distributed random variables with probability density function p (u)
which satisfies:

(a) p(u) = 0, I u > A.
(b) p(u) > 0, I u I A.
(c) p(u) is an even function of u. (8)
(d) p (u) is a continuous, strictly monotone decreasing function

of u for 0 u < A.
(e) There exists an a > 0 such that for small u we may write

p (u) = p(0)[1 0(ua)].

Thus what we have done is to wrap the interval [-A,+A] onto the
circumference of a circle, and assume that the noise perturbs each
coordinate along the circumference a distance zk (- A < zk < A). Such
a channel is reasonable for the case where the xk correspond to the
phase of a fixed waveform, t and also as an approximation to other
channels.

For each channel we define a code as a set of M n -vectors x satisfying
the above constraints. The transmission rate R is defined by R =
(1/n) In Mt so that M = enR We assume that each of the M code words
is equally likely to be transmitted. It is the task of the decoder to exa-
mine the received vector y and to decide which code word was actually

f An example in which this model is applicable may be found in A. J. Viterbi,
"On a Class of Polyphase Codes for the Coherent Gaussian Channel," IEEE
International Convention Record, part 7, 1965, pp. 209-213.

$ For the remainder of this paper all logarithms will be taken to the base e.
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transmitted. If Pei is the probability that the decoder makes an incor-
rect choice when code word i is transmitted (i = 1, 2, 3, , M), and
if each of the M code words is equally likely to be transmitted, then
the overall probability of a decoding error is

P. = (iim)E Pei . (9)
i=1

The optimal decoder is defined as the decoding system which minimizes
P. for a given code.

As was done for the binary symmetric channel in Section I we shall
consider two types of decoding.

Channel A: The optimal decoder may be shown to be the one which
selects that code word x which minimizes the Hamming distance,
dH (x,y) between x and the received vector y. Accordingly, we define
the "discrepancy" as the Hamming distance, and the optimal decoder
is the minimum discrepancy decoder (or minimum distance decoder) de-
noted by MDD. Let us denote by Pe m the probability of error (P.)
using MDD.

The channel capacity of Channel A is readily shown to he

C = C (p0) = In q -H (p0) - po In (q - 1), (10)

where

H (p) -p 111 p - (1 - p) lei (1 - p). (11)

The Fundamental Theorem of Information Theory1'7 states that for
any R < C there exists a sequence of n-dimensional codes (one for each
n) such that Pem = CnB(R)±0(n) (where E (R) > 0 when R < C). Further

if R > C, P.m 1 so that C is the supremum of those rates for which
it is possible to obtain vanishingly small error probability using MDD.

The second type of decoding is described as follows: For the code
being used, let d be the minimum Hamming distance between pairs of
code words. About each of the M code words we construct a "sphere"
in the space of qn n -vectors, consisting of those vectors not more than
Hamming distance (d - 1 )/2 from that code word. All these spheres
are disjoint. If the received vector is in the sphere about code word i, it
is decoded as code word i. If the received vector is in no sphere, then the
decoder announces an error. We term this type of decoding bounded
discrepancy decoding (BDD), and denote the resulting error probability
by Peg . (i.e., Pei' is the probability that the received vector is not in
the sphere about the transmitted code word.) Alternately, the bounded
discrepancy decoder corrects errors affecting up to e = (d - 1)/2
positions and no more. Clearly P.H > P.m .
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In connection with BDD we are interested in the quantity M (n,d),
the maximum number of code words in an n -dimensional code with
minimum distance d. The corresponding transmission rate is R (n,d) =
(1/n) In M (n,d). The following bounds hold:

For d/2n > (q - 1)/2q:

M (n,d) < 0q

- 1)
2q 1

For d/2n < (q - 1)/2q:

qnd,
(q- 1) r

r=0 r

where

n[1-(2q1q-1)0]

nq"K((3)
[td/2]

td
1) r

r=0 c2

(12a)

(12b)

= (//2n, (12c)

t - q - 1 1-
q 1

01, (12d)
q

K (0) = $/[1 - t#q/ (q - 1)], (12e)

and where [x] denotes the largest integer not greater than x. The upper
bound (12a) and the first upper bound of (12b) are the well known
Plotkin bounds,8'9 and the lower bound of (12b) is the well known
Varshamov-Gilbert-Sacks bound as given in Ref. 8; the second upper
bound of (12b) is established in Section III.

Now let us let n and d become large while the ratio = d/2n is held
fixed, and define R (0) = lira R (n,d) = lira R (n,2f3n). We obtain from

(12a):

R (0) = 0, # > (q - 1)/2q, (13a)

and from (12b):

In q -H (2/3) - 2/3 In (q - 1) 6 R(#)

1 ( 1 2-° )111 q (13b)
< q 1/

In q -H (0) -t# In - 1),
where H (p) is defined by (11). The second upper bound in (13b) is the
same as the Elias bound4 which was obtained independently. Although
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the bounds of (12) and (13) are of interest in themselves, we make
use of them here to demonstrate the following:

Theorem A: There exists a fixed rate CB , called the "bounded discrepancy
decoding channel capacity," such that for any rate R < CB, there exists a
sequence of n -dimensional codes (one for each n) such that PeB = exp
[-nE B (R) + o(n)] (where E B (R) > 0 for R < CB). Further if R >
CB, Pep n.1, so that CB is the supremum of those rates for which it is
possible to obtain vanishingly small error probability using BDD.

For channel A we shall show

C (2p.) CB C (tp 0) < C (po) = C, (14)

so that CB is strictly less than C the "maximum error free" rate using
MDD.

Finally we can estimate EB(R) by

a , p) EB(R) 5_

a (.9[1 - q s, Po),

( - 1FH (s) s In (q -apo)
2q L In q

(15)

Where s = s (R) Is defined by

I? = C (s) = hi q -H (s) - s In (q - 1), (15a)

and

a (p,p0) = p ln -11 ± (1 - ln (1 - (15b)(1 - po) 
Channel B: For this channel it may be shown that the optimum de-

coder minimizes the Euclidean distance dE (x,y) between the received
vector y and the code word x. Accordingly, we define the discrepancy
as the Euclidean distance dB , so that the optimal decoder is the minimum
discrepancy decoder (MDD). Here too the channel capacity C is the
maximum rate below which it is possible to obtain vanishingly small
Pe m . An exact expression for C is not known but it has been estimated
by upper and lower bounds by Shannon' and a method for computing
C is outlined by Wolfowitz.1° Bounded discrepancy decoding (BDD) is
defined exactly as for Channel A -with the Euclidean distance used
instead of the Hamming distance.

Let M (n,d) be the maximum number of ,points in an n -dimensional
code with minimum distance d, and let R (n,d) = (1/n) In M (n,d2 ) be
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the corresponding transmission rate. We let n and d become large while
the ratio 3 = (d/2)2/n = d2/ (4n) is held fixed, and define R (0) =
lim R (n ,d2 ) = lim R (n ,40n) . Let S = $/A2. The following estimate of
n -.co

R (0) is obtained:

R,(0) R(3) < R u (0) (16)

where

0

(13)
(2 In 2) (1 - 2S),

k2 In k(1 - 2S),
k2 - 2

and

/3 a-

<

1 1

k2 = <(k- 1)2

(Ic=3,4,5,)

In 2 + S In (S) ± (1 - S) In (1 - j) =
(13) = max{c.

4#
_

RL2

where Co (0 is defined by

Co (E) = In 2AK,,(t) - tX (t)

and where X (0 is defined by

RL1

(17)

A Af r (u) Cx("r(") du = t f
0

e-X(E)r(u) du, (19a)

where

r (u) = u2, (19b)

and
r A -1

K (E) = [j (E)r(u)eadu. (19c)
-A

It is verified in Appendix A that for 0 < E/A2 there exists a
unique X (E) satisfying (19a). The first value of the lower bound RLI is
dominant for 0.02 < Q < 0.5, and the second RL2 for 0 < 0.02.

We make use of the estimate of R (1(3) (16) to establish Theorem A for
Channel B. Here we have

RL(N) < CB 5_ RU(N). (20)
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For large values of A2/N,

CB C ln 2 + e(A2/N), (21)

where C is the channel capacity, the maximum "error free" rate using
MDD, and e---> 0 as A2/N -> co . Thus for large values of the "signal-to-
noise ratio" A2/N, CB is within a constant of C, so that the ratio CB/C
1 as A2/N -÷ 00 . An estimate of E B (R) is also obtained.

Channel C: As with Channel B, the optimal decoder is the decoder
which selects that code word x which has the smallest Euclidean distance
from the received vector y. Thus if y = , Y2 7 7 Yn), the decoder
announces that code word x which minimizes (with respect to x)

n

d. (x,y) = E - yk)2 = E xk2 + E yk2 - 2 E xkyk . (22)
k=1

Since E 42 = nP, dB (x,y) is minimized when E xkyk is maximized.

Hence optimal decoding is equivalent to selection of that code word x
which minimizes the angle a (x,y) between x and y, where

E XkYk
cos a (x,y) -

FE
xk2.E

L k

(23)

Thus if we define the discrepancy between x and y as the angle a (x,y),
the optimal decoder is the minimum discrepancy decoder (MDD). Let
us denote by Pem the error probability using MDD.

The channel capacity is C = z In [1 (P/N)], and is the maximum
rate below which it is possible to obtain vanishingly small PeM . Further
for any R < C, there exists a sequence of n -dimensional codes such that

e-n13(R) +o(n) Estimates of E(R) are obtained in Refs. 11 and 12.
The bounded discrepancy decoder (and PeB) is defined exactly as for

Channels A and B but with the angle a (x,y) used instead of the Ham-
ming or the Euclidean distance.

In connection with BDD we consider M (n,0), the maximum number
of points in an n -dimensional code with minimum angle 0, and the
corresponding rate R(n,0) = (1/n) In M (n,0). The following bounds
hold for 0 < 7/2:

n+(
v; M"-2 dcon - in + f s2\ [P[

2 )
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M (n,0) (24)

Vir n 1) sin tan

2P
(n) f (sin n-2 (cos

cos tk) dco

where 1i, = sin -1 1/2 sin (0/2). The upper bound was obtained by
Rankin,13 and the lower bound is obtained in Section V. If we let n
become large while 0 is held fixed and let R (0) = lim R (n,0) we can

n ->co

obtain from (24)

-ln sin 0 < R (0) < - In \/j sin (0/2). (25)

Inequalities (25) will be used to establish Theorem A for Channel C.
Here we have

C - ln 2 - Zln (1 - C2c) <CB <C-ln 2. (26)

Estimates will also be obtained for the exponent E B (R) and compari-
sons to the estimates of E (R) will be made.

Channel D: For this channel we shall find the optimal decoding
scheme by proceding as follows. Define the function r (u) by

r (u) = -1 In
p(p

(0) -A < u < +A (27)
u)

where p (u) is the noise probability density function which satisfies
assumptions (8), and A is a constant to be specified later. Equation (27)
is meaningful since by (8b), p (u) 0. From (27) we see that

p (u) = p (0 ) exp [- Xr (u)] = Ka exp [- Xr (u)], (28)

where K0 = p (0). The n -fold joint probability density for the n inde-
pendent noise coordinates is

n n

pn (U1 u2 7 u.) = II P (uk) = Kan exp [ - E r (uk )]. (29)
k=1 k=1

Let us now consider the decoder. Suppose that the received vector is
y. It is not hard to show that the probability of incorrect decoding is
minimized when the decoder selects that code word x which maximizes
p (y1x), the conditional probability density of receiving y given that x
is transmitted. This quantity is
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p (y i x) = P (Yi , Y2 X2 Yn - xn)

Kon exp [-X E r (yk xk)].
k=1

(30)

The subtraction of coordinates yk x,k in (30) is performed modulo 2A
with the result reduced into the interval [-A, -1 -Al. Thus for a given y,
the optimal decoder selects that code word x which minimizes

do (x,y) = E r (yk xk). (31)
k=1

The function d0(x,y) defined on en X en will be defined as the dis-
crepancy function, so that the optimal decoder is the minimum dis-
crepancy decoder (MDD). Denote the resulting error probability by
Pcm 

Let us remark at this point that the discrepancy has the following
properties:

(a) do (x,y) > 0, with equality if and only if x = y.
(b) do (x,y) = do (y,x).

It is not necessarily a metric, however, since the triangle inequality
need not hold.

For any vector a E C , vectors
g E en satisfying do (a,5) < p. We say that a code has discrepancy p
if the regions 8(x,p) about all M code words x are disjoint.

We now describe another, though nonoptimum decoding technique.
Let Po be the largest number such that the code under consideration has
discrepancy po . Hence the regions Sn(x,p0) for all code words x are
disjoint. If the received vector y E S(x,p0) for some code word x, then
it is decoded as x. If y belongs to no region, an error is announced. We
term this type of decoding bounded discrepancy decoding (BDD), and
denote the resulting error probability by PeB . Clearly PPea - - eM 

A case of special interest is that for which p (u) = K0 exp (-Xu2). This
channel is similar to channel B when X is large (so that the effects of
wrapping the interval [- A ,d -A] onto a circle are minimized]. In this
case r (tc) =

Suppose we are given a function r (u) defined on [-A,+A]. This
function defines a discrepancy which is appropriate for the class of
noise densities p (u) = K0 exp [ - Xr (u)]. Now a given member of the
class could be specified by the parameter X. (K0 is then determined by
setting the total mass of p (u) equal to unity.) It is convenient instead
to specify a given member of the class by the parameter N defined by
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+A +A

N = E[r (z)] = r (u) p (u) du = f r (u) Koe-xf(u) du. (32)
-A -A

That is, given the parameter N corresponding to a X >= 0, and the func-
tion r (u), one can solve (32) for X and K . Thus r (u) and N specify
the channel. For example if r (u) = u2, then N = E[z2] is the average
noise "power." It is shown in Appendix H that the channel capacity,
the maximum "error free" rate using MDD is

C = C o(N) (33)

where the function Co (t) is defined by (19) with the appropriate func-
tion r (u). It is shown in Appendix A, that Co () is well defined for

0< 5..
A- o

r(u)du.

Let us now consider BDD. Two important quantities here are M (n,p)
the largest number of code points in an n -dimensional code with dis-
crepancy p, and the corresponding rate R (n,p) = (1/n) In M (n,p). We
let n and p become large while the ratio # = p/n is held fixed, and then
define R (() = lim R (n,p) = lim R (n,t3n). It is shown in Section VI that

co n oo

Co(2n# ) R (# ) Co (# ), (34)

where Co() is defined by (19), and n is defined by

r U2)= sup , . (35)
r(ui) 7'(u2)

The addition in (35), u1 u2 , is modulo 2A, with the result reduced
into the interval [-A, -F A]. It is shown in Appendix B that n is finite.

The estimate (34) of R (13) is used to establish Theorem A for channel
D. Here CB can be estimated by

Co(2nN) < CB < Co(N) = C. (36)

For the special case of the quadratic discrepancy r (u) = u2, the quan-
tity n = 2, so that the left-hand member of (36) is C (4N). It will be
shown that in this case CB is bounded above by Co (2N) so that

Co(4N) < CB < Co(2N) < Co (N)= C. (37)

Hence in this case CB is strictly less than C. Further, both the upper and
lower bounds of (37) will be refined for small values of the "signal-to-
noise" ratio A2/N.

For large values of "signal-to-noise ratio" A2/N, (37) becomes
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In
A2

el 6 CB -6 -2:1 In
-re

where el , 2 -p 0 as A2/N . It will follow that CB is within a con-
stant of C, so that the ratio CB/C 1 as A2/N .

III. CHANNEL A (DISCRETE CHANNEL) :

3.1 Lower Bound on M(n,d)

Our first task is to obtain the second upper bound on M(n,d) of
inequality (12b). We need the following lemmas:

Lemma 3.1: Let g1 , g2 , , gn be real numbers. Then

gk2 -n (E gk)2.
k=1

Proof: From the Schwarz inequality
n( 2 II itE 12 E ilk) U

E (14.2.

k=1 k=1 k=1 k=1

(39)

Lemma 31: Given a code with minimum distance d, let xi = (xil , xi2 ,
, xi), i = 1, 2, , m be any set of m points from the code. Let z be

any n -vector and ri (i = 1, 2, , m) the Hamming distance dH (xi , z)
from xi to z. Then

m 2 7IL

2(q - 1)m - 1) (40)m(m - 1) - 0.

Proof: Without loss of generality assume z = 0. Arrange the m code
words in an array

xl = , .r12 ,  "

= X ml Xm2 X snn

Denote by sik (j = 0, 1, , q - 1; k = 1, 2, - , n) the number of
times symbol j appears in column k. Then, since the code has minimum
distance d,

(m)
E (x xi)

1 <r<i <rn

n q-1

= E E 1Sjk(in - so)
k=1 j=0
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.2-Sjk2= E E - >2 >
k j k 5

Now >2 >2 s,k = mn so that
k j

(in ,
2n

1 1
9 a T2- >2 80k2 -

2
Za SJk2.

k i>o
(41)

Since sok = ft - >2 sjk , by Lemma 3.1,
J>o

E Sok < -1 E (/)/ -E sfk) = -1 [ntn, ->2 E (42)
k n k=1 j>0 n k j>0

Also by Lemma 3.1,
n q-1

1
E E 8,7,2 >(q 1)n k

t E Sik12.
k=1 j=1 - E (43)

Observing that >2 >2 s,k = E , and substituting (42) and (43) into
k j>0 i=1

(41), we obtain

(m)
k

m2

2 2n 2n
md 5 - --1 (n - E ri)2

'

- (E 'v:)2)2 -m E ri - ri)2.
2n(q

1

- 1) i i 2(q
q

1)n '
( v,

a

On dividing (44) by nq/2 (q - 1), the lemma follows.

(44)

Derivation of the Bound:

Let us assume that we have an n -dimensional code with minimum
distance d(d/2n < (q - 1)/2q) with M = M (n,d) code points. Con-
sider the "sphere" of radius t(d12) in the space of n -vectors about each
code point where

t= q - 1 ( 2q

k (q- 1) (45)

and 13 = d/2n. (Since t >= 1, these spheres are not necessarily disjoint.)
To each point of the sphere at Hamming distance r from the center
assign weight w (r) = td/2 - r. The "mass" IA of each sphere is there-
fore

[td/21 k//.1 = E (q - 1)' (-2 - r . (46)
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If an n -vector z is simultaneously in the sphere about the m code
words x1 , x2 , , x,, , then we assign a weight wz to z given by the sum
of its weights in each sphere, i.e.,

mid
z_d (47)

i=i 2 i=1

where ri = di/ (xi , z). If z lies in no sphere wz = 0. Consequently, we
have

mass of all n -vectors = E (.oz = ill (n,d)-A. (48)
n -vectors

z

We will bound M by finding a bound on E wZ . Letting s = Sz = Uhl
(47) becomes

E mid- - - s = mt0 - s.
is 2n

Substituting (49) into (40) we get

-
ni2t2/32 - 2mlf3s s2 - 2 (q 1)

q

(q - 1)± 2 ins ± 2 (q - 1)
m213 -

2 (q - 1)
q q q

Rewriting (50)

0 m 2 (q- 1)

_ )
[3 (213 - 2 (q - 1) 1 +

2(q - 1)
q q

- s (2 (q -
(./

1) - 210)1

Since by choice of t (45),

t213 - 2 (q - 1) 1 ± 2 (q - 1)
q q

and

- 0,

am < 0.

1

2 (q - - 201 > 0 when /3 < q - ,

2q

(49)

(50)

(51)
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(51) can be satisfied only when

Thus

A
S - K (0) .

1 - t)3q/ (q - 1)

E Wz = E s n 5 K (3)ne
all n -vectors

z

Hence from (53), (48) and (46) we have

K(0)nqn
M (fl,d) 5 [on]

(n) (43n - r) (q - 1)n'
r=0 2"

(52)

(53)

( 54)

where

20tq
q3

1 (1 - 1 - q - 1) '
K((3) - 1 - tflq/ (q - 1) '

and 0 < (q - 1) /2q.

3.2 Asymptotic Estimates of M (n,d) (13)

Equation (13a) and the first upper bound of (13b) follow directly
from (12a) and the first upper bound of (12b) by writing R (n,20n) =
(1/n) In M (n,2$n) and letting n tend to infinity. The lower bound on
R (13) of (13b) follows from the lower bound on M (n,d) of (12b) and
the fact that (Ref. 8, Appendix A)

limn(In E 7/ (q - 1)? = H (t) - t In (q - 1) . (55)
n-.00 r=0 r

The second upper bound of (13b) follows from (54) and (55) and the
fact that

[On]
td

tioni-1

7-1) (7) - 7.) (q - 1) r
E (n) (q - 1) r (56)
r=0

In the important special case of binary codes (q = 2), the second
upper bound of (13b) is always sharper than the first upper bound. Thus
for q = 2 we have for 0 <

1 - H(213) (0) < 1 - H(Z - 1/1 - 413) . (57)

These upper and lower bounds converge at 13 = 4 yielding R (13) = 0,
I. Inequality (57), is plotted in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 (Channel A) - Upper and lower bounds on R($) for the binary sym-
metric channel (57). The dotted lines are the best bounds given in Ref. 8.

3.3 Bounded Discrepancy Decoding Channel Capacity

When Shannon's Fundamental Coding Theorem is applied to channel
A, one finds that for every R less than the channel capacity C = 1 -
H (po) - Po In (q - 1), there exists a sequence of codes (one for each n)
with transmission rate 1? such that the error probability using MDD,

PeM -> 0. Further R > C, PeM 1. Thus the channel capacity C is the
supremum of those rates R for which it is possible (asymptotically in n)
to obtain vanishingly small error probability using (optimal) MDD. We
now ask what is the largest rate for which it is possible to obtain asymp-
totically vanishingly small error probability using BDD?

Let us suppose that for every n, an n -dimensional code is available
with d/2n = (3. Using BDD we have error probability

P eB = Pr [number of errors > d/2 = #n]. (58 )

Since the errors in each digit occur independently with probability Po ,
we have by the weak law of large numbers that Ern PeB = 0 or 1 according

n.00

as 13 > po or ft < po 
If we define the bounded discrepancy decoding channel capacity, de-
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noted by CB , as the supremum of the rates for which it is possible
(asymptotically in n) to obtain vanishingly small Peg , we have from
the foregoing that CB = R (po). Making use of the second upper bound
on R ((3) of (13b) and the fact that t > 1 for )3 > 0, we have for po > 0

CB = R (po) 1 -H (tpo) - tpoln (q - 1) = C (tpo) < C. (59)

Thus CB is bounded away from C.

In the binary case (q = 2), we make use of (13b) or (57) to obtain

1 - H(2730) < Cg 4p.) . (60)

Inequality (60) is plotted in Fig. 1.

3.4 Exponential Behavior of PeB

For a fixed R < CB , denote by Peg* the smallest attainable value of
PeB . It was shown above that /3,13*.. 0. We shall now show that PeB* =
e-nEB(R)-1-0(n) where EB > 0 and obtain estimates of EB(R).

Given an n and R, denote by /3. (R) the largest value of 13 attainable
for an n -dimensional code with transmission rate R. With R held fixed,
let 13 (R) = Ern On (R). Then 13 (I?) satisfies

Rh(3(R)) < R Ru(3(R)), (61)

where RL (0) and Ru (3) are the upper and lower bounds of (13b). If we
define the parameter s = s (R) by

R = In q - H(s) - s In (q - 1 ), (62)

we obtain from (61) and (13b)

q - 1 H (s) s In (q - 1)
2q L In q

-2 (R)

(1 - qs
(63)

2(q - 1)).

Thus for any R there exists a code (for n sufficiently large) with
minimum distance d = 13 (R)  2n. With R fixed, this code minimizes
PeB  Thus from (58)

PeB* = Pr [no. of errors (R)}

t (n)
r=[$(R)n] r

(64)
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Making use of the fact that (Ref. 8, Appendix A)

lim - In (n) por (1 - po) n-r
= a (P,P0) (65)

n co It r = p n

where a (p,p,,) = p In (p/po) + (1 - p) In [(1 - p) / (1 - po)1, we have
from (64):

E1(R) = - lim (1/n) Pep* = a ((3 (R),po).
n -boo

Inequality (63) provides bounds on /3(R) and hence an estimate of
EB(R). Let us observe that for R = 0 (s = (q - 1)/q) the upper and
lower bounds on 0 (R) (63) converge yielding /3 (R) (q - 1 )/2q so
that

EB (0) = a (q -q1 , P.)

Further since a (po , = 0, EB (R) vanishes when R = 1? (po) = CB 

(66)

(67)

In the binary case, the second upper bound on Q (R) (63) is always
sharper than the first, so that (66) yields

a
2(8- P.) < E (R) < a (s (1 - s) , P.) (68)

Inequality (68) is plotted in Figs. 3 (a) and 3 (b) for Po = 5 X DT'
and Po = 10-4 respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 3 (b) that for certain
values of R the upper bound on EB (R) is greater than the lower bound
on E (R) (the best exponent for MDD). Thus although E >= EB
(since Pam 5 Pea), there is nothing to indicate that the strict inequality
always holds.

IV. CHANNEL B (GAUSSIAN CHANNEL WITH AMPLITUDE CONSTRAINT)

Our first task is to establish the bounds on R(j3) given in Section II.

4.1 Lower Bound on R (0)

4.1.1 Bound for Large 0

It would not violate the code constraints if the coordinates of the
code words were further restricted to be In this case the code is a
binary code and the Hamming distance dH (x,y) between two vectors
x and y is related to the Euclidean distance d s (x,y) by
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Fig. 3(a) (Channel A) - Upper and lower bounds on the exponent E11(R) for
the case q = 2 with p0 = 0.05 (solid lines). Upper and lower bounds on E(R) are
in dotted lines.

Fig. 3(b) (Channel A) - Upper and lower bounds on the exponent EB(n)
for the case q = 2 with po = 10-4 (solid lines). Upper and lower bounds on E(R)
are in dotted lines.

(x,y) = d:(x,y)/4A2. (69)

Thus if a code (with coordinates restricted to ±A) has minimum
Hamming distance d, = d/4A2, the minimum Euclidean distance is d.

Thus $ 13/A2 = d/4A2n = dH/n.
Now let RH(n,dH) be the maximum rate for which a binary n -dimen-

sional code with minimum Hamming distance dff exists. We let n, and
dll become large while the ratio a = d /n is held fixed, and define
RB (a) = lim RB (n,an). In the light of the above R 03) > RB (S). The

Gilbert bound (13b) (Ref. 8, p. 52) tells us that

RB(S) > In 2 + In + (1 - S) In (1 - S) for 0

Thus we have

R(13) > In 2 + S In + (1 - 13) In (1 - S) = RL, . (70 )

4.1.2 Bound for Small

Consider a maximum size n -dimensional code with minimum distance
d, and with M = M (n,d2) code points xi ,  , xm . About each code
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point x,. construct an open hypersphere in n. -space of radius d. Let V,
denote the volume of the intersection of this sphere with the n -cube
[-A, --1-A]". Now the union of these M spheres must cover the n -cube:
for if xi, E [- A , A]" is not contained in one of the spheres, d (xci, xv)
d for all v, so that ro may be added to the code destroying maximality.
Thus

E (2A)". (71)
p=i

Now let S be the n -dimensional hypersphere of radius d with center at
the origin, and V" (d) the volume of S n [- A, -FA]". It is not hard to
show that

V, 6 V(d), µ = 1, 2, , M.

Consequently from (71)

MV(d) E v, (2A )n,
= 1

so that

M (n,d2) >= [(2A)71 /V(d)].

Applying the result of Appendix C to (72) yields

R ((3) = lim (1 / n) In M (n,4#n) > Co (40 ).
71-0.0

It is shown in Appendix D that for small

RL(i3) = RL2 (13) = 2 In (A2/27-0) + (0),

where (0) -> 0 as # 0.
R L (0) is plotted in Figs. 4 (a) and 4 (b).

(72)

(73)

(74)

4.2 Upper Bound on R(0)

The approach used in this derivation is similar to Plotkin's technique
for binary codes. We begin by obtaining the following:

Lemma 4.1: If n < d2/2A2(13
d2/4A2n

M (n,d2) < d2 - 2/3 (75)
(12 - 2AA2n 2/3 ___ 1

Proof: Consider the maximum size n -dimensional code with minimum
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distance d with M = ill (n,d2) code points x1 , x2 , X m . Let xv =
(XY1 SP2 ;Vim )  Then

71

d2 E d2(x , = E E(2vk - Sµk)
2 k=1 A<v

n

= M svk2 E 214,
k=1

n 2If

E E xyk
k=1 r =1

Since X-2 2,

111(M - 1) (12 = d2M2nA2 ,

22

from which

and if n < d2/2A2,

M (n,d2) (d2 - 2A2n) d2,

d2
Al (11(12) (p. - 2A2n, (76)

completing the proof.

Lemma 4.2: Let a be an integer not less than two. Then

(n,d) - 1, d2 (2A/a)21.

Proof: Again consider the maximum size code with M (n,d) points.
Partition the code into a classes Si , S2  Sa, where Si consists of
those code points xv = (xpi , .rv2 , , xvii) such that

-A. + (i - 1) (2A /a) < .r < -A + i (2A / a), i = 1, 2, , a.
In other words we partition the interval [-A,±A] into a subintervals
of length 2A/a, and assign x, to class Si according as its first coordinate
xy1 is in the ith subinterval. (To be precise we must close the last sub-
interval (i = a) at both ends to make the a subintervals cover
[-A,+A].)

Now delete the first coordinate from each point in the code. Each
class Si is now a code of length n - 1 with minimum distance not less
than

2A)2d2 \a
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Fig. 4(a) (Channel B) - Upper and lower bounds on R(0) vs (0 5 /3 :6 0.5).
Fig. 4(b) (Channel B) - Upper and lower bounds on R(fl) vs fl (0 5 13 5 0.2).

since the first coordinates of two code words in class S, do not differ by

more than 2A/a.
Further some class Si has at least M (n,d2)/a points, so that

lif[n - 1, d2 - (2A/ a)2] (1/a) M (n,d),

and the lemma follows.
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Corollary: Let a < (da/2A )2 be an integer. Then

M (n,d2) < as M[n - a, d2 - a(2A/a)2]. (77)

Proof: Inequality (77) follows by repeated application of Lemma 4.2.
Since by hypothesis d2 - a (2A/a)2 > 0, the expression M[n - a, d2 -
a (2A / a)2] is meaningful.

Derivation of the Bound

Let no be the greatest integer satisfying

2

2A)2
2A2

no < [d
a

- (n - no) , (78)

where a > 2. Rearranging (78) we obtain

2 d2

no <
[a 2A2n -

2 = n2] [2a2-
2

2]
a

(79)

Let us also assume as an additional constraint on a that a2 >
so that [(2(a2 - 2)/ (a2 - 2 ) ] > 0, and for sufficiently large n, no >= 1.
In fact for large n we may approximate no by

1-2a2(3 - 2
L «2 - 2

Now by choice of no (78), 0 < 2A2no < [d2 - - no) (2A /a)2]. Hence
the Corollary to Lemma 4.2 applies with a = n - no yielding

(702) an -no d2 (n - no) (2A /a2)]. (81)

Also by (78), we may apply Lemma 4.1 to get

M(no , d2 - (n - no) Cij-1,2)2)

d2 - - no (-2A)2\ a /
2

-Q (a, d, n) .
d2 (n - no) (---2A) - 2A 2no

a

no = n

Thus from (81) and (82) we have

M (n,d2) 6 an' Q(a,d,n).

Taking logarithms yields:

(80)

(82)

(83)
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R (n,d2) in a [1 - -11°1 + 1 In Q (a,d,n). (84)
n n

We now let n and d become large while holding the ratio , = / Cen
fixed. It is easy to show that

-1 In Q (a, 2A-V-4n,n) 2-z' 0,

so that using (80) we obtain

R 0) Ina 22[1 - 24a ] = [ln
a[a [1a' -222a] - 2

(85)

- 24], (86)

where a is an arbitrary integer satisfying a > 2, and a2 > 1/4. Using
the choice of a indicated in Appendix E we obtain R (fl) < Ru((3) where

2 On 2) (1 - 24) , >
Ru (0) = k'2 1(In k) (1 - 24)

k2 - 2 (k - 1)2 > =

(k = 3, 4,  ).
R LI (0) is plotted in Figs. 4(a) and 4 (b). For small values of $,

vvi.-4 so we obtain

Ru(0) = li? (3) ± (0),
where (4) --> 0 as 4 0.

(87)

a

(88)

4.3 Bounded Discrepancy Decoding Channel Capacity

Suppose that for every n, an n -dimensional code is available with
d2/4n = )3. Using BDD we have error probability

PeB = Pr [d(x,y) d/21 = Pr [d2(x,y) 134 (89)
ri

Since d2 (x,y) = E 42, where the zk are the (normally distributed)
k=1

noise components we have

P cB
Pr

(90)
[X1 z2/n

By the weak law of large numbers E zi2/n tends in probability to
N(= E(zi2)). Thus line PeB = 0 or 1 according as Q > N or 13 < N.

n

We define the bounded discrepancy decoding channel capacity de-
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noted by CB as the supremum of the rates for which it is possible (asymp-
totically in n) to obtain vanishingly small error probability using BDD.
From the foregoing we see that CB = R(N). Making use of the bounds
on R(0) established above we have

RL(N) < CB 5. Ru(N), (91)

where RL and Ru are defined by (17) and (18) respectively. These
bounds on CB are plotted vs the "signal-to-noise ratio" A2/N in Fig. 5.

For large values of the ratio A2 /N (91) becomes [using (74) and
(88 )]

el
(A.\ A2

+
A\

-1 A'
2 2In ±(92)

2 are N .1r - 2 N

where el , 2 -+ 0 as A' / N -+ 00 .
The channel capacity is the "maximum error free rate" using MDD

(clearly C z CB). An exact expression for C is not known, however for
large values of the ratio A2/N Shannon' has shown that

1 , 2 A2 (2)C - - -
2 re N N

(93)

where e3 0 as if / N --> 00 . Combining the left inequality of (92) with
(93) we obtain

CB

2

C - In 2 e(A2/N) < CBS C (94)

I J i I 1 1

5 10 20 50 100 200
A2
N

500 1000

Fig. 5 (Channel B) - Upper and lower bounds on CB vs A2/N.
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where e 0 as A2/N . Hence for large signal-to-noise ratio A2/N,
CB differs from C by no more than a constant. Alternately CB/C -* 1
as A2/N-> co

4.4 Exponential Behavior of Pee

For a fixed R < CB , denote by PeB* the smallest attainable value of
Pea , the error probability using BDD. It was shown above that Pea* 2-.1
0. In this section we shall show that I B* = exp [- nE B (R) o (n)] and
obtain estimates of EB(I?).

Given an n and R, denote by f3 (R) the largest value of Q attainable
for a code of length n and with transmission rate R. With R held fixed,
let f3 (R) = lim 0.(R). We can estimate i3 (R) in terms of R by

RL((3(R)) R s Ru(gR)), (95)

where RL and Ru are given (17) and (18) respectively. Inequalities
(95) result in upper and lower bounds on 13(R). Thus for any R there
exists a code (for n sufficiently large) with minimum "distance corre-
sponding to (R) (i.e., d = 2 -On). With R fixed, this code mini-
mizes Pea . If code word x is transmitted and y is received, the error
probability is [from (89)]

Pell* = Pr [c/2(x,y) (R )n] (96)

This quantity depends only on the noise and not on x. It is shown in
Appendix F that

P ,B* = exp [- nEB (1?) ± (li)],

where

(97a)

l3 (R) 1 A2 . 0 (R) 1 0(R) (97b)EB (R) = g - e0 (R)
2N 2 N 2N 2 N

where l3 (R) = 0 (R)/ A2 . The upper and lower bounds on 0 (R) (95)
yield corresponding bounds on EB(R). These bounds are plotted in Fig. 6
for the case A2/N = 10.

V. CHANNEL C (GAUSSIAN CHANNEL WITH ENERGY CONSTRAINT)

5.1 Lower Bound on M (n,0)

The following bound is similar, though slightly sharper, than the
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1.2

0.8

E8(R)

0.4

0.4 0.8

R

1.2 1.6

Fig. 6 (Channel B) - Upper and lower bounds on the error exponent EB(R)
vs R (for A2/N = 10).

lower bound on M (n,0) obtained by Shannon." The derivation used
here is based on a similar argument in Blachman."

Let
n  rn/2

2
Sn (r) =

1-1

2

be the surface area of a sphere in Euclidean n -space of radius r, and
let An (r,O) be the area of the n -dimensional spherical cap cut from a
sphere of radius r about the origin by a right circular cone of half
angle 0 with apex at the origin and axis the semi -infinite line connect-
ing the origin and the point (r,0,0, ). It is not hard to show that

An (r,0) = n-1 f

.I..

(n - or(n-M2 e

.±1n r 0(
2

sin(n-2) go chp.

Derivation of the Bound

For a given n and 0 consider the maximum size n -dimensional code
with minimum angle 0 between code points. This code has M (n,0)
code words. About each code point x, construct the spherical cap cut
from the surface of the sphere of radius about the origin by the
right circular cone with half angle 0 and axis the semi -infinite line
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joining the origin and x. Thus the cap is the set of points y on the surface
of the sphere such that the angle a (x,y) < 0. Now the set of all such
caps (about each of the 11/ code points) must cover the entire surface
of the sphere. This is so since if xo is a point on the surface of the sphere,
and x0 is not on any cap then a (xo , x) > 0 for all code words x, so that
xo may be added to the code destroying the maximality. Since the area
of each of the 3/ caps is A. (N/nP,0), we have

3/  A (N/nP,O) S.(NAI5)

or

ST,(VnP)
M (n,0)

-A ( VnP,O) - 1
r(n 4- 1)

2

rin 2\
2 )

. I sin(" -2) (p 41-1
L 0

(98)

This result taken together with Rankin's upper bound" yields the
following estimate of M (n,0):

+1)n 2

n - 1 r (n, + 2
2

[18 sin"-2 (p 41-1 M (n,0)

1AT7E,
(n 1)

sin 1,1, tan ik

2r0) f: (sin co) n-2 (cos - cos 13)

where ik = siC1 sin (0/2).

5.2 Asymptotic Estimates of M (n,0)

For a given n and 0, M (n,0) is the number of points in a maximum
size n -dimensional code with minimum angle between code points 0.
Let the corresponding transmission rate be R (n,0) = (1/n) In M (n,0).
Now with 0 held fixed, let n become large and let R (0) = lim R (n,0)

(99)
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We shall obtain upper and lower bounds on I? (0) from the behavior of
(99) for large n.

Taking logarithms of both sides of inequality (99) yields

n+1
8

-1 In
n V; + 1 In 2 - -1 In sine-2

dip
n 1 n n

9

ik
R (n,0) < 1 ln.sin 4/2tan V + 1 In

n

/r (n +2 1)\ (100)

1"(3)

4,- -1 In sins -2 (cos - cos 1,P) (4,
n 0

where tk = sin -1 sin (0/2).
It is shown in Appendix G that

lim - In f sinn-2 90 do = In sin 0, (101a)
n 0

1

and that

lim -1 111 f sinn-2(p(cos cp - costk) dcp = In sin 1k, (101b)
7,00 n

from which we obtain (by letting n -> 00 ),

-In sin 0 < R(0) < - In 1/2 sin (0/2). (101)

The bounds on R (0) are plotted in Fig. 7.

5.3 Bounded Discrepancy Decoding Channel Capacity

We now assume that a code with minimum angle 0 is employed and

a bounded discrepancy decoder is used. We may assume, without
loss of generality, that the transmitted word is x = (-VnP,O, , 0).

The received word y = z1 , z2 , , zn) will be correctly
decoded if and only if a(x,y) < 0/2. Since

cos a (x,y) -
(.07P zi)

NAP ((-s/nP Zi) 2 E zk2)b
k>i /

we have
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R(0)

2.5

2.0

15

1.0

0.5

20 40 60
0 IN DEGREES

80 90

Fig. 7 (Channel C) - Upper and lower bounds on R(B) vs 0 (101).

ij zi (zi/N/)
cot a - (E 42)1 - (1 2y

Ve>1 / -zk
n k>1

Hence the probability of error is

0 P + zi/.
Peg = Pr [cot a cot d = Pr cote1. (102)

1

n k>1

Now assume that for each n we use a code with minimum angle 0.
We shall show that PrB n, 0 or 1 according as cot (0/2) < VIVV.
or cot (0/2) > V.FV: Recalling that zk (k = 1, , n) are independ-
ent normally distributed random variables with mean zero and variance
N we obtain

and

.V.T) PrLI)13.

1 E 2 Proms N.
n k>1
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Thus the ratio

E .42)
k>1

If cot (0/2) < -VP/N, then VP/N - cot (0/2) = e > 0 so that
from (102) and (103)

+ z1/0-2 Prob. (103)

PB (e) = Pr [VP - VT3 ± zliV;;
N (1 v > ei

Zk

Similarly if cot (0/2) > V.T)/N, P (e) 1.
Hence we can obtain vanishingly small error probability by choosing

0 > 2 arc cot Vii5/N or 0 > 2 arc sin (1 P/N) -4. The bounded dis-
crepancy decoding channel capacity CB is defined as the supremum of

rates for which it is possible to achieve PeB -L.1 0, or equivalently the
largest rate for which 0 > 2 arc sin [1 -I- (P/N)]-; i.e., CB = R{2 arc
sin [1 (P/N)] -1). Since the channel capacity is C = a ln [1 + (P/N)],
we may write [1 + (P/N)] -1 = , hence CB = R (2 arc sin e -c).
We estimate CB from inequality (101):

-ln sin (2 sin -1 e -c) < CB :5- -ln (104)

Using sin 2A = 2 sin A cos A, the left member of (104) becomes -ln
2e -c cos sin -1 a C. Since cos sin -1 e-c= (1 - c2 c )4 , inequality (104)
becomes

C - ln 2 - 1 ln (1 - e -2c) CB 15- C -11n 2. (105)

Inequality (105) is plotted in Figs. 8 (a) and 8 (b). We see that CB = 0
for C < In 2 or P/N < 1, and CB/C -> 1 as P/N -) 00.

5.4 Exponential Behavior of PeB

In this section we show that for a fixed rate R < CB, the smallest
attainable probability of error PCB* = exp [-nEB (R) o (n)], and
obtain estimates of EB(R). Given an n and R, denote by 0(1?) the
largest minimum angle attainable for an n -dimensional code with trans-
mission rate R. With R held fixed, let 0 (1?) = urn 0(R). From inequality

n-1.00

(101)

-ln sin 0(R) < R < -ln 1/2 sin [0 (R)/2],

from which
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0 0.346
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Fig. 8(a) (Channel C) -- Upper and lower bounds on CB vs C and P/N (solid
lines).

Fig. 8(b) (Channel C) - Upper and lower bounds on CB/C vs C.

sin -1 e-R < 0(R)/2 (e-R/N). (106)

Thus for every R there exists a code (for n sufficiently large) with
minimum angle 0 (R), where O(R) is estimated by (106). For such a
code P eB is minimized. If code word x is transmitted and y received,
the error probability is

Pe* = Pr [a (x,y) > 0 (R )/2]. (107)

This quantity depends only on the noise (and not on x). Shannon
[Ref. 11, equation (4)] has obtained an expression for the asymptotic
behavior of (107), which shows that

Pc; = exp [-nEB(R) o(n)1 (108)
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where

P 1 0
EB (R) =

2N
- - N G cos

0 - In G sin

0 = 0(R)

G= 1 (VP ,

iv- cos -r cos' + 4) .

(109)

The bounds on 0 (R) in (106) yield corresponding bounds on EB(R).
These bounds are plotted in Fig. 9.

VI. CHANNEL D (CONTINUOUS CHANNEL WITH AMPLITUDE CONSTRAINT):

As in the previous sections we begin by obtaining bounds on M (n,p),
the maximum number of points in an n -dimensional code with dis-
crepancy p.

1.0

0.8

0.6

EB(R)

0.4

0.2

\
C-'Ln2

`\s

0 0.2

1,n2

0.4 0.6 0.8
R

1.0

Fig. 9 (Channel C) - Upper and lower bounds on the exponent EB(R) vs R
for P/N = 4. Upper and lower bounds on E(R) are in dotted lines.
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6.1 Upper Bound on R (ft)

We have defined ,S.(x,p) as the region consisting of those vectors
a E C. for which do (x,a) < p. Applying the Euclidean measure to
et, in the obvious way, we set V(x,p) equal to the volume of 5,,(x,p).
Now consider a maximum size n -dimensional code with discrepancy p
consisting of M = M (n,p) points x1 , x2 , , xm . Since the regions
,S (xi p) about each of the M code points xi are disjoint,

E V (xi , p) < volume of en = (2A)". (110)
i-1

Since V (xi , p) is independent of xi (due to the homogeneity of en
brought about by wrapping the interval onto the circumference of a
circle) we set V. (xi , p) = V,,(P), and (110) yields

M (n,p) (2A)" ,,(P), (111)

thus

R(n,p). =
1- In M(n,p) - In

n V,,A(p)

If we set p = On and let n co while 0 is held fixed we obtain

1 (2) n
R(13) lim

n
In

V.
A(pn) - Ru(I3) 

(112)

(113)

It is shown in Appendix C that Ru(t3) = C((3) which establishes our
upper bound.

6.2 Lower Bound on R (0)

Again let us consider a maximum size code with discrepancy p and
M = M (n,p) code words. About each of the code words xi (i = 1, 2,

, M) consider the region S. (xi , 2np) where

r(ui u2)
= sup ,

--A5 u,,u26-1-A r(110 r(u2)
(114)

We claim that the union of these regions U Sn (xi , 2np) contains C. .
j=i

First let us observe that by definition of n,

r (ul u2) nfr ) r (u2)l,
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so that for x,y,z E en ,

(x,y) = E r (xk yk) nrE r (xk L zk) E r (zk Yk)1
k=3. L k

= 71(10(X,Z) nd (z,y). (115)

Now suppose there existed a vector xn E en such that
M

x0 U Sn 2np). Then
i=1

do (xe, , xi) 2np (116)

for each code word xi (i = 1, 2, , M). Let a E S , p) for some
code word xi so that do (a,xi) < p, hence from (115) and (116) we have

do(xo, a) (1/ n)dc,(xo , xi)
(117)- (xi , a) > (1/n) (2np) - p = p.

We conclude from (117) that a Er Sn (x0 , p), so that S (x0 , p) (1

S. (xi , p) is empty for all code words xi , and xo may be added to the
code destroying the maximality. Thus we conclude that

111

C` n U Sn (Xi ; 297p). (118)
.1=1

As in the previous section, let V (2np) be the volume of S (xi , 2n p) .
From (118) we have

volume of en = (2A) " < M  V n(297P)

or

M (n,p) -
(2A) "

V (2np) 
(119)

Again as in the previous section,

V.(20
(2A)n)n

R 03) lim - ln - Rr, 0) (120)
n

It is shown in Appendix C that RL(#) = Co(20), establishing our
lower bound.

6.3 Bounded Discrepancy Decoding Channel Capacity

Suppose that for every n, an n -dimensional code is available with
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discrepancy p (/3 fixed). Using bounded discrepancy decoding we
have error probability

PcB = Pr [d (x,y) p] = Pr [d (x,y) On], (121)

where x is the transmitted word and y is the received vector. Since

do (x,y) = E r (zk), where the zk are the statistically independent
k=1

noise components, we have

Pen = Pr [ (zk) >
71

(122)
k=1

By the weak law of large numbers, E r (zk)/n tends in probability to
k=1

N (= E (zk))) Thus lim PeB = 0 or 1 according as [3 < N or a > N.
n -.0o

We have defined the bounded discrepancy decoding channel capacity
denoted by CB as the supremum of the rates for which it is possible
(asymptotically in n) to obtain vanishingly small error probability
using bounded discrepancy decoding. From the foregoing we see that
CB = R (N). Making use of the bounds on R (0) established above we
have

C  (2nN) cB =< C 0(N) = C, (123)

where C is the channel capacity (the supremum of those rates for which
it is possible (asymptotically in n) to obtain vanishing small error
probability using (optimum) minimum discrepancy decoding). The
error exponent Eft (R) could be estimated exactly as for channel B in
Section IV.

Thus it is an open question whether CB is strictly less than the channel
capacity. In the special case of the quadratic discrepancy where

(2t) = It2, i.e., the case where p (u) = K, exp (-Xu2), it is possible
to show that CB < C. This is done in the following section.

6.4 The Quadratic Discrepancy

We now consider the case of the quadratic discrepancy where
r (u) = u2, which corresponds to a noise probability density function
p (u) = Ko exp (- Xu2), and a discrepancy function

11

(x,y) = E - .

k=1

Note that the subtraction .rk ilk is performed modulo 2A with the
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difference reduced into the interval [-A,A], but the squaring and
summing operations are ordinary arithmetic.

Let us first observe that

r (ui u2) (ui u2)2 1 u1u2

r(u1) r(u2) u12 u22 (u12

2

Since for any two numbers u12 and u22, the algebraic mean (u12 u22)/2

is not less than the geometric mean ugh ,

r(u1+u2) < 1 1 2.
r(ui) r(u2)

Thus, since this value is achieved when u1 = u2 A/2, 11 = 2. The
lower bound on R (0) (34) is therefore

R(8) >= C0(40). (124)

6.4.1 Upper Bound on R(13)

Now we establish a new upper bound on R (0) for this special case.
First we need the following

Lemma: Let xi, = (xvi , xy2 , .....u,,), v = 1, 2, , m, be any m
points selected from a code with discrepancy p = 13n. Let y be any n -vector
and let do = do (x y), v = 1, 2, , m. Then

m

E d 2(m -
p=i

Proof: First we show that for 1 -ih<-nt,that
(x , .?_=" 4p.

To show this consider the vector z E en :

(Xpi 4- 41 xv2 4- Xµ2 xv.. 4- 4)
Z - , I

2 2 2

The addition xo, xpk is, as always, modulo 2A. Clearly

n v

do (x z) = do (x , z) =
k-E

(Xvk Xpk) 2 do (X

i 4 4

(125)

(126)

Since the regions Sn (x p) and S (x , p) are disjoint, do (x z),
do (x,, , z) >= p. Thus (126) yields do (x9 , x) >= 4p. We now continue
with the proof of the lemma.
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Without loss of generality take y = 0 so that d, = E x2,4, . Since
k=1

(xp , xm) 4p (1 < v),

m2 4p E do (x, , xv) = ,E=1 pE,,, (xpk - xv02(
i.,p<v,.,n

E E (x,th - xvo 2
k 11<+'

= m Xpk2 -E (E Xpk)2 E dv .

P k

(127)

The lemma follows on dividing through by m. We now obtain the
upper bound on R (0) .

Consider again a maximum size n -dimensional code with discrepancy
p and with M = M (n,p) code words x1 , x2, , X. . Consider the
regions Sn (x 2p) about each of the code words x (v = 1, 2, , M).
These regions are not necessarily disjoint. At each point y in 5(x, , 2p)
define a density a (d):

0(d) = 2p - d,
where d is the discrepancy do (x , y). The mass of each region is

(128)

= (d) dV (129)
d<2p

If a vector y E en belongs simultaneously to the regions about the m
code points xi , x2 , , x we assign to y a density equal to the sum
of the densities contributed by each region; i.e.,

cry = E o (d) = 2mp - E d, ,

v=1 v=1

where dp = d (x y). Thus we have

mass of en = o-ydV = ill (n,p)  12.
Can

We will bound M (n,p) by finding an upper bound on the mass of en .
By applying the above lemma to (130) we obtain

2mp - 2 (m - 1)p = 2p. (132)

(130)

Thus

(131)

mass of en < (2p) (volume of en) = 2p (2A )". (133)
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Applying (133) to (131) yields

Now,

p_2 (2A) "
M(n,p) (134)

(2p - d) dV f<2p-1 dV = V (2p - 1) (135)

where V (2p - 1) is the volume of the region 8(x,2p - 1) (which
is independent of x). Applying (135) to (134) yields

213n (2A) n
M (n,On) (136)

Vn(2f3n - 1)

where p = 13n. Applying the result of Appendix C to (136) yields

R (3) = lim (1/n) In /V/ (n,13n) < Co (20). (137)
n co

This is our upper bound.

6.4.2 Refinements of Bounds for Large 13/A2

The upper and lower bounds on R (13) obtained above are plotted
vs. 13/A2 in Fig. 10. It can be seen that these bounds diverge for large

R(Q)

1.5

1.0

0.5

0
0 0.05 1/12 0.10

/3/A2
0.15 1/6 0.20

FIG. 10 (Channel D) - Upper and lower bounds on R(p) vs p/A2 for quadratic
discrepancy.
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values of 13/A2. We will now obtain new upper and lower bounds on
R((3) which in fact converge at IVA' -- 18.

6.4.2.1 Upper Bound

A new upper bound on R (0) will be obtained which will tell us that
R (() = 0, 13/A2 > *. First we need the following:

Lemma: Let al , a2 , , he a set of real numbers such that
-A < a; < +A, j = 1, 2, , m. Then

E j)2 A2m2/4.

Note that, as usual, the difference (ai a1) is performed modulo 2A
with the result reduced into the interval [-A,+A], and the squaring
and summing operations are ordinary arithmetic.

Proof: Let us wrap the interval [-A,±A] onto the circumference
of a circle of radius A/7 (so that the circumference is 2A ). Denote by

do (ai, co) = I(ai a1)

the circumferential distance between ai and a; , and by dE (ai , a1) the
Euclidean distance between ai and a; (see Fig. 11). It is easy to see that

1 d (a.
dR(ai, ai) = 2

A- sin " a).
(138)

7r 2 (A/ir)

Fig. 11 - Diagram illustrating proof of lemma.
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Since, for 0 < x < 7/2, sin x > (2/7r)x, (138) yields

dE (ai , a;) (2/7r) dc (ai , ct;). (139)

Now taking the origin to be the center of the circle, we may assign
Cartesian coordinates (u; , v;) to the point a; , where

u;2 vi2 A2/72.

Thus from (139) we have

(140)

2

E (cti: ct;) 2 = E d: (a; , a5) -r- E dE2(a2, a;). (141)
i<5 i<5 4 1<1

Since d$2 (ai , ct;) = (ui - u;)2 (vi - v5)2, we have
2

E (ai ct;) -2 E (ui - 02 (vi - vi)2}
1.<5

2

4

2

<
= 4

mm

E m(us2 + v52) - (E ui)2 - Vir}
{J-1

Uti (7,22)}

A 2m2

4

Hence the lemma.

(142)

Derivation of the Bound

Suppose we have a maximum size code with discrepancy p and
M = M (n,p) code words xv = (xo. , X vn) = 1, 2, , M.
We have shown [inequality (125)] that d (x, , xy) > 4p (p, v). Thus,
making use of the above lemma, we have

(M2 ) 4p < E x,4) = E E
15µ<P:-<- M k=1

5_

A 2m2 A2 M nE
1c=1 4 4

so that fori3 = p/n > A2/8,

(Sia Xpfr) 2

M = M (n)P) < 8P -A2
- 8p - A2n 0 -8 (143)
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Hence,

R (n,p) = -1 ln (it,p) ln
n A2 (144)

8

Letting n -> co with held fixed we obtain for /3/A2 >

R ((3) = lim R (n,fin) = 0. (145)

In a manner similar to that used in Section IV we can use (143)
to obtain the following bound on R (0) valid for 3/A2 < 8 :

R(i6) 9 (ln 3) [1 - (813/A2)]. (146)

As is evident from Fig. 12, inequality (146) does not yield much im-
provement in our upper bound, hence the derivation is omitted.

6.4.2.2 Lower Bound

A new lower bound on R(0) will now be obtained. This bound is
always sharper than the previously obtained bound R (0) C (4N) ,
however the best improvement is for large gig.

Suppose that that xk be one of the following m points on
the interval [-A, + A], where m is an even integer:

R([3)

0 0.05 0.10

fl/A2

1/8 0.15 0.20

Fig. 12 (Channel D) - Refined upper and lower bounds on R(0) vs 13/A2 for
quadratic discrepancy.
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±LA (2A) (27nA), ±(m 2) (2A),
A. (147)

m

Such a code certainly satisfies the requirements set forth in Section II.
In the exactly the same manner that the previously derived lower
bound R (0) >= Co (4/3) was obtained, we can show that

R (0)
where

C, (t) = In ALA) - tX, (t),
where X, (t) is defined by

E 2e-x.k2
e

and K n,() is

K.(0 = [E 6-4""uk21-1,

(148)

(149a)

(149b)

where the uk are the m points of (147).
Since no value of m yields a uniformly strongest bound we write

R (0) > max C.(4#). (150)
m even

This new bound is plotted in Fig. 12. Let us observe that the lower bound
I? (0) > C2 (413), and the upper bound R ((3) < 9 In 3[1 - (80/A2)]
agree when WA2 = *. Thus CB = 0 for 13/A2 > *.

6.4.3 Estimation of CB

We now obtain an estimate of CB for the case of a quadratic dis-
crepancy function. As discussed above CB = R (N). The bounds on
R(0) of (137), (146), (150) yield

max C, (4N) :5_ CB min
m even

Co (2N),

(151)
9 In 3 (1 - 8±V) .

A 2

Since the channel capacity C = Ca (N) > Co (2N), the first upper bound
of (151) implies that CB is strictly less than the channel capacity C.
For large values of the "signal-to-noise" ratio A2/N, the left side of
(151) may be approximated by Co (4N). We can make use of the asymp-
totic form of Co(q) obtained in Appendix D:

Co = In (2A2/ire) e(E), (152)
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where E -4 0 as e 0. Applying (152) to (151), we obtain

A2 A2
In

2ireN + N
(-) CB < 2 In

irereN + e2
N

(A2) (153)

where EI , E2 -* 0 as A2/N co . Further since the channel capacity C
is (for large A2/N)

2 A2 (A 2C = Co = In E3 , (154)

where E3 -4 0 as A2 / N , (153) may be rewritten as

C - In 2 + E5(A2/N) < CB < C In 2 + E6 (A2/N), (155)

where E5 E5 -+ 0 as A2 / N 00 . Thus for large values of A2/N (and hence
C), the bounded discrepancy channel capacity CB differs by no more
than a constant (In 2) from the channel capacity C. Thus the ratio
CB/C -+ 1 as A2/N -> 00.

Let us remark at this point that the channel capacity of the Gaussian
channel with amplitude constraint has been shown by Shannon' to be
approximately C 0(N ) (for large A2/N), which is the same as the
capacity of the present channel. This fact lends plausibility to the
claim that the present channel is an approximation to the Gaussian
amplitude constrained channel for large values of A2/N.

APPENDIX A

In this appendix we show that for any function r (u) for which
r (u) -> 0 as u 0, and for any e satisfying

(i) <E--xor(u) du, (156)

there exists a unique X (e) which satisfies
p A pA

r (u) e-x(E)r(u) du = x
e

r(u)du. (157)-

For channel B we are interested in the case r (u) = u2, however for
channel D we need this proposition for arbitrary r (u). If we define the
function e (X) by

(X)JO

A

r (u) e-xr(u) du

e
-x r(o) du

0 X < 00, (158)
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it will suffice to show that

(a) t (X) is strictly monotone decreasing,

AA o(b) (0) = f r (u)du,

(c) lim t(X) = 0.

If (a), (b) and (c) are true, t (X) is a one-to-one mapping of the half
line [0, co ) onto the interval

(0, -2-11 foA r(u)dui.

(a) To show that t (A) is monotone decreasing, consider
A A A

d
- e-xrdu)(f r2e-xr du) ± (.1. re-xrduY

0

dX

(10

A

e
-X rduY

by the Schwarz inequality,

(f.
A 2 A A

re-xr du < r2e-xr du e-xr du ,

(159)

(160)

(the strict inequality holding). Thus 4(X)/dX < 0 and (a) is established.
A A

(b) (0) = r (u) du/ f du = 2T1 fo A r (u)du.

(c) (due to H. 0. Pollak') since t (X) is monotone decreasing and
positive for X < 00, we know that lim t (X) = Q >= 0. If f3 = 0 (c) is

established. Thus we assume the contrary, i.e., Q > 0. Since t (X) is
monotone decreasing we have t (X) 0, all X < 00. Thus for any A,

)A (X) dX OA. (161)

Now let us observe that t (A) may be written
A

(x)
dX

fin car(u)du).

f An alternate proof was given to the author by L. A. Shepp.

(162)
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Substituting (162) into (161) we obtain

f0 A A(X) dX = -In f e-Ar(u)du + In A A. (163)
0

Or,
A

-1 i e-Ar(u)dlt e ---Pi.
A 0

_

Dividing through by e-fiA we have

f A1 e+A(I3-r(u))du
A 0

(164)

(165)

Now since r (u) - 0 as u 0, choose 5 sufficiently small so that r (u) <
0/2 whenever 0 :5_ u < S. Equation (165) now becomes

.4

1 -f e+A(s-r)du-A 0
1

fo e+A(0-r(u))(ilt (166)

Al3/2
e fdu = eA012.

Now (166) holds for all A < co. Thus we need only choose A large
enough so that

012eA> 1

to deduce a contradiction. Thus (c) follows.

APPENDIX B

Proof That n is Finite

Define the function

r (u1 -4- u2)
g(ul , u2) - (167)

r(ui) r(u2)

where -A < n1 , u2 < +A and (u1 , u2) (0,0), and the function
r (u) is given by (27). Note that the addition U1 u2 is performed
modulo 221. We must show that n = sup g(ul , u2) is finite, or that
g (u1 , u2) is hounded.
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By assumption (8d), r (u) is continuous, and by assumptions (8c)
and (8d) r (u) > 0 when u X 0. Thus g (u1 , u2) is continuous over its
domain. If g is unbounded, let (u1"),u2(")):=1 be a sequence such that
g (ui(n),u2(")) -.4 00. Then it is easy to see that (u1("),u2(")) -4 (0,0).
Thus to show that n is finite we need only show that g is bounded in the
neighborhood of the origin.

Now let R1 = (u1 , u2):u1, u2 > 0}. We shall show that

n = sup g (u1 , u2) = sup g , u2) . (168)
-A (u,,u2)eR1

If (u1 , u2) Ef RI , then either u1 and u2 are both negative or u1 and u2
have opposite signs. In the first case g (ui , u2) = g (- u1 , -u2), where
(- u1 , -u2) E R1 . In the second case say I u1 I > I u2 I, then by as-
sumption (8d) and (8c) r (u1 u2) 5 r (u1). Thus g (u1 , u2) < r (ui)/
[r (u1) r (u2)] S 1 = g (A,O) where (A,0) E R1 . Thus we need show
only that g is bounded in the neighborhood of the origin where
ut , U2 > 0.

With ul and u2 sufficiently small, the addition u1 u2

Also by assumption (8e), we may write
= Ul U2.

r (u) = aua (1 + e (u) ),

where a > 0, a > 0, and E (u) 0 as u --> 0. Thus

g , u2)

(169)

a (ui u2)*(1 (tti tt2)) (170)
a (Ui)a( 1 + e (U1) ) aU2a (1 +  (U2) )

(u1 + U2) a 1 ± E (U1 ± U2)
a a+ u2a[Ula U11 + (U1)

U2
± (U2)E Eu1a U2a Ula u2a

Now,

so that

0

g (u1 ,

a
u2a

1, (171)

(172)

?tic' u2a ula u2a

- (241. + U2)
a

r
(U1 U2) 1)722)

[1
E1 ,

Ula u2a

where ei (Ui , u2) - 0 as u1 , u2 0. Thus, since
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(741 + 742)
(1 ± -u2

0
Ja 2a-1

(173)
uia ue 1 +

we conclude that g is bounded in the neighborhood of the origin, and
therefore that n is finite.

Let us remark at this point that discrepancies r (u) do exist for which
n = 00. For example, r (u) = exp (-1/742). If we set u1 = u2 and let

-* 0 we obtain

e-i/(2u,)2
g (741 , 712) -) co (174)

In this case, of course, r (u) does not satisfy (169) so that p (u) does not
satisfy (8e).

APPENDIX C

For channel B, let V (p) be the volume of the intersection of a sphere
in Euclidean n -space of radius p and center at the origin with the cube
[- A,A]n . For channel D, TT (p) is the volume of S. (x,p) = volume of
S. (0,p), where

87,(0,P) = {a = (at a2 , , an) E en : (LA«) = E r (ak) < p}.
k-1

In this appendix we evaluate

(2Ar -
n -17(an)

We shall find E. by solving an equivalent probability problem : Let
, X2 , be a sequence of random variables uniformly distributed

on the interval [- A +A]. Let Y. = E r (Xk ). For channel B, r (u) = U2.
k=1

It is clear that

hence

Pr [Yn < - V (p)
(2A )n

(175)

(176)

-urn (1/n) In Pr [Y.. < an] = Ea . (177)
n-,

We now make use of
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Chernoff's Theorem15: Let Z1 , Z2 be a sequence of independent
identically distributed random variables with moment generating

function E (exp (Zit)) = M (t). Let Pa = Pr zi 5 an], where

a < E(Zi). Then

1- In Pa -4 In m,
n

where m = mine (t).
e so

If we let Zi = r (Xi) where Xi is the above random variable, then
Yn = E Z. . Thus from (177) Ea = -ln m.

The moment generating function of Z; is

M (I) = E[ezig] = +A
2A f-

er(x)tdx,
A

so that

-at 1

A

+A

f (t) = e M (t) = e
er(x)edx, (178)

2A L

and

m = min f (t)
s 0

To minimize f (I), let us differentiate (178) with respect to t:

df (t) =0= 1 eat
dt 2A

so that

+A +A

r ( )er(r)idx - a er(z)tdx ,
-A

+A +A

r (x)er(x)tdx = a f er(x)Idx. (179)
-A -A

The solution of (179) for t is I = - X (a) where X (E) is defined by
(19a). With I so chosen

so that

1 -FaX (a) -+AM = (t) = 2A-A- e r(x)x(a)dx,

In m = - In 2AIC,,(a) as (a) (180)
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where Kola) is defined by (19b). Thus

Ea = - ln m = In 2AK (a) - aX (a) = Co (a), (181)

where Co(a) is defined by (19).
If we apply this result to (73) (channel B) with a = 413, we obtain

RL2(0) = Co (0). If we apply this result to (113) and (120) (channel
D) with a = and 20 respectively, we obtain Ru(() = Co($) and
RL (8) = Co(27/8) respectively. Finally, applying this result to (136)
(channel D with quadratic discrepancy) with a = 2$ yields R((3)
Co (2,3).

APPENDIX D

Estimate of C o(E) for Small with r (u) = u2

We first obtain an estimate of X (E) for small and then show how this
estimate can be used to estimate C(0.

The quantity X (0 is defined by (19a):
A A

__,42x( t)2e-u2N(E)du = e du.u
0

(182)

Observe that X () monotonically approaches infinity as -> 0. Chang-
ing the variable of integration in (182) we obtain

ViTt A a,2e-x /2dx
2XE e-r2/2d:r. (183)

0

Integrating the left integral by parts yields:

_x2/2
- :re

Nr-gt A V"--2 X A srgA
e-x2/2dx = 2Xt e_2

0 0i2dx. (184)

Rearranging terms we obtain

where

1
X =

2
(1 - (X))

VgAi-xA2(X) -
f Nr27 A

-x2/2edX

(185)

(186)

Since µ (X) > 0 we have an upper bound on X:

X 5 1/2k. (187)
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To obtain a lower bound on X set

A = (1/2t) - X. (188)

From (185)

A = -(X) X (X) A V2X1d4A2

2t 1 - (x) priT A
I

NA2
e -x dx - AVge-

(189)

N (X)

D (X)

It may be verified by differentiation that for X > 3/ (2A2) the numerator
N (X) is monotonically decreasing and the denomination D (X) is mono-
tonically increasing so that A is monotonically decreasing. With X =
3/ (2A2) we obtain by substitution into (189) A = 0.76/A2 and by
substitution into (185), t = 0.22A2. Thus for t < 0.22A2

1 1 0.76
X =

2t
-A - - (190)

A2

Returning to (189), we may write

0.76\
2t A2

A
D(3/2)

< A (1.12)e A2 IY3 (191)
0.76

-A2/2E

= 1.35Ae .

ti

Thus we have for t < 0.22A2:
-A 2/2E

- 2t L ti

Since the quantity Co (t) is defined by

(t) = In 2A1C() - (E),

where

(192)

(193)

r
K0(t) = Li A Cu2x("du

-A
(194)

we could then use the upper and lower bounds on X (E) of (187) and
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(192) to obtain an estimate of Co (t). However, this turns out to he a
very cumbersome procedure and we shall side-step this chore. Suffice
to observe that X (t) approaches 1/ (2k) very rapidly as t approaches
zero so that for small t we could take X to be 1/ (2) and obtain

Co = 2 In 2A' e(t), (195)

where e (t) 0 as t 0.

APPENDIX E

Completion of Derivation of Upper Bound on R(I3) for Channel B

Inequality (86) expresses the fact that

R(3) f (a) (1 - 24)

where

(196)

2a
f (a) -a2 2 In a (197)

and a is any integer satisfying a > 2, a2 > 1/j (0 < 4 < 1). To
obtain the tightest bound we seek to minimize f (a) subject to these
constraints. It may be verified by differentiation that f (a) is a mono-
tone increasing function for integer values of a for a >= 2. Thus to
minimize f (a) we choose a as the smallest integer satisfying a > 2,
a2 > 1/14. Thus we choose

a = 2 when 4 1,

and

a = k when
1 > 4 , (k = 3, 4, 5,  ).(k - 1)2 k2

APPENDIX F

Estimate of E B(R) for Channel B

Equation (96) expresses the fact that
n

P eB* = Pr zi2 > an (198)
i=1

where the zi are independent normally distributed random variables
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with mean zero and variance N, and a = 3 (R) = A2$ (R) . We seek an
expression for EB(R) = lim - (1/n) In PeB*. We again make use of

7i'i 00

a form of :
Chernoff's Theoremm: Let 1 , -Y- Y2 Yn be independent and identi-

cally distributed random variables with moment generating function

E[exp (Y,t)] = 111 (t). Let P n = Pr [E yi > an where a > E (Y i).

Then

where

Ern (1/n)Pn = ln m,

m = min CatM(t).
o

If we set Yi = zit then E g = Ilm - (1/n) ln Pn = -ln m. The

moment generating function is

M (t) - 1 f±c°
ex

2

g e -x2 12N dx -
1 1 \

V2rAT J (1 - 2Nt)1 t 5- 2N ) 

It may be verified by differentiation that the quantity Ca' (t) is
minimized at t = (1/2N) - (1/2a) (which is positive if a > N). Thus

m = exp [-a 6r1 )1 M - 2te)

Setting a = A2(3 (R) and taking logarithms we obtain

1 13(R) A2 1 A2EB(R) = - In m = - In - ei; (R)
n- 2N N 2 N

(R) - In
1 e# (R)

2N 2 N

APPENDIX G

Completion of Asymptotic Estimates for Channel C

e

1. Let In = f sine -2 chp. We must show that
0

E = urn 1 In I,, = In sin O. This is (101a).
n

(199)
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0

(a) In 5 f sine-2 0 chp = (0) sin" -2 0, so that

n .

ln in -1 In 0 ±
- 2

In sine
n

0 In sin 0.n

n

0

(b) In f 0 sins -2 (10 clio sinn-2 (0 - e --)r-1, so that
e-- n n

n

1 T- in in > n 21n sin (0 - °-) + -1 In In sin 0. This completes
n n n

the proof.

2. Let /n = f sine -2 cc (cos cc - cos IP) d(p. We must show that
0

. 1E = inn - I,, = In sin tp. This is (101b).-. n
(a) In < f sin" -2 tfr (cos - cos 0)4 = sins -2 ip[sin - cos lid,

0

1
so that -1 In In <

n - 2 In sinit, - In [sin # -IP cos 01 In sin IP

(b) In > f sinn co (cos cp - cos 104
1P-7:

sinn -2
n

f (cos cp - cos 4/) dip

Now I = f , (cos cc - cos IP) olgo
n

= sin # - sin (IP -n
n

- P- cos 1//

= sin 1p - sin cos
n-

+ cos' sin 0- - IP- cos '.t

n

(200)

Expanding sin (4'/n) and cos ('/n) into power series in (4.//n) we ob-
tain

/ = sin 4/2
°
(-,)1 - ±.2- sin #(1 o (1)).IP

[2n2 \n1v
2n2
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Thus

1 11/ 21 1- ln / =
n
- ln - sin + - In (1 + o(1)) ---> 0.

2n2

Thus from (200) we have

-1 In / n - 21n sin (1,t - -1k) + -1 In / --> In sin
n n

Thus E = In sin 1,// which completes the proof.

APPENDIX H

The Capacity of Channel D

The channel capacity is defined' by

C = max [H(y) - H(y I x)],
b(z)

(201)

where x is the input digit, y the output digit and H (y I x) the conditional
uncertainty of y given x. The maximization is performed over the input
distribution 75(x). Since y = x z, H (y I x) = H (z) so that

+A

H (y j x) = H (z) = -
-

p(u) In p (u) du,
A

independent of 73(x). Now H (y) is maximized when the random varia-
ble y is uniformly distributed on [-A,+A]. Due to the symmetry of
the channel, this occurs when 75(x) = 1/ (2A ), -A < x :5_ +A. In
this case

In
I I (Y) =

f+Al
LA 2A ji 2A -Y =

In 2A.

Thus the channel capacity is
+A

C = In 2A + p (u) In p (u) du. (202)fA

Writing p (u) = Ko exp [-Xr (u)] we obtain
+A +A

C = In 2A + In Ka p (u) du - X 2' (2L) p (u) du
-A (203)

= In 2AK0 - XN,

where N is defined by (32) or
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+A

N = r (u) Koe-xr(u) du.f
A

Also, since p (u) integrates to unity,

1 =

f+A
Koe-Xr(u) dU,

-A

we have

1119

(204)

(205)

+A

r (u) e
-X r(u)du = N f es r(u)du, (206)

A A

with N and r (u) specified, X may be found as the solution to (206).
With X so specified we may find Ko from (205), thus

C = In 2AKo(N) - NX (N),

where X (N) is the solution of (206) and Ko (N) is the solution to (205).
This is the same as C = Co (N) where C (E) is defined by (19).

GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used throughout the paper:

n = dimension of input, output and noise vectors.
x = (x1 , x2 , ' Xn) = input vector or code word.
y = (yi , y2 , , y,,) = output vector or received vector.
z = (z1 , z2 , ' z,,) = noise vector.

M = number of words in a code.
R = (1/n) In M = transmission rate.

Pei = probability that the receiver makes an incorrect decoding
decision when code word i is transmitted (i = 1, 2, , M).

P, = (1/M) E Pei = over-all error probability.
e-1

MDD = minimum discrepancy decoding (always optimum for the
channels considered in this paper).

BDD = bounded discrepancy decoding.
P cm = error probability (Po) using MDD.
PeB = error probability using BDD.

C = channel capacity = "maximum error free rate" using MDD.
E (R) = the best attainable error exponent using MDD, (at rate R).

CB = bounded distance decoding channel capacity, or
"maximum error free rate" using BDD.

E B(R) = the best attainable error exponent using BDD (at rate R).
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The following symbols are used in connection with specific channels :

Channel A

q = the number of symbols in the input, output and noise alpha-
bets.

po = the probability that the channel transmits a given symbol
correctly.

dH (u,v) = the Hamming distance between two n -vectors u and v = the
number of positions in which u and v differ.

C (po) = In q -H (A)) - po In (q - 1) = channel capacity of channel
A with symbol error probability P. .

H (p) = -p In p - (1 - p) In (1 - p) = the entropy function.
d = the minimum distance between code words.
e = (d - 1)/2 = number of correctable errors in a code with

minimum Hamming distance d.
M (n,d) = maximum number of code words in an n -dimensional code

with minimum Hamming distance d.
R (n,d) = (1/n)M (n,d) = rate corresponding to M (n,d)

13 = d/2n, a ratio appearing in our bounds.
t = [(q - 1)/g13] [1 - - [2q/(q - 1)]1], another quantity

appearing in our bounds.
[x] = largest integer not exceeding x.

R (0) = limit R (n,20n), asymptotic form of R (n,d)
n-.00

c (p,p0) = p In (p/po) + (1 - p) In [ (1 - p) / (1 - p0)], a quantity
appearing in our error bounds.

s = parameter defined by R = In q -H (s) - s In (q - 1) =
C (s)

Channel B

A = maximum amplitude of input coordinates.
N = variance of normally distributed noise coordinates.

dE (IV) = E (u, - v1)2 = Euclidean distance between the

n -vectors u and v.
d = the minimum distance between code words.

M (n,d) = maximum number of code words in an n -dimen-
sional code with minimum Euclidean distance d.

R (n,d2) = (1/n) In M (n,d) = rate corresponding to M (n,d).
= (12 /4n,0 = 0/A2, ratios appearing in our bounds.
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R 03) = lim R (n,4$n), asymptotic form of R (n,d2).

R z, (0) and R u ((3) = lower and upper bounds on R (/3) given by (18)
and (19) respectively.

The function C0(0, 0 < < A2/3, is defined as follows: X () is the
quantity defined by

A

7. (U) e-x(E)r(u) du =
A

e-x()

where r (u) = u2, and

Then

Channel C

0

A -1
K (E) = [f e-x(E'r(u)dul .

-A

C0(E) = In 2 AK0 (E) - Ex( o.

P = (1/n) X the energy of a code word.
N = variance of the normally distributed noise coordinates.

dE(u,v) = the Euclidean distance between u and v.
a (u,v) = the angle between n -vectors u and v.

0 = the minimum angle between code words.
11'! (n,0) = maximum number of code words in an n -dimensional code

with minimum angle 0.
R (n,0) = (1/n) In M (n,0) = rate corresponding to M (n,0).

= sin -1 -0 sin (0/2), a quantity appearing in our bounds.

Channel D

en = set of real n -vectors u = (u1 , u2 , , un) satisfying I uk
A.

= addition and subtraction modulo 2A (with result reduced
into the interval [- A ,+A] ).

p (u) = noise probability density function.
r (u) = (1/X) In [p (0)/p (u)] (- A u + A), quantity related

to the discrepancy.
ri

do (u,v) = E r (uk vk) = discrepancy between n -vectors u and v

to en .
N = E (r (z)), a parameter associated with the noise density p (u).
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(E), defined exactly as for channel B but with the appropriate
r (u) used instead of u2.

= sup
r (ul it0

, a quantity appearing in our bounds.
7.00 r(u2)
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On the Reception of Binary Signals in
the Presence of a Small Random Delay*

By M. I. SCHWARTZ

(Manuscript received March 22, 1965)

Receiver design for a binary communication system which operates over
a linear channel with a random delay is considered. It is assumed that the
variance of the random delay is very small and that the rate of growth of its
moments is restricted. Under certain smoothness requirements on the re-
ceived signal an approximation to the test statistic, which is optimum in the
Neyman-Pearson sense, is derived for the case of gaussian receiver noise
with covariance R (r) = R (0)e -I3 IT I. It is found that the test statistic,
which in general is nonlinear, assumes the linear form of a crosscorrelator
when phase reversal signaling is employed.

The case where the noise is white and phase reversal signaling is used is
investigated. The correlation waveform in this case is found to consist of the
expected value of the received signal plus a term dependent on the slope of
the signal when the delay is equal to its mean value.

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

In any practical communication system the signal arrival time is
never exactly known. This results in a degradation of the average sys-
tem performance. It would be of considerable interest to determine the
receiver which minimizes the effect of this uncertainty on system error
performance. A special case of this problem will be considered here.

Helstromi has studied the detection of signals of unknown arrival
time using the method of maximum likelihood with particular emphasis
on the radar problem. Brown and Palermo' consider system performance
in the presence of random delays with applications including least
squares filtering and sampling with time jitter. Balakrishnan3 and other

* This work is based on a portion of a thesis entitled "Binary Signal and Re-
ceiver Design for Linear Time Invariant Channels". This thesis was accepted by
the faculty of the Graduate Division of the School of Engineering and Science of
New York University in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of
Doctor of Engineering Science, Oct. 1964.
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researchers have also considered the problem of time jitter in sampling.
However, to the best of this authors knowledge, no optimum statistical
test, or approximation thereof, has been determined for detection in
the presence of a random delay.

In the subsequent analysis we investigate binary communication for
the case where the variance of the random delay is "very small." It is
assumed that the transmitted signals and the channel impulse response
are such that the received signal satisfies appropriate smoothness con-
ditions, and that the statistics of the random delay 5 satisfy the relation
that E[ 5 - 8 ik] hkA. k where h is some constant, E denotes expecta-
tion, 8 LA ES and X2 is the variance of S. The requirement on the random
delay will always be satisfied when 5 is restricted to a bounded interval.
Our model will also assume that intersymbol interference is negligible,
or equivalently, that we are dealing with a single transmission.

Under these assumptions an approximation is obtained for the test
statistic which is optimum, in the Neyman-Pearson sense, for the case
of gaussian receiver noise with exponential covariance. Generally the
test statistic involves a nonlinear operation. However, for the case of
phase reversal signals, only linear operations are required.

The form that the test statistic takes for "white noise," which is con-
sidered as a limit of the exponential covariance case, is obtained. It is
shown that for phase reversal signaling the optimum receiver is a cross-
correlator and that a portion of the correlation waveform is the expected
value of the received signal itself.

Fig. .1 depicts the communication system under consideration. A sig-
nal, s(t) (t) (i = 1 or 2), which is non -zero only over an interval [0,T],
is transmitted through a channel. The channel consists of a random delay

and a linear time invariant filter whose output, x(') (t - 5), is disturbed
by an additive noise source, n (t). It is assumed that the variance of the
random delay, denoted by X2, is small. Furthermore, the noise, n(t), will

BINARY
SIGNAL
SOURCE

(L =1 OR 2)

s(L)(t) SMALL
RANDOM
DELAY

8

CHANNEL

-- h(t)
i(L)(t_8)

n(t)

y(t)
RECEIVER

Fig. 1 - Model of Binary Communications System with a Small Random Delay.
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be assumed to be a sample function of a stationary gaussian random proc-
ess with mean zero and covariance R (r) = R (0)e-ti I rI. For this system
we seek the test statistic, based on an observation of the received signal
over a fixed interval of length equal to the duration of the transmitted
signal, which gives rise to the minimum error probability in the receiver
decision process.

II. DERIVATION OF THE TEST STATISTIC

It is known that in testing between two simple hypotheses a Neyman-
Pearson test will give rise to minimum error probability. Furthermore,
Grenander4 has shown that in the "regular case" the desired test
statistic, which is a random variable called the likelihood function, 1,
can be obtained as the limit of an N dimensional likelihood ratio. In the
subsequent development, in which it is assumed that we deal only with
the regular case, the receiver test statistic is obtained as the limit of
such an N -dimensional likelihood ratio.

The receiver input, y (t), is given by

y (t) = x") (t - 5) n (t), i = 1,2 (1)

where x") (t - (5) is the portion of the input resulting from sending the
signal s(') (t) when the random delay is 5, and n (t) is the receiver noise.
The noise is assumed to be gaussian with covariance R (r) = R (0)e-131' I.

Using a theorem due to Belayev5 the noise sample functions can be
shown to be almost surely continuous. Furthermore, almost all sample
functions can be expanded almost surely in a pointwise convergent series
in terms of the eigenfunctions of the noise covariance kernel. That is,

n (t) = nkvk (t), (2)

with

E (7/ink) = 0-;25ik ,

where the cok satisfy the integral equation

gCrk2SOk (t) = f du (p k (u) R (t - u)
t o

and
el

nk = f dt 0k (t) n (t).
to

to < t <tl (3)
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Here to and tin to T mark the beginning and end of the receiver proc-

essing interval, E is used to denote E , the symbol E signifies mathe-
k

matical expectation, and

=
1 j = k
0 j k

Since the Ink} are themselves gaussian and uncorrelated they are
statistically independent. Assuming that the noise has zero mean, the
joint density function of the first N coefficients, pN , can be written as

pN (nk , = 1,  , N) (-4 exp -
k=1 hr Grk 2cr k2

(4)
2

kn

where the nk are ordered corresponding to the relationship that

0-2

Now consider a formal expansion of the receiver input in terms of the
eigenfunctions of (3 ). One can write

y (t) Ykiok (I) = E ikkwiok (t) nki0k(t)

yk f dt sok y (t) = dt sok (t) [x1") (t) n (t)

k(i) (o) f m(t) x") (t - S),

where by definition I ° [to , t1]. Since the series E nkvk (t) is almost surely

pointwise convergent to n (t) we need only investigate the sense in which
E 4'k(i)ick (t) converges to x(i) (t - 6). With this in mind we digress to

consider some of the properties associated with the eigenfunctions of the
integral (3) with R (t - u) = R (0)e-13 I t -u IIt is easy to show that in
this case the solutions of the integral equation are identical to those
which satisfy the following differential equations and boundary condi-
tions :

d2
dt2 k (t) -IQ (13(7k2 -

012

2R (0)) s k (t) = 0

s k (to) = S0k (t) it -t
cTt °

d 1,\
kfiSOk = i0 'dt

(5)

(6)
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The solutions of this system are proportional to

(to + ti)]
2

for k even, and

cos 7k [t -

sin 7k[t - to
+ ti)]
2

for k odd. Here 7k satisfies the relation
032 7k2) = 2/3R (0 )/erk2.

The differential equation (6) and the associated boundary conditions
together form a Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem. The convergence
properties of expansions in terms of the resulting eigenfunctions, the

0 k (t) , are stronger than those generally associated with expansions in
terms of the eigenfunctions of the integral equation (3). An expansion
of an integrable function f(t) on the interval (to , ti) in terms of the
eigenfunctions of a Sturm-Liouville system, possesses the following
property :6

In every interval where f (t) is continuous and of bounded variation,
the expansion converges uniformly and absolutely to f (t) . If at the ends
of the interval there are neighborhoods in which f (t) is of bounded varia-
tion then the series converges at these points to f (to+) and f (ti_).

It that the transmitted signal s(')(t) and h (t) are such
that x(1) (t - a) is continuous and of bounded variation. In fact to make
the succeeding development valid we shall have to impose more stringent
requirements on s(1) (t) and h (t). Under this assumption the expansion of
x(i) (t - 8) in terms of eigenfunctions of the integral equation (3) will
converge uniformly and absolutely to x(i)(t - S).

Returning to (5) we have established that E yk(pk(t) converges point -

wise to y (t) for almost all sample functions. That is y (t) = E yk,,,, (t),

almost surely.
Choosing the values of the { yk} set as the observable coordinates, the

likelihood function, 1, can now be determined as the limit of the ratio
of two N -dimensional density functions evaluated at the sample values,
the ?Li , j = 1,  N. Here we have used the same symbol, y; , to repre-
sent the sample and the random variable itself.

Thus 1 can be written as

1 = liM15(1) (Y1 Y N) (7)p(2) (m yN)

where 73") (y' , , yN) is the joint probability density function of the
first N members of the {yk} set.

Noting that yk = tfrk(i) nk and using the fact that the signal and
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noise components are statistically independent the joint probability
density of the first N of the yk can be written as a convolution. Thus

73.(i) (yi ,  , yN) = , . , dzNr(i)  , zio

 pN (yA - zk, k = 1,  , N)

PN(i) (yi , , yN) = (i) PN (Yk k(i) k = 1, , N)

(8)

where

r(i) (z1 , , z,s,r) is the joint probability density function of the first
N of the ikk(i)(6),

E,&(i) denotes an expectation with respect to the random vector,
= 00" (6)  1,6"((6)).

Since the Ok(i) (5) are all functions of the random variable a, the aver-
aging process can be performed with respect to S instead of the ,Pk(i) (a).
Thus

23N(i) (yi , , yN) = E SP N (y k - ok(i) (a), k = 1, , N). (9)

Using (4), (7) and (9), and cancelling common factors the likelihood
function, 1, is given by

k(1) 0)1 th(1) (a)exp {E [yk
k=1 2 j 0k21 = 1iin(10)

N
E exp {E [yk -'k(2) (a) 1 'Pk (2) (8)

k=1 2 j J

Let QN(i)[a] °- E [yk - #k(i) (a) th() (a)
1,1 2 ak2

Then (10) can be rewritten as

1 = lim Ea exp {QN(1)[(5] )
(11)

Eb exp IQ N(2) [5]}

At this point one may develop an integral form for QN")[5]. The in-
tegral will suggest the form of lim QN")[3] which will be required in the

N-000

subsequent development. Define

qN(i)
(t;5) =

k=1

k(" (3) (t)
2 (Pk

k

NN

X N(s) (t ;5) =
k=1

114(i) (8)(Pk (1)

yN (t) = Xywk(t).

(12)
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Then using the orthonormality of the {gOA (0} one has the relation

QN")[6] = f dt

It also follows from (3 ), (12
qN(i) (t;6) satisfies the integral

[yN(/)

), and
equation

- X N (2;(5) ]qN(1) (13)

relations, thatthe orthonormality

N") (t;6) = f du qN(i) (u;8) R (0) exp (-0 - u (14)

The solution of the

sco N
qhr 0;8)=

integral equation is

(02 - -82) TN(t;8)
at2

(15)
28R (0)

Thus (13) can be rewritten as

( 2 N") [6] = f dt [yN(1)
TN (t;a) 1 ( 2 - a2

xN (t ;(3) .812 -

(16)
2 j 20(0)

Let us return to the study of the likelihood function of (11). In general
it seems that the expectations appearing in (11) cannot be evaluated.
However it is possible to evaluate the required expectations when the
variance of the random delay 5 is very small. With this in mind we drop
the superscript and expand (NO) in a power series with remainder
around 6 = S.

QN[O] = Os[6] + (a - 6)(2 (a
9 !

8\ 2

Q N"[(5]

-+ (2N16+ e (6 - 0 0 1

where we have used the notation

Q.181 d6QN
(6) la-i

It follows that exp {QNW) can be expressed as,

exp {QA(31) = exp {CiN[8]) exp (o - 8) aN

where

aN QNI[6] bN A QN"[O] cN(S) QN/1/[6 (6 -

(17)
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On expanding the exponential in a powers series and averaging the
uniformly convergent series term by term with respect to 5 one obtains

Ea exp {QN[O]l = exp { Q N [M} [1 + dkN (18)

where

dkN = E - a) aN + (6 23 318) bN + (6 8) cif (8) T}

The limit of the likelihood ratio of (10), 1, can be expressed as

dkN("(
k=11 = Jim QN(1) [a] - QN(2) [8]

1
k!

(19)dkN(2)\
( E

k=1 k! )
Note that if for some number D (N)

I dkN I < [D (N) ]k for all k,

then the infinite sums each converge since the series is majorized by
exp [D (N)]. It is observed that

Iz1+z2-i-za1k < [3 max I zi I r

which implies

I zi z2 Z3
ik 3k ik

1- I

ik
I

z3
ik).

Using the definition of dkN and the above inequality in conjunction with
the Schwarz inequality yields

I dkN 3k {I aN lk E (5 - k I +

+tE c (o)
3!

.E - aIGk)

k

E I (a - 8)2k
(20)

Now we restrict our investigation to the class of random delays whose
probability distributions satisfy the relationship that for some number
1-1, and all k,

Ea 1 (5 (3)k,
I

< hkAk, (21)

where X2 is the variance of the distribution. This condition will be satis-
fied by all probability distribution functions which take on the values
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zero and one in a bounded region of the real line. That is when the values
of 6 are essentially restricted to a bounded region.

For distributions which satisfy (21) one finds
7, 3kx3k

dkN I 3k I U, 1k hkxk + IAN
k

1.--,1

h2kx2k + a
3! {E I eN (3)

12k

However if (2,'"[S] is bounded, E eN 0) 12k. .- (-EN) 21 and

dkN I 3k aN 11X ± I bN I /A2 ± (N)2//.3X31k,

where

I d -,N I
ANk

sup QN[6],

AN 3[ I aff I hX bN
h2x2 N)2h3x3)

Now it can be shown that under certain restrictions on the channel
and the class of transmitted signals the following limits exist almost
surely :

lim aN A- a,
N-co

lim bN b,
N-.00

ii111 (o ) = c(8)
N.00

lim E I cN(6) Ilk c2k

for all k.

(22)

The convergence of lira E (dkN/k!) can now be demonstrated. In
N-00 k-1

this and the subsequent development we will consider convergence in
the almost sure sense. Breaking the sum into a finite sum from k equal 1
through m and a sum from m 1 to 00 and taking magnitudes gives

11111

oo 7

akN 7in

k! k!
dkNHui E

N-0 k=m -}-1

00

where dk ° lira dkN . Since I dkN I is less than or equal to some number

A Nk , then
0o nt

dkN dk
vk

lilnE -E , iini .E
k=1 N k=m -{-1

But lim AN = A exists, thus for all N > No
N-.00
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I A - AN <E, IANI < E,

E d
ni

lirn kN E (1 k

N-Pco k-1 le! k=1 k!

[I A I ± Elk
k-m+1 k!

By choosing m sufficiently large the right hand side of the inequality
can be made less than any positive constant. Therefore

CO ao

V.V CNC
11 in

". dkN =
N-.. k=1 k=1 /G:

For small X one makes the approximation

lim
E dkl
k=1 k! 2!

(23)

(24)

where terms involving X to powers greater than X2 have been neglected,
and

dk = lirn dkN

Using the definition of dkN , which follows (18), we find

d1 (X2/2!)b,

d2 ti X2 a2

Restoring the superscript notation and using (22) and (24), (19)
becomes

1 - exp Dim f4f 2Nw [a] - N(1611

11 (X2/2)[(e )2 - (a(2))2 j(1) - (25)

Equation (25) is the desired approximation for the likelihood func-
tion for the case of small X.

III. STRUCTURE OF THE OPTIMUM RECEIVER

The structure of the approximation to the optimum receiver statistic,
the likelihood function, can be determined from (25). The quantities
appearing there can all be expressed in terms of the received signal, y (t)
and the noise -free filter outputs x(1) (t) and X(2) (t), which are assumed to
be known. In the Appendix it is shown that almost surely
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lim 2N [a] =
1 1-0) s(t -

213R (o) L 2 j
 [tex (t - 8) - x"(t - 8)] dt

- [x' (to - 43) -)3x (to - 8)] [y (to) - x (1° 2- a)

+ (ti - 8) + 13x - 8)]

.[y x 8)2 }

213R (0) /
a = lim aN = 1 i [y (t) - x (t - 8)

N -co (J 2 j

(26)

 [-1ex1(1 - 8) + x" (1 - 8)] dt

- [x" (ti - 8) + fix' (11 - 8)] Ey (4) - zx (II - (5)] (27)

-F [x"(to - 8) - (to - 8)] [Y(to) - lx(to - 8)1

-F (ti - 8) ± 03'(t1 - 8)][x(tl- 8)]

- [x' (to - 8) - (3x(to - 8)] [x1(to - 8)]} ,

b = lim bN 1

- 20(0) {fi [y(0 - xo _ 8) 1

 [82x" (t - I) - x"" (1 - 8)] dt

+ [fix" (to - 43) - (to - 8)] IY (to) -x (to - 8)]

± ['Eft" - 8) ± x"' (11 - 8)] [I/ (ti ) -x (ti - 8 )1

- fdt[(3Z(1 - 8))2 - x'(t - (3)x"'(1 - 8)]
z

+ Ex" (to - 8) - Ox' (to - 8)1Z(to - 8)

- [x"(ti - 8) + Oxi(ti - 8)1xi(ti - 8)11 

It is also found that c (8) is a piecewise continuous function of S.
In obtaining these results it is assumed that the second derivative of

x (t) is continuous and that the quantity [ - (32x' (t - 8) + x''' (1 -
appearing in the integral in (27) is of bounded variation and continuous
except at a finite number of points. Similar assumptions are made on

(28)
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[/32x" (1 - 8) - x" (t - 8)] in the expression for b and a similar term in
the expression for c (6). One requires that the fifth derivative of x (1)
be of bounded variation and be continuous except at a finite number of
points. These assumptions allow Sturm-Liouville expansions of the
integrands involved in (27) and (28) which, using the orthonormality
of the { 'ok (t)} , yield the proof of (27) and (28). Thus a sufficient
condition for the validity of these results is that the second derivative of
x (t) he continuous and that the fifth derivative of x (t) be of bounded
variation and continuous except at a finite number of points.

The desired test statistic, 1, is obtained by substituting (26), (27) and
(28) in (25) with x(i) (t) , i = 1 or 2, replacing x (1) in the appropriate
places. The resulting expression is nonlinear in y (t) and rather lengthy
and will not be explicitly stated here. Observe however from (27) that
if phase reversal signaling is used, that is X(2) (t) = -x(1) (t) , the quan-
tity (a(1))2 - (a(2) )2 will be linear in y (t) . Furthermore under this condi-
tion, to first order in X2, In 1 will be linear in y (t) . Therefore for phase
reversal signaling the receiver correlates y (t) with a signal related to
v (t - 6) and its derivatives evaluated at 8 = S.

The "white noise case" will now be obtained as a limit of the exponen-
tial covariance case. Setting R (0) = N-0#/2 and letting 3 -> co in the
expressions for Q, a and b one obtains

In 1 {1, f dt [y (t) - x (t - 8) - 8)

No 0

2

2

2NO2
dt [y (t) - x (t

2
8)1x' (t - 8))

nTX20
f dt[y (t) - x (t - .6)] x" (t -

(29)

= x ( 1 )

-fdt[x'(t -8)]2}
.(2)

x=x(i)
In the above expression the notation { ,(2) is used to indicate
that the expression in braces is evaluated with x (1) = X(2) (t) and the
result is subtracted from the result which obtains when x (t) = x(1) .

For phase reversal signalling, x(1) (I) = x(2) (t) = x (t), (29) becomes
2

In 1
2Kr-0

dt y {x (t - 8) -
No (x2 (ti -

- x2(t13 - 8)) x' (t - - x"( -
(30)
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Let us examine the correlation waveform appearing inside the braces
in (30). The first term represents the receiver input when the random
delay is equal to its mean value, S = S. If X is set equal to zero the re-
maining terms vanish and one obtains the standard result which is that
the receiver input should be correlated with the signal portion of the
input, x (t - ;3) . The remaining terms inside the braces in (30) are the
perturbations introduced by the random delay.

Let us expand x (t - S) in the Taylor series with remainder

x(t - a) = x(t - S) (8 - 5) [- (t - 8)]

[(6 - 8)2/2!] [x"(t - 8)] (R -
If x"' (1 - 8) is continuous and the moments of S satisfy

E6
)k

hkXk,

then for small X, x(t - 8) + (X2/2)x"(t - 8) is the principal part of
Eox (t - a). Thus, part of the correlation waveform is essentially the ex-
pected value of the received signal. The other term in the correlation
waveform involves x' (t - 8), which is the slope of the received signal
when the delay is S. The weight attached to it is proportional to the
difference in the squared values of the received signal at time to and at
time ti when S = S. As yet no physical significance has been found for
this term.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

An approximation has been obtained for a test statistic that minimizes
the error probability of a binary communication system which operates
over a linear channel, with a small random delay, in the presence of gauss-
ian noise of covariance R (0)e-13 I T I. For the case of phase reversal sig-
naling, the statistic, which in general is nonlinear, is a linear functional
of the receiver input. Treating the "white noise" case as a limit of the
exponential covariance case, the test statistic is expressed as a cross -corre-
lation operation. The waveform with which the input is correlated is
related to the expected value of the received signal plus a term propor-
tional to the slope of the received signal when the delay is equal to its
mean value.
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APPENDIX

The Evaluation of Terms Arising in the Approximation to the Likelihood
Function

The convergence asserted in (22) will now be established and the
structure of the terms appearing in the likelihood function, (25), will be
exhibited.

First let us note the following property associated with an expansion
in terms of the eigenfunctions of a Sturm-Liouville system.

Let g (t) be a piecewise continuous function which is of bounded varia-
tion and let z (t) be a piecewise continuous function. If the sets {gk} and
I zki are the expansion coefficients of g (t) and z (t) in terms of the above
eigenfunctions, then

dt g (t) z(t) = gkZk (31)

This expression is obtained by noting that the series expansion of g (t)
converges uniformly except at a finite number of points.

One considers the following integral which is suggested by (16),

A 1 x ct - 6)1 (02
-ate2(a) =x (t - a) , (32)

2i3R (0) LY 2 j
.2where one requires that [02 - (cf/a

t (t - 5) be of bounded variation
and piecewise continuous. Let

g (t - -4 (82 -
ate

x (1 - = $2x (t a) - x" (t a). (33)

g (t) can be expanded in a series in terms of the eigenfunctions of (6).
This series converges uniformly to g (t) where g (t) is continuous and to

(u+) g (u_)] at points where g (t) is not continuous. Thus
00

g (t - 5) = gkiok(t) , (34)

where

gk = f du iok (u) g (t - a).

By integration by parts and utilizing (6) one can show that

gk = (02 + 7k2)k + vk(10)[x' (t0 - (5) - 13x (t0 - 8)]

- cok (t1) [x' (t1 - 3) + f3x (II -
(35)
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where
41k is the kth expansion coefficient of x (t - 6) in terms of the {49k (t))

set,
(132 + 'Ye ) = [20R (0 ) /akl,
0 k2 is the kth eigenfunction of (6).
Substituting the expansion for g (t) in (32) and using (35) one finds

{213R (0) :El (yk
K (3) = 2f3R1 (

[x' (to - a) - (to - E (yk - k
cok (to) (36)

k=1

- [x' (t1 - (t1 - a)] E (yk -IL/ )1,(ti)
k=1

}
2

Noting that E - 4/---k) Lk, equals liraQN[S] one finds
k=1 G Cr k"

lira QN[6] = K (a) -
[x' (to - a) - 13s, (to - /

v/k -11)ciok (to) (37)
E-co 20R(0) k=1 2

[x' (t, - a) + #x (ti - vc.°
(yk - lk-12) cok (ti)20 ( 0) k=1 2

One now can proceed to evaluate a = lim aN .
N=00

From the definitions following (17) and (10) one has

aN = N [61 =
ti

Consider

(yk - Ok(8))
(3) (38)(38),

Ki(a) o f dt [y (t) - x (t 3) [- (t - (5) + x"' (t - (39)2-

Let us assume that [-ex' (t - a) + x'" (t - 0] is piecewise continu-
ous, [132x (1 - a) - x" (t - (3)] is continuous and that both are of bounded
variation. Define

ak = f dt sok 0) [- 132 s' (t - (3) + x'" (t - (40)

Then under these assumptions and using (33) and (34) one finds

ak = gk' (6). (41)
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Applying (31) to K1(5) gives ,
Ki(o) = E yk wk`u1) «k

k-1 2

Using (41), (42), (35) and (31) yields

(Yk - l!tik (3))4,k, K1 (a)

k=1 17k2 I 23R (0)

-1x
- 2/3R(0)

[x// (t1 - a) (t1- an [Y (t1) (t12

-+ 213R1(0) [x" (to - 3) - 13x/ (to - [Y (to)
x (tot

- 2 [x! (to - 5) - j3x (to - 5) ]x' (to - 5)

+ 2 [x' (t1 - 5) + ax (t1 - a) ]x' - a).
The left hand side of (43) evaluated at S = S is lira aN .

(42)

(43)

Proceeding in a similar manner the lien bN and lien c N (5) are ob-
N-..0

tamed.
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On the Accuracy of Loss Estimates
By A. DESCLOUX

(Manuscript received March 30, 1965)

In telephone traffic studies, the observed proportion of unsuccessful at-
tempts over a given time interval is one of the measures commonly used to
evaluate the grade of service provided by trunk groups. This paper deals
with the derivation of an approximate formula for the variance of this
estimate when (i) call arrivals constitute a Poisson process, (ii) service
times are independent of each other and identically distributed according
to a negative exponential law, and (iii) calls placed when all trunks are
busy are either cancelled or sent via some alternate route (loss system).
Comparison of simulation data with numerical values computed by means
of this formula indicates that the latter is accurate enough for practical
purposes.

The observed proportion of time during which all trunks are occupied is
also an estimate of the grade of service (defined as the probability that a
call will be lost or overflow). It is shown here, that for relatively small loads,
this estimate has a smaller variance than the observed proportion of lost or
rerouted calls. However, as the load is increased, the inequality between the
variances of these two estimates is reversed, the cross -over occurring in the
vicinity of the point where the load (in erlangs) is equal to the number of
trunks.

For a given observation period, the proportion of time when all trunks are
busy can be either measured exactly or estimated by "switch -counting."
In the latter case, the group is scanned at regular intervals and one ob-
serves, for each scan, whether all trunks are occupied or not. The average
number of scans which indicate that all trunks are busy is an estimate of
this proportion and is, a fortiori, an estimate of the probability of loss.
The effect of the scanning rate on the accuracy of this estimate is investi-
gated.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we shall consider the simplest type of loss systems,
namely full availability groups with Poisson inputs, negative exponential

1139
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service times, and cancellation or rerouting of calls finding all trunks
occupied. Under these assumptions, we shall obtain an approximate
expression for the variance of the measured call congestion, the latter
being defined here as the proportion of calls which either are lost or
overflow to some alternate group during a given time interval. In the
derivation of this expression, use is made of the classical formula for the
propagation of errors, whose computation requires the evaluation of
the first- and second -order moments of the joint distribution of the
number of offered and the number of overflow calls. Since the marginal
means and variances of this distribution are known (cf. Ref. 1), the
emphasis is placed here on the derivation of the covariance. Computed
values of the variance of the measured call congestion are shown to be
in good agreement with simulation results (cf. Figs. 1-5).* Charts
giving the variance of this ratio for group sizes up to 50 and offered
loads (in erlangs) per trunk of 0.1 to 10, are reproduced in Figs. 6-8.*

For a given observation period, the measured call congestion and the
observed proportion of time when all servers are busy - here called
measured time congestion - provide us with two estimates of the
probability that a call will either be lost or overflow to some alternate
route. Neither of these two estimates has a uniformly smaller variance
than the other. Actually, the following holds: for relatively small loads,
the measured time congestion has a smaller variance than the measured
call congestion. However, as the load is increased, the direction of the
inequality is reversed, the cross -over occurring in the vicinity of the
point where the load (in erlangs) is equal to the number of trunks. Thus,
the measured time congestion is not always a more efficient estimator
of the probability of loss than the measured call congestion (cf. Figs.
9 and 10).

(In what follows, the terms measured time congestion and measured
call congestion will always be abbreviated to time and call congestion,
respectively. These terms will refer throughout to measurements per-
formed over a given time interval.)

For a given observation period, time congestion can be either meas-
ured exactly or estimated by switchcounting. In the latter case, the
group is scanned at regular intervals and one observes, for each scan,
whether all trunks are busy or not. The proportion of scans which indi-
cate that all trunks are busy is an unbiased estimate of time congestion
and is, a fortiori, an estimate of the probability of loss. Clearly, the vari-
ance of this estimate increases as the scanning rate decreases. The loss
of accuracy due to scanning is depicted in Fig. 11.

* See illustrations placed later in this article.
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Under the present assumptions, loss probabilities can also be esti-
mated from carried loads measured either exactly or by scanning. For
offered loads (in erlangs) falling short of the number of trunks, simula-
tion has shown that such estimates have smaller variances than the
estimates mentioned earlier. This fact is illustrated in Fig. 12. The
effect of scanning on the accuracy of loss estimates based on load
measurements is sketched in the same figure.

Finally, we note that estimates of loss probabilities based either on
observed call congestion or on carried load measurements are biased,
respectively, downwards and upwards. These biases are, however,
quite small and likely to be negligible in most situations of practical
interest.

II. THE COVARIANCE FUNCTION

Consider a group of c trunks which operate in parallel and are fully
available to all requests. If a call is placed when a trunk is free, service
starts immediately; otherwise the request is either cancelled or routed
via some alternate group (loss system). Regarding the input and the
service durations, the following assumptions will be made:

(i) The time intervals between successive service demands (whether
successful or not) are independent of each other and have a common
negative exponential distribution with mean equal to 1/a (Poisson
input) .

(ii) The service times are independent of each other and have a
common negative exponential distribution whose mean will be taken
throughout as the unit of time (a is therefore the offered load in erlangs).

The following notation will be used:

N (t) = number of busy trunks at time t,
R (t) = total number of requests offered during (0,0,
S (t) = total number of unsuccessful requests during

(0,0,
P (t,n,r ,$) = Pr [N(t) = n, R (t) = r, S (t) = s].

From the definition of P ( , , , ), it follows that:

P (t,n,r ,$) = 0 for n > c, (t > 0)

P (t,n,r ,$) = 0 for s > r, (t > 0)
P (0 ,n,r ,$) = 0 for r > 1.

It will be convenient to extend the definition of P ( , , ,) and to
adopt the convention:
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pansion of F1 in powers of x and the summation on the right of (6)
is the coefficient of xc in that same expansion. Therefore

(c 1) Te+i (w,y) - ayz  T (w,y)
(c + 1) CI c-Fl(W ,Y) - ayz  0-c(w,y)

where the r's and a's are defined by

G (w,y,z) =

CO

e'(1 - x)a(Y-1)-1° = E 0-,i(wy)xn
0

(7)

(8)

1-x o0

Ke(x-1)" (1 - x) a(y-1)-w f
ea(y-1). du = E 7-74(w,y)xn. (9)

0 0

We note that if cn (  ,a) and Ln(a) ( ) stand respectively for the Pois-
son-Charlier and the Laguerre polynomials of degree n and parameter
a; i.e., if (Ref. 2, pp. 34-35 and 101, and Ref. 3, p. 26)

n

en(t,a) = an12 (n!)1 E (-1)-(n).-vot - 1) 0 - + 1)
v=0

and

then:

and

Ln(") (t) =
v!

ea. (1 - x)t = E cn (t,.) [(ax)n/nq

= E (-1)n Ln(g-n)(a)Xn
0

(w,y) = [(ay)n /nn cn[a(y - 1) - w,ay]

= (-1)n Lnia(Y -1) -w (ay).

[The relation between the a's and Kosten's c' -functions (cf. Ref. 1) is
readily found. Indeed, by definition

so that

00

ea(x - E
0

un(w,Y) = eayiona(li - I) 14.]
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For later purposes we note that:

[w

(w,y ) - M +1(w + 1,y) - 0m (w -I- 1,y ),

(m = 0, 1, )

- a (y - 1)10-,(w + = + 1)o- ,y)

- rin(w,l1),

(m = 0, 1, )

E on (w,y) = 1/Y)-
0

1145

These identities are immediate consequences of recurrence relations
known to hold for the corresponding Laguerre polynomials (cf. Ref. 2,
p. 98 ).

Substituting (7), (8) and (9) into (5) yields:

Fi(w,x,y,z) - + 1) r,+1 (w,y) - ayz  T c (w,y) ,
(c +1)0-c+1(w,Y) - aYz  ac(w,y)

(w,y) xn
(13)

E T (w,y) X" .

We can now obtain the generating function, F ( , , ), of the Laplace
transforms of the joint probabilities Pr [1? (t) = r, S (t) = s], r,s = 0,
1, , by deleting from (12) all terms of degree higher than c in x
and then setting x equal to 1. If we perform these operations and then
make use of (12), we find that:

(w,y,z) - (c 1) rei.1(w,y) - ayz Tc (w,y) (tv ± 1,y)
(c 1) (w,y) - ayz  crc (w,y )

+ E
0

The moments of the joint distribution of 1? and S can now be obtained
by evaluating the derivatives of F (w , , ) for y = z = 1.

Differentiating (7) with respect to z and making use of (11), we find

OF ay Te (w,y)
w - a(y - 1)

aY' 6c (w,y) [ (C + 1) Tc-Ei (V,Y) aY Tc 701
[W - a(y - 1)12 crc(w + 1,y)

In particular, for y = 1, we have the well-known result

az
aEl (a)

y=z=i W2

(14)

(15)
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so that

ES(t) = at Ei,c(a) (16)

where E1, (a) is Erlang's loss formula.
Taking the derivative of (15) with respect to y and then setting y

equal to 1, yields:

a2F
ayaz y=z=1

a [1 + a ao-c(w)

w Lw wac(w ± 1) _1

aa
-6 To (w,y)

I
y=1

ao-c(w) [(c
- w2cr,(w 1)

a , N- a -
ay g=1

a
c+1) - +1(w,y)

ay

(17)

where

am (w) (w,1) and T (w) = T (w,1), = 0, 1,  ).

To determine the derivatives of T (w ,y ) and Tc+1(w,y) with respect
to y, consider the generating function

H(w,x,y) =-. Ke(r-oay (1 -
1-x

ao-o+to---1 eacy-1)u du.

Differentiating this expression with respect to y and then setting
equal to 1, we find that

a-maH(w,x,y) I v=1 = E (w,y) 2.7 I ti=i
ay 0 ay

aea (x-1)
K (1 + ws)

w2(1 w)

00

and, therefore:

a ae-a
ay Tm (w,y) y-1 = K (m - 1)!w(1 w)

(1 + ,
mw

(m = 1,  ).
Since

Ke-aam
Tm(w) w  m!

y

(18)
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we obtain, upon taking (18) into account:

Z{E[R(t)  S = 2K e-aac+2
(19)K

e-aac+I (4,4_2(c)

c!w3 c!w2 ato+1(c)

where the notation ce{f} is used to designate the Laplace transform of f.
Since ER (t) = at and ES (t) = at EL, (a), we also have:

a+
ce{ Coy [R (t) , S (t) ]

C d cr, (w + 2)
(20)

c!w2 cre(W ± 1)

where Cov [R (t) ,S (0] stands for the covariance between R (t) and AS (1).
For y = 1, m = c and w replaced by w 1, (11) reduces to

(w 1)(7,(w + 2) = (c 1)0-c+i(w ± 1) - au. (w ± 1),

and (20) can be rewritten as follows:

Cov ER (t), S (WI

e
1)-aaac(w 1)

c+1 (21)
= K

c!w2 (w
[(c 1) cre+1(w + 1) - acc(w + 1)1.

Let wi , i = 1, , c be the c roots of ac (w 1). It is well known
that these roots are simple, smaller than -1 and at least one unit
apart. Then expanding (21) in partial fractions and making use of the
relation (c -I-- 1) c +1(0 ) - ao-, (0) = 0, which is (11) for y = 1, w = 0,
we find:

ceICOV [R (t) , S(t)]}

= K ac." + 1) 0- c+i (1) - acc(1)
c! L w2 ( 1 )

c 1 a a-c+i (w + 1) (c + 1),,+,(1) - acr,(1)
(7w aw ,(w 1) wa-,(1)

+ (c. + 1)! ffc+i(Wi + 1)
w:2(1 wi) (w - wi) H (wi - wi)

Jof

and the covariance between R and S is, therefore, given by

Cov [R (t) , S (t)]

e-aac+1 r(c i),,,(i) - ao-,(1)
 t

c! L 0-c(1)

+ (e + 1) a g c+i(w + 1) (c+ 1) aci-i (1) - aa, (1)
caw crc(w + 1) a-,(1)

(e ± 1) ! E cc+, (wi + 1) evil

w:2 (1 + wi) II (wi - w1)
jai

(22)
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To determine explicitly the derivative appearing in (22), let us con-
sider Cov [R (t),8 (0] for small values of t. Writing P (t,r,$) for the
(equilibrium) probability that, during a time interval of length 1, r
requests arrived and that, among these r requests, s of them found all
the trunks busy, we have (t small):

P(t,0,0) = 1 - at + o (t)

P(t,1,0) = at [1 - Ei,e(a)] + o(t)

P(t,1,1) = at El (a) + o(t)

P (1,0,8) = 0, (s 1)

P (1,r ,0) = o (t), (r > 1)

and
00 co co

0 < E sP (t,r,$) < E rP (t,r,$) < E rsP (t,r,$)
r,8=2 r, 8=2 T, 8 = 2

00- 2 -at at)
< r e = o (t)

r=2 r!

Hence Coy [R (1),S (I) ] = at Ei,c(a) + o(t). Letting t tend to 0 in (22),
we find that

(c + 1) a cre+i(w + 1)
aw cr,(w + 1) W=-0

(c + 1) crc+i (1) - acr,(1)
o.(1)

(4+1 (wi + 1)- + 1) ! E
wi2(1. wi) (wi - wi)

iii

Substituting this expression in (22) yields

-a a`+1 (cc+1 [ + 1) ac+1 (1) - curc (1)
Coy [R (t) (0] = K

c! cre(1)

- (c±1) !E ac+i (wi + 1)
(22')evi2(1 + wi) (wi - wi)

+ (c+1)!E ac±i(tvi + 1) ewi`

wi2(1 wi) II (wi - wi)].
iii
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We shall now determine the constant term appearing in (22'). To this
end, we note that

1
cr,(w + = -

c!

and, therefore

cfc+i (w + 1) 1 ac+i (1) 1 (7,4.1(0)

w(1 ± w)a-c(w + 1) iv o-,(1) 1 + w cr,(0)

1 cfc+i (wi + 1)v!E
(w - wi) w,(1 + wi) II (wi - wi)

Hence, for iv = 0, we have:

cfc+I(wi + 1)
(c.

+
1) ! E

i=i wi2(1 + ivi) - wi)

= (c 1) line
1 0 -c -f-1 (1) 1 ac+1(0)

(23)
o-,(1) 1 ± iv o-,(0)iv-o[te

C1,44 (n) + 1)

'w(1 -I- w)a,(w + 1) _1

- a.

Furthermore, for w = 1 + , y = 1 and m = c, (11) yields:

(V1 + 1 )0-, + 2) = (c 1)gc+i(wi + 1). (24)

We also note that the c roots of o-c(iv + 2) are wi - 1, i = 1,
c, so that

0-,(w + 2) = fl (w - wi + 1).
C.

(25)

Hence, combining (24) and (25), we have:

+ 1) !cre+1(tvi + 1) - (wi - + 1). (26)
J=1

Using (23), (26) and the relations

Kc-aa`+` = c! aEi,c(a)

(c 1)o-c+i(1) = ac(1){c + 1 + aEL,(a)1
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(22') can be simplified as follows:

Cov [R(t), S (t)] = a&c(a) [lc + 1 - a[1 - E1,c (a)] } t + a

C

lvi 1e ( 1

i=1 w? ?Di - W1)]

Since, as pointed out above:

max wi < -1

min I - w; > 1

we have:

)w,

E II (1 >0
wi 2 wi - w;

and

(27)

)c wit
a e-c 1+( <0.
at i=twi" jai wi - wj

Hence we have the following inequalities [use is also made here of (23 )]:

aEi,c(a){c + 1 - a[1 - Ei,c(a)]}t

< Cov [R (t),S (0]

< aEi,c(a) [lc + 1 - a[1 - EI,c(a)]}t + a]

and, for large values of t(> 0) :

Cov [R(t),S(t)]
(28)

= aEi,c(a) [{c + 1 - a[1 - Lei,e(a)]}t + a] +

III. VARIANCE OF CALL CONGESTION

In the preceding section, exact and asymptotic formulas were obtained
for the covariance between the number of offered calls, R(t), and the
number of overflow calls, S(t), during a time interval of length t. These
expressions can now be combined with known formulas for the means
and variances of R(t) and S(t) to obtain an approximate expression for
the variance of call congestion. Indeed, according to the classical formula
for the propagation of errors, we have:
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Var [S (t) / R (0]

ti {1/ER (t)]2 Var [S(1)] {ES OMER (On' Var [R (I)]

- 21 E S (t)/[ER (O]3] Cov [R (t),S (I)]

= (1/at)2 Var [AS (0] ± EL: (a)/ (at)

- 2[Ei (a) / (at)2] Cov [R (t),S (0]

< (1/a02 Var [S(t)]

where, assuming t large:

Var [SW] at E1,c(a) [1 + 2a a a(w)
8w cr,(w 1) Lo

and

(29)

(30)

Cov [R (t) ,AS (0] at EI,c(a)[c + 1 - a + aE11,c(a)]. (31)

We note that Var [8 (t) / R (t)] is, asymptotically, of the form k / t,
where k depends only on a and c.

The exact and asymptotic expressions for Var [AS (0] were first de-
rived by Kosten, Manning and Garwood.' These formulas can be ob-
tained in a straightforward manner from the generating function (14)
with y set equal to 1. The asymptotic expression (30), however, is
rather involved and its use can be avoided as follows. Indeed, we note
that, under the present assumptions, the instants at which overflows
occur constitute a renewal process (i.e., the intervals between any
pair of consecutive overflows are independent of each other and have
the same distribution). Then using Smith's extension of a result due to
Feller (cf. Ref. 4, pp. 296-298 and Ref. 5, pp. 30-33), we have:

Var [8(t)] [122(c) - tii2(c)it/m13(c) (32)

where tin (c) is the nth moment of the interoverflow distribution of a
group of c trunks.

The expression on the right-hand side of (32) is rather easy to com-
pute, since we have the following recurrence relations (cf. Ref. 6, p. 388)

aµ2 (n) = 2a/112(n) ± ny2(n - 1), (n = 1,2,  ) (33 )

where /211(c) = aL'i,c (a). Hence

Var [AS (t)
[ (c/a) ti2(c - 1) + (c)]

t.
tii3(c)
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The second moment Al 2 (c - 1) can be computed either by repeated use
of (33) or by means of the explicit formula

c-1 -
itt 2 ( - 1)) = 2 E

an

1) 2 (c - 1 - n)
n =0

with

(c- 1)0= 1, (c- 1)n= (c - 1)(c - 2) (c -n),
(n >= 1).

We note that the renewal theorem used above can be applied as long
as the input to the system is recurrent, and the other assumptions made
here remain the same. In these more general cases, (32) still holds, but
the moments µ1(c) and /I2(c) satisfy less simple recurrence relations.
Indeed, we have then:

Yi(c)7,1(1) - - 1) = 0
and

A2(c)7.-1(1) - 2/21 (c)[Al (c - 1) - (1)] - /22(c - 1) = 0

where -yn. ( ) is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the interoverflow
of a group of n trunks and 7,' (1) stands for the derivative

of 7,7, ( ) at 1.
The preceding relations follow immediately from Palm's recurrences

(cf. Ref. 3, pp. 36-38, and Ref. 7, pp. 16-22):

7n (s)[1 - 7n-1(8) + 7n-1 (s + 1 )] = + 1), (n = 1,2,  ).

The standard deviation of the call congestion computed by means
of (29) and (31) to (33) is compared in Figs. 1-5 with simulation
results. As may be seen from these graphs, there is good agreement
between the theoretical and observed values.

On each one of these charts, two additional curves are also plotted,
namely:

(i) [Var [S (O]}I/ ER (t) as a function of the offered load.
This expression is an upper bound for the standard deviation of the

call congestion. However, unless the offered load is relatively small,
it considerably overestimates this standard deviation.

{ EL, (a )[1 - E'1,c (a)]}1/{ ER (t)}4 as a function of the offered
load.

This quantity, referred to as the binomial approximation, is a lower
bound for the standard deviation of the call congestion. This bound
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underestimates the latter to such an extent, however, that it is of little
if any value.

In view of the agreement between the observed and theoretical vari-
ances of the call congestion, the latter are graphed in Figs. 6-8 for
c = 1(1)10(2) 20(5)50 and 0.1 < a/c < 10. These values pertain to the
case t = 20. The asymptotic variance of the call congestion for any
(sufficiently large) value of t may be obtained by multiplying the vari-
ances of Figs. 6-8 by 20/t.

Simulation results have shown that (29) - with Var [AS (0] and
Cov [/? (1),S (0] replaced by their respective asymptotic expressions -
give sufficiently accurate values of the variance of the call congestion
whenever the length of the observation period, t, is such that the ex-
pected number of offered calls, ER (t) , is about 40 or more. When ER (t)
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falls below 40, (29) provides us with an upper bound which becomes
increasingly coarse as the expected number of offered calls decreases.

IV. RELATIVE ACCURACY OF LOSS ESTIMATES

Various measurements can be used to estimate the probability of loss.
The principal ones are:

(i) The number of offered calls and the number of lost (or overflow)
calls. The ratio of the latter to the former (i.e., the call congestion) is an
asymptotically unbiased estimate of the probability of loss.

(ii) The time congestion. This quantity, which is an unbiased estimate
of the probability of loss, may be either measured exactly or estimated
by scanning the trunks at regular intervals and observing, at each
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scan, how many trunks are busy. The proportion of scans which indicate
that all trunks are busy is also an unbiased estimate of the probability
of loss.

(iii) The carried load (i.e., the average number of busy trunks) obtained
either by continuous observation or by scanning at regular intervals. This
last measurement consists in observing, at regular intervals, the number
of busy trunks. The average of these numbers, for a given number of
scans, is an unbiased estimate of the carried load. If L stands for the
carried load measured either exactly or by scanning, then the demand
rate, a, may be estimated by means of the formula

L = ei[ - (an
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E1,e(4) itself is an estimate of the probability of loss. This estimate has a
small positive bias which tends to zero as the length of the observation
period gets large.

Theoretical as well as observed (simulation) values of the standard
deviations of these estimates are plotted in Figs. 9-12. (For each load,
the simulation results given in Fig. 12 were computed from a single
run of 500 hours. The numerator and the denominator of each ratio
appearing in Figs. 9 and 10 were evaluated from a single 500 -hour run
of simulated traffic.) These graphs reveal typical patterns, namely :

(i) When the offered load, in erlangs, falls short of the number of
trunks, the loss estimates based on continuous load measurements
have smaller standard deviations than both the call and the time
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congestions. In the same range, the call congestion has a larger standard
deviation than the time congestion.

(ii) When the offered load exceeds the number of trunks, the con-
verse situation holds; i.e., the call congestion has a smaller standard
deviation than the time congestion, and the standard deviation of the
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latter, in turn, is exceeded by the standard deviation of loss estimates
based on continuous carried load measurements.

The effect of scanning on the variances of the time congestion and of
the loss estimates based on carried load measurements is illustrated in
Figs. 11 arid 12.

Let us assume now that the length of the observation period is such
that (29) closely approximates Var [S (t) /R (0]. Under these conditions,
the load beyond which the time congestion is less accurate (in terms
of its variance) than the call congestion is approximately equal to the
load a determined by the following equation:

1 + Ei,c (a) = 2E1,c (a)[c + 1 - a ± a.Ei,c (a)]. (34)

This condition is readily seen to be equivalent to the requirement

Var [S (t) /R = Var B (t) (35)

where B (t) stands for the time congeStion in an observation period of
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length t. Equations (35), (29), and (31) together with the relations
(cf. Ref. 3 p. 131)

ES (t) = atEB (t)

Var S(t) - ES (t) = (at)2 Var B (t)

imply (34).
For given c, (34) has a unique positive root, r, which is smaller than

c except in the case c = 1 where the root is equal to 1. Computations
show that this root lies relatively close to c (cf. Fig. 13).

Let B (t) be the estimate of the time congestion obtained by switch -
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counting at the rate of n scans per observation period of length t. We shall
now derive an explicit formula for the variance of Bn (t).

Let T be the interval separating consecutive scans, N (u) be the num-
ber of busy trunks at time u, and

1 if N (u) = cX (u) =
{0 if N (u) < c.

Then

Bn(t) = '* X (ir)

and
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EB(t) = EL,(a)
n n

Var B. (t) = n E E Cov [X (iT),X (jr)].
j=1 j=1

Now let

1163

P (u) = Pr [N (u) = c I N (0) = c].

The function P ( ), which is called the recovery function of the proc-
ess N ( ), has the following expression (cf. Ref. 3, p. 85 and Ref. 8, p.
135):

ewal ul 1P(u) = El,c(a) -±
a=1 wi - w)

where, as before, wi , i = 1, , c, are the c roots of (lc (w + 1). Since

Cov [X (u v),X(v)] = Ei.c(a)P(u) - ELc2(a)

we have (cf. Ref. 8, pp. 136-138)
n n

Var B.(1) = 11-2 E1,c (a) E E P (I T) - E1,2 (a)
i=1 j=1

c

= - n-2 Ei,c(a)
1=1 Iva

11 - wi - w) (36)

= Ei,c(a) E 1 11 - 1

j=1 Wj W5 - W)}

'I V5 1 -
2n

e

2

n Tw

{ctnh csch2 .

If we let n tend to infinity in this formula, we obtain, in the limit, the
variance of the time congestion, B (t), for continuous observation (meas-
urement):

2E1,, (a) {t wi-2 (Var B (t) 1 -
1 )j=1 Wj - Wi

1 c -3 1 )1- E (1 - en 11
j=1 Wj Wili

This last formula was first obtained, in a slightly different form, by
Kosten, Manning and Garwood (cf. Ref. 1).
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Spectra of Digital FM
By R. R. ANDERSON and J. SALT.

(Manuscript received March 29, 1965)

Formulas are derived for the spectral density function of an ensemble of
continuous -phase, constant -envelope FM waves. The modulation signals are
random time series of the form En ang (t - nT), where g (t) is an arbitrary
pulse of finite duration rT , r > 1. The an's are independent random vari-
ables possessing identical but otherwise arbitrary probability distribution.
The derived results are general and are presented in terms of averages of
elementary functions. When the an's are discrete random variables, both con-
tinuous and discrete spectra are treated, and conditions in terms of the
modulation parameters are given under which discrete spectral lines are pres-
ent. Several of our specialized formulas are applicable in the study of mul-
tilevel FM data transmission systems as well as in pulse frequency
modulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Progress in analysis of multilevel frequency shift keying (FSK) has
lagged behind that of binary. Inherent difficulties associated with an
increase in the number of levels are partly responsible, but activity also
has been inhibited by the general impression that multilevel FSK is in-
ferior to differential phase modulation with the same number of levels
operating in the same bandwidths.

Recent work, Ref. 1, has evolved design principles showing a possibil-
ity of substantial improvements in multilevel FM performance over
that formerly thought to be typical. Also there are many existing analog
channels, e.g., in microwave radio relay, which operate by FM. Attempts
to send digital data efficiently over such channels force consideration of
the multilevel FSK problem.

An important item in the statistical description of an information -
bearing signal is the spectral density, which defines the average power
density of the signal as a function of frequency. In addition to furnish-
ing an estimate of bandwidth requirements, the spectral density is

1165
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critically important in optimization procedures for minimizing the effect
of channel noise subject to a constraint on mean total transmitting signal
power. Evaluation of mutual interference between channels also requires
knowledge of spectral distribution.

From the practical point of view the most interesting case of digital
FM is that in which the phase is continuous at the transitions, as may
he obtained at the output of a keyed oscillator. The memory thus intro-
duced makes the analysis far from trivial. So far as is known, the binary
case is the only continuous -phase FSK problem hitherto covered in the
literature. The present paper gives a complete analytic solution for a
general set of parameters.

An interesting feature is the extent to which sharp spectral peaks occur
near the discrete signaling frequencies. These peaks can, under certain
conditions, become delta functions indicating steady sine -wave com-
ponents. Such components make the design of optimum filters difficult
because the best results usually demand sharply tuned suppression of
the corresponding regions at the transmitter and complementary high
gain peaks at the receiver. Furthermore, the interference produced in
other channels by untreated peaked spectra can be inordinately severe.
One important result of the analysis is an establishment of conditions
on the frequency spacing relative to signaling rate such that spectral
peaking does not occur.

In this paper we derive compact formulas for the spectral density
function of an ensemble of continuous -phase, constant -envelope FM
waves. The frequency of the wave is switched every T seconds by a
known signal. The phase of the wave is so adjusted as to maintain con-
tinuity at the transitions. For example, when the baseband signal is a
rectangular pulse of T seconds in duration, the frequency of the wave
during each interval T may be one out of many different frequencies
picked at random. In general, the baseband signal is not time limited to
T seconds. This case will arise when the original time limited signal is
passed through a filter.

The random signal whose spectral density we wish to study has the
following standard representation:

n =co t

S(t) = A cos {coct + wd E a.g (t' - nT) dt' + io}
n=0

f
0 t .. 00

where we and wd are arbitrary angular frequencies. The angle co is a uni-
formly distributed random variable (r.v.) on [0,2r] and the an's are in -

(1)
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dependent r.v.'s with arbitrary but identical probability distribution.
The symbol A is an arbitrary real amplitude.

The only restriction on the baseband signal g (t) is that

g (t) = {gr(t),
0,

0 t rT
everywhere else

where r is an arbitrary positive integer. (We naturally require that g (t)
be integrable over this interval.) When the an's are binary r.v.'s and
g (1) is a rectangular pulse of T seconds duration, spectra and correlation
functions have recently been derived by Bennett and Rice, Ref. 2. Salz,
Ref. 3, extended Bennett's and Rice's results to include arbitrary an's
possessing arbitrary probability distributions.

In our treatment the distribution of the an's as well as g (t) is entirely
arbitrary. For instance when g (t) is a rectangular pulse and the an's are
discrete r.v.'s, the wave (1) represents the ensemble of multilevel FM
waves. If the an's correspond to the samples of speech taken every T
seconds, we have pulse amplitude modulation via frequency shift key-
ing. Many other applications depending on the choice of the can's and
g (t) may be cited, and are covered in our results.

Our method of attack on the problem is direct. We calculate the seg-
mented Fourier transform of (1), obtain its magnitude squared, average
over all random variables, divide by the length of the segment, and then
evaluate the limit as the length increases without bound. After consider-
able amount of bookkeeping, we obtain general formulas. We then
specialize the formulas, and investigate some interesting representative
cases. The general formula for the continuous spectrum is given in (31).
Equation (40) is the general formula for the discrete as well as the con-
tinuous spectrum.

II. GENERAL DEVELOPMENT

(2)

We found it easier to work with the complex representation of (1).
Therefore let

S (t) = A[z
(t) z* (t)] 0 < t

where
n=ce

Z(t) = e'" exp i{coct E an g (t') dtf}
n=0 -nT

The symbol * denotes the complex conjugation.

(3)

(4)
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Choose a finite interval [0,N T]. Over this interval the Fourier trans-
form of z(t) is

k=1,7-1 (k+1)T

Z (CO,NT) = E
J z (t) e wtdt

k=0 kT

k=N-1

= els° E Qk
k=0

( 5 )

where

k T(k+1)

n=co t-n T
Qk dt exp (co, - (4) t n11 exp n T

dan f g (t') . (6)

Set t - kT = y above to obtain

Qk = eikT(wc-w) dy exp i(wc - w) y Pn,k (y) (7)
0

where
y-(n-k) T

Pn,k (y) = exp i{Wdan g (t') de} . (8)
n T

Since g (t) is time limited to rT, where r is a positive integer, it follows
that we can write Pn,k (y) for 0 < y < T, as;

rT
exp [iwdan gr ) 0

0

t

y-(n-k)T
exp [iwdan jog(e) , k - r + 1 n < k

1 n > k.
With this representation, we can take the product in (7) running

from n = 0 to n = k - r outside the integral sign since Pn,k (y) in this
range of n does not depend on y. Pn,k (y) depends on y only in the range
k - r + 1 < 71 5 k. Making use of these facts, we write for Qk

Pn,k (y) = (9)

n=k-r
Qk eikT" exp i «r E an}F(v,a,+, ak) (10)

n=0

where

F " ak)
n=k

f OT eivy

/I exp {awn
-(n-k)T

r (e) de} dy
joy

172=1'

e exp i{E ak_r+,nv[y - (m - r) T]} dy,
m-i
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and
fr T

ar = Wd Jo gr(t) dt

= CO c

V (E) = cif° g (t) dt.

The segmented Fourier transform of the original signal (3) is

S (w,NT) = -2 [Z(w,NT) Z,(w,NT)]

k=N-1 k=N-14 [eiv E
Qck

2 k=0 k=0

where Z,(co,N 7T) is the Fourier Transform of Z* (w,N) given as
k ---N-1 (k+1) T

Zc(CO,NT) = E
k

z* e-iw dt
k=0 T

k=N -1

= A e E ck
k=0

and
(k+1) T

Qck = i dt exp (co,-}- co) t
k T

n=0.3 t-n T
II exp -4codan f g (e) de} .

n=0 -n T

(12)

(131

(14)

(15)

The magnitude squared of S(co,NT) averaged with respect to the
r.v. cp is

A
k,s=N-1 k,8=N-1

(I S (C4 )1 r 71) 12 = E QkQs* + E (2,8(2,*1. (16)
4 k,s=0 k,s=0

The symbol () denotes the averaging operator.
From the definition of Qk in (10) we obtain

Qk(28* =
eiTpa,-8)r ,,u,k-r+1  ak)F* (v,a8_,44 a8)

n =k-r n=s-r
 exp i {a, E an - E an .

n=0 n=0
(17)

We observe that Q,,Q,k* equals QkQ8 * with co, -w replaced by coc co.
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It is thus sufficient to continue our calculation using only the first sum
in (16)

If we let the first term in (16) be W± (w) and the second term W_ (co),
the desired power spectrum G (w) is by definition

G (co) = lim (2/ TN){ (W+ (co) )a + (W- (co) )a)
N-0,

where the ensemble average is taken over the collection of r.v.'s a =
(ao , al aN).

We now proceed to calculate the respective averages. From (16)
A2 k,a=N-1

(W + (CO )a = - E4 k
(o_ckQ8*).

....--o

(18)

A2= Re [ E 02,42.*).1 (19)
k,a

(k<8)

2 k=N-1

+AT E (I Qk 12),
--x k=0

The symbol "Re[1" denotes the real part.
To facilitate the evaluation of the averages, we rearrange the double

sums above in the following manner:

k,8=N-1 8=N-2 k=N-1

E 0242.*). = E E (Qk(2.*).
k,8=0 8=0 k=8-1-1
(k>8)

a=N-2

= E=0 (Q.-}42.*). + (Q8-1-2(2.*)..

k=N-1

+  + (Q.+48*). + E (QA*)14
k=s-i-r+1

a=N-2 8=N-3

= E (Q. -1-1Q.% + E 028-1-2Qa%
a=0 8=0

8=N-r-1
+ ... + E (Q84-48%

8=0

a=N-r-2 k=N-1+ E E (Qk(2.*),
a=0 k=8 -1-r-1-1

(20)

Using the explicit representation of F and F* in 11, we obtain from 17
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1 < j < r
eiTy (F (,,a8±i_r+1 as+ ;)

n =

 F* (v,as_r+i as) exp i{ar. E an )
n= a-r +1 a

T

= eiTv
j

T

dydy'
I0

E,asr+mv[y - - r) T](exp i
m=1

- as_r+mv[y' - (m - r) T] ar E aa_r+n})
rn=r n=j

m-=1 n=1 a

(21)

Using elementry manipulations we obtain

f
T T tn=r-j

fir (V) = eiTPi dydy' eiv('') 11 Ca I V[y - (m - r)
0 j m=1

- [y' - (m - r j) T] } (22)

m=r m=

m=14-r-i
C {V[y - (m - 1)1']1 II C*IV[y' - (m - r) T] - ad.

in=1.

The function

(s)(etas)a = f ei"dF (a) (23)

is the characteristic function of the r.v. a, and F (a) its probability
distribution.

We next calculate in the same manner as above

(Qk(2.*),, = ev(k-8) (F (V Ak-r-F1 ak)F* (v,a8-r+i a.)

{

n=k-r
 exp i ce, n=E

3-r -1-Ian /a

. iTya-s)
e (F i01,ak-r-F1 ak) )a F (( * ,P,aa-r+1 a.)

/1=8

exp i {ar E an cak--(ar)
a-r +1 /a

(24)
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when

k > s r.

When k = s we have

(I Qk 12)a = (i F (v,ak-T+1 ak)I )a

From the definition of F or F* in (11) we obtain explicitly
T pT

(I F (v,ak.-.)-14 ak)12)a = 0o dydy, eip(y-y,)

and

M=T

 11 C .{V[y - (m - r) T] - V[y' - (in - r) T]},
771=1

(25)

(26)

T mr
(v,ak_r+1 ak) )a = el.' 11 Ca V[y - (m - r) T]ldy (27)

0 ni=1

(F* (v,a8,4-1
n=s

a.) exp i{ar E an )a
n=s-r+1

fo
e

ni=1

nr=r

11 cai v[y - (m - r) T] - ar}dy.
(28)

We now observe that the various averages in (22)-(25) are independent
of the indices k and s and therefore when we divide (19) or (20) by N
and take the limit as N approaches infinity we obtain

21 A
urn (TY+ (a)) )a = (I F (a)12)a -

2
Re fir(v)

N-0ao IV 1

n=s

(F k (a) ).(F. (a) exp i{a, E an}). (29)
n=s-r+1

s=N-r-2 k=N-1
 lim E E eiTP(k-.)Cak-s-r (ar)

s=0 k=s+r+1

where we set F k (a) = F (v,ak_r+1 ak); f jr(v) is defined in (22).
The limit in (26) can readily be evaluated provided I C. (ar) I < 1.

This is the case when we have only continuous spectra. When I Ca (ar) I =
1, the evaluation of the limit is more involved. But this latter is precisely
the case when discrete spectra appear, which we shall study in a forth-
coming section. For the moment we proceed to evaluate the limit when
the modulus of the characteristic function evaluated at a,. is less than
unity.
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In this case, from (29) we obtain
1 8=N-r-2 k=N -1

lirn
N

E E (k-s) ak-s-r (cto

N-.00 8=0 k= 8 +1

1=N -r -1
eiTvrline E [Ca(cer) exp 0'011 (30)

N-..ce 1=1

eiTy (rig) c (ar)

1 - eiT'C a(ar) 

Using the definition of the spectrum in (18) and applying the explicit
representation of the averages computed in (22)- (30), we obtain finally
the positive image spectrum

A2

(P) = 2T 0 0

dydy'

m= r

'11 Cal V[Y 171(
r) - Nyi - - r) 711

1

A2 r

±T Re E (Equation 22)

eiTv(r+1)C. (cer) f "T
d y

1 - eiTvCa(ar)
=

H V[y - (m - r) T]
Jo

dye -"I`

(31)

».=r

 11 c.; - (in - r) - ar}}.
m=i

Although the final formula may appear rather complicated at first,
under close scrutiny it will be observed that the formula is in a con-
venient form for numerical calculation by a digital computer. At most a
double integral on a finite dimensional plane needs to be evaluated. We
will later demonstrate, by using a few interesting examples, how the
numerical work can be carried out, and the results will be exhibited
graphically.

III. SINGULAR CASES

So far we have considered only continuous spectra. In order to arrive
at the result of (31) we had to sum the series in (30), and that series
converges only when the magnitude of the characteristic function evalu-
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ated at ar is less than unity. This turns out to be the requirement for
the spectrum to contain no lines.

Whenever the magnitude of the characteristic function, evaluated at
ar 0, is unity we are no longer justified in using the results in (30)
since the series diverges. This behavior suggests the presence of discrete
spectral lines associated with periodicities in the original random process.
Mathematically, this result can only occur if the r.v.'s a are discrete
and have a definite relationship. The characteristic function of a con-
tinuous r.v. must satisfy I Ca (s)I < I Ca (0)1 when s 0. We proceed
to identify the conditions on the an which give rise to a characteristic
function with unit modulus and therefore spectral lines.

Loeve, Ref. 4, shows that if I Cc, (s) I = 1 for s 0 0, the form of C. (s)
must be

k=0.

Ca (s)= E Pak exp (isak)
k=0

(32)

where P, >= 0, E:ro Pak = 1 and the random variables ak must satisfy

ak = (27r/s)k b (33)

where b is an arbitrary constant.
Thus if I C. ) = 1 the r.v.'s must be integral multiples of one another

plus an arbitrary constant common to each of them.
Using (33) in (32) we see that the characteristic function becomes

exp (ibs). We set C. = exp (ibs) and evaluate the following limit:
1 if=N-r-2 k=N-1

A= eiT" lirn E E e-ry (k-a-r)
N -woo N a=0 k=8-Fr+1

= CiT" lirn {E ei71 TT' E (1 + r)ei71
N -.co 1=1 IV 1=1

1=N 1=N

where

Let

y= Tv + bar .

MA) = E LA exp -

= i -d In (1 -A exp i-y), A < 1.
d -y

The limit of Al as A -41 is the first sum in (34). Obviously this limit

(34)

A exp iy
1-Aexpiy

(35)
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does not exist in the ordinary sense. However the "distribution" limit,
denoted by lim(D), Ref. 5, does exist. Barnard, Ref. 6, has shown that

lim(D) In (1 -A exp
(36)

= In sin (7/2)1 + in 2 + i[ (-y/2) - 7R2,,( -y) - 271-M]

where M is an arbitrary integer, and

R2 ) = - 27rn ) - /1 (-7 - 27n)
n=0 n=1

R, (-y) = R2,r(y - 7r)

-y 0

11 (7) =
1,

{0, 7 <0.
He also proved that the right side of (36) constitutes a properly defined
generalized function or a distribution.

When (36) is differentiated with respect to -y we obtain

7: -CI lim In (1 -A exp i-y))
(17

= i cot
1- + 7 E - 27rit)

71

(37)

where 6 ( ) is the well known dirac delta -function.
The limit of the right hand sum in (34) approaches zero since this

sum is proportional to the derivative of the first sum divided by N.
Since the first sum is a generalized function or a distribution so is its
derivative. Consequently in the distribution sense the limit is zero.

When the characteristic function is of the form (32), which implies
that the r.v.'s satisfy (33), we observe that

V[y phi] - arl = rC a{V[y + (38)

p = r - m.

From this we obtain
.-; m=i

Cai V[y + - = eb a" 11 C*[y p71] (39)
m=1 m=1

Applying (38), (39) in (31), and replacing

eiT" (ar)
1 - eiT"Ca(ar)
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by (37), we obtain for the continuous as well as the discrete spectral
density

A2 f fT
Y'G + (P) = -2T

o o

dydy'eiv(')

P=,-1

11 C .{V[y - V[71 + p7]}
p=0

A2
T p=r -1 2

Re { f dye" ITCa { V[y p7] } (40)
p=0

[1 el' E (-y - an -n) - cot 2'2-)1

j=2-1

+ E fir (v)}
j=1

By recalling the definition of -y in (34) we see that spectral lines occur
when

T v + bar = 27rn, (41)

or

(27rit / T ) - b (a r/ T)

and the minimum spacing Ay between the lines are given by

27r(n + 1) 2rn 1

AP = 27rAf T T

IV. SPECIAL CASES

In this section we select several special cases, believed to he of general
interest, and exhibit them graphically.

The first case we want to explore is that in which g (t) is a rectangular
pulse of unit height and the an's are discrete, that is, a frequency shift
keying system. For the binary case, the two frequencies are referred to
as mark and space frequency, and each is located cod from the carrier,

. For the multilevel case the frequency spacing is uniform. In reference
to our general formula (31), the following parameters apply :

r = 1

V (E) = co (it = dT

When (42) is applied in (31) and after considerable manipulation we
obtain the specialized formula for the one sided continuous density

(42)
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G(co) = -2A' {(1 F (co - we - acod12).

+ 2 Re [exp (iT(wc w)) -wd))a (43)1 - Ca(codT) exp (sT (we - co))

 (F* (co - we - awd) exp (icodaT))a1}

where

F (co) = _T exp (_iojT/2) siT/2
2 coT/2 '

and

Let

and write (43) as

2A 2 {(
G (13)

where

I Ca (wd ) I < 1.

13 = (w - coc)T /27r

= (w - co, - aco,r)T /2,

sin 7
2

2

e
-270 /T ei, sin 7\ /71 ei, sin eikra)

+ 2 Re /. \2
-e-i2'C.(waT)

G (0) 122- e
A27' 2 [1 - Cd(codT)e-i2701

I /sin' 7\\-2 /r a

/sin 7
'Y a

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

For binary frequency shift keying, the frequency deviation parameter,
k, may be defined as the ratio of frequency shift (the difference between
mark and space frequency) to the signaling frequency (the sum of the
number of marks and the number of spaces in one second). That is,
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con - cosk - waT
(48)

2r/T
The same definition holds for multilevels with frequency assignments
which make the frequency spacing uniform and equal to that for the
binary case. The frequencies nearest to the carrier are located at we
cod , the intermediate frequencies are at co, ± (2n - 1)cod , and the ones
furthest from the carrier are at co, ± (N - 1)cod , where N is the number
of levels. Thus, the frequency band of the power spectrum will increase
approximately with N for constant k. The frequency band occupied
can be kept approximately the same by letting k decrease with N.

In this example, the random variables an are discrete and may be
represented as

an = 2n - (N + 1), n = 1, 2, , N. (49)

The argument of F in (43) is

7n = (w - we - ancod)T T/2 = (3 - ank/2)7, (50)

and the equations in (47) become

= E1 [Sin yn 12
IV n=1 7n

1
N N

= - E E exp (7. + 7m)
sin -ya sin 7n,

/V27,.-1 m=1 7n 7m

Since we can alternatively write

an = ± (2n - 1), n = 1, 2, , N/2

T2

we have that

Ca (codT) = Ca(kr) = E Pr (an)exp (icodanT)

N/2
i=

(1/N) le e
ikr(2n-1) + - kr (2n-1)]

2.4
n=1.

N/2

= (2/N) E cos k7 r(2n - 1 ).
n--=1

The complex terms from (46) are
ci(7n+7m)

B = Re
1 - Cae-20

cos (7n + 7m) - Ca COS (7n + 7m - 27r13)
1 + Ca2 - 2Ca cos 270

(51)

(52)

(53)
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We can now write the N -level normalized spectral density as

G (0) 1 1 sin2 7 1 sin sin -y,1
B (54)

2127' Kt i7-1 2 y,a2 N m=i

where 7 and B are given by (50) and (53 ).
Using several values of the two parameters - N, the number of levels

and k, the deviation - we have calculated numerically the spectral
densities from the relations given above, and plotted them against the
normalized frequency Q = (w - coc)71/27r. On this scale, wd occurs at
k/2 for all values of N.

A large number of spectra are presented to indicate the way the
shape changes as the frequency deviation varies. For binary FM, these
are given in Fig. 1. We point out that the spectra for the binary cases
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Fig. 1- Spectral density for 2 -level FM.
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are the same as those given by Bennett and Rice, op cit, except that the
origin of the frequency scale has been shifted from the lower (space)
frequency to midband.

The spectra for 4- and 8 -level FM are given in Figs. 2 and 3, respec-
tively. The multilevel cases show considerable similarity to the binary
ones. For small values of k, the spectra are narrow and decrease smoothly
towards zero. In particular, Fig. 4 shows the spectra for k = 1/N, and
these three are nearly identical. As k increases towards unity the spec-
trum widens, and as predicted, there tends to be concentration of power
about the a priori chosen frequencies. This concentration is especially
marked in the range 1 - 1/2N < k < 1 + 1/2N. At k = 1, there is a
spectral line at the frequency 1, and its odd multiples. As k increases
from unity the concentration at wd is again broadened, and reduced
in intensity. We attempt to show these features in several plots as a
function of k.

Fig. 5 shows the decrease in spectral density at zero (mid -band) fre-
quency with increasing k. For higher level systems the zero -frequency
level is less for any value of k, but the decrease with k is slower.

The position of the spectral peaks, as a function of k for the 8 -level
system is shown in Fig. 6. Other level systems show similar behavior.
For k = 1, the a priori chosen frequencies are (measured from the car-
rier) at ± (2n - 1)/2, and the delta functions in the spectral density
occur at these same frequencies. For k < 1, the peaks of the spectral
density are no longer delta functions, and they occur nearer the carrier
than the chosen frequencies. They are further from the carrier for
k > 1.

An interesting phenomenon is observed for the cases where k is the
reciprocal of the number of levels. For these relations the principal por-
tion of the spectrum is confined to a relatively narrow band. These
curves have approximately the same shape as seen from the curves in
Fig. 4 and the following table:

No. of
Levels

Spectral Density at Freq =
.25 .75

2 0.500 0.810 0.500 0.090 0.00

4 0.250 0.750 0.470 0.117 0.011

8 0.125 0.735 0.430 0.124 0.013

The program was extended to calculate the power in the continuous
portion of the spectrum. For all values of N, and for k away from unity
this power is 1, and for k = 1, this power is 2 - 1/2N. Thus the total
power in the spectral lines is 1/2N. Clearly the power in each line is 1/2N2
since they are assumed to have uniform likelihood of occurrence. It is
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also very easy to show from (40) that this is the expected division of
power between the continuous spectrum and the discrete spectral lines.

We also thought it interesting to exhibit spectral shapes when the
an's have a gaussian probability distribution. This situation may arise
in pulse frequency modulation with baseband amplitude samples possess-
ing gaussian probability densities. In this case, the probability density
of the an's is

P (an) - -1 exp (- an2 1- exp
- ,37)2]

(55)Var 2cr- Var o- - 2/12

and the characteristic function is

where

and

2

Cu (Leta') = exp [- (Min') = exp (- 2A2),
2

= waTcr/2,

1'=137r-aµ/Q.

(56)
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Fig. 5 - Spectral density at midband - Discrete multilevel case.

Equation (51) can be written as

1 sin' -y
exp [- ;17)21

/1 -

1 r sin 7 - Sr)]e 'exp [- 2/22
d -y./2 = L.

Using elementary reductions II is written as

1

-
exp [- )2]

2
1 -

(57)

exp
[ (Az - dz. (58)
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DIGITAL FM SPECTRA

t = (xz/2) - iy

1185

where

11 = iy

t2 = x iy

(59 )

x = y = 713/V2 pr. (60)

Then

where

/1 - 2 (Ax - By) e
-x 2 cos 270 - 1

(61)
x2 .2

>-
U

w

O
w
U.
U.

O
w 3

CC

0

tu

O

O
17-

O

0 05 1.0

NORMALIZED DEVIATION, k

1.5

Fig. 6 - Position of spectral peaks - Discrete multilevel case.
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A = e-1/2 Re (I i2

e-`2 dt -
ti

e -t2 dt)
0

e2 tlr
B = e -Y2 Im (.1 e -t2 dt dt) .

0

In this same manner,

ar f 7
dz exp (-07

r
12 = - z -

1

\
) 'Y

sin 7
e -c/7

A - iB
x

and
A2 B2 2iAB

x2

Substituting (61) and (64) into (46) we obtain

G 0(3) 1- 2 (Ax (3y) +
ere cos 220 - 1

A2T 22
(A2 - B2) -x2 - cos 270) + 2AB cos 22r13

cosh x2 - cos 2763

In this case the deviation is controlled by the parameter µ = cod TO.
In Fig. 7 we display the spectra for several values of this parameter.
When µ = 0, the spectrum is a delta function at 13 = 0 (midband). As

increases the spectrum widens, approximately asµ and the midband
value decreases approximately as A-2, for small au, and as A-1 for larger
values. We show these two trends in Figs. 8 and 9.

The values of spectral density at (3 = 0, together with the asymptotes,
are shown in Fig. 8. Two estimates of the width are shown in Fig. 9.
From the definition of the Gabor bandwidth, Ref. 7,

G (3) #20
0.G =f (66)

j: G 03) dig

(62)

(63)

(64)

(65)

We note that as is very nearly equal to tihr. That is, the standard devia-
tion of the power spectrum is the same as the standard deviation of the
input times the normalized deviation frequency:

r a a (co d7 27) . (67)

Another estimate of the width of the power spectrum comes from the
value of 13 at which the density has fallen by e, namely
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G(0)
OR = at

e

6.0

(C)

(68)

At high values of a-, where the spectral density curves appear more
nearly gaussian, aE approaches a, .

The gaussian case spectral density curves were also integrated to ob-
tain the power. We obtain 2 in all cases, thus providing a check on our
work. It is interesting to note that even for /.1 as low as 0.5, 98 per cent
of the power lies within 3a-0 of midband.

V. SUMMARY OF CURVES

Spectra are presented for 2, 4, and 8 equally -spaced uniformly dis-
tributed frequencies and for normally distributed frequencies. The gen-

8.0
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eral trend of the curves, as a function of the frequency deviation, is
shown in Figs. 5, 6, 8, and 9. As expected, the band occupied by a sig-
nificant portion of the spectrum increases with the deviation.

For the discrete multilevel case, the frequency deviation parameter
is k = wdT/lr. For k = 1/N the spectral density functions for different
N are nearly identical. They are relatively narrow and decrease smoothly
to zero. Line spectra occur at the a priori chosen frequencies when k
is an integer.

For the gaussian case the deviation parameter is µ = acod T/2. For large
µ, the shape of the spectral density approaches a gaussian curve with a
standard deviation of crcodT/21r. For lower µ, the curves are slightly
narrower with correspondingly longer tails. The maximum value for
each A, which occurs at 13 = 0, approaches Y2/22 for smallµ and 2/77.4 for
large values.
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On the Decomposition of Lattice-

Periodic Functions

By R. L. GRAHAM

(Manuscript received March 31, 1965)

The problem of decomposing an arbitrary periodic function defined on
an n -dimensional cubic lattice into finite linear combinations of certain
primitive functions is considered. Generally, a primitive function is one
which periodically assumes only the values ±1 and 0. Rather simple neces-
sary and sufficient conditions are derived for such a decomposition and
when a decomposition is possible, an algorithm is given which accom-
plishes it. These results have been used in recent generalizations of the Ewald
method.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a study of the classical problem of the calculation of the potential
due to an ionic crystal lattice, and in particular, generalizations of the
Ewald method (Ref. 1) along the lines of Nijboer and Dewette (Refs.
3, 4), W. J. C. Grant (Ref. 2) proposed the following problem: Suppose
we say that an ionic crystal lattice is primitive if for a suitable choice of
origin there exist three vectors , , 23 such that the charge at the
point ni:ti n3: t3 is just go(- 1)1'1+1'21'3 for some fixed go and for
all triples of integers (n1 , n2 , n3) and that the charge at all other points
is zero. (For example, the ordinary NaC1 lattice is primitive with the
1, taken to be the unit coordinate vectors and qo = 1.) The question is
then: Which crystal lattices can be decomposed into finite sums of
primitive lattices? Different primitive lattices in the decomposition may
have different origins and by the sum of two lattices we mean, of course,
the component -wise sum.

The object of this paper is threefold:
(i) The problem is extended to its natural n -dimensional analogue.
(ii) Rather simple necessary and sufficient conditions are given for

the existence of the desired decomposition.

1191
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(iii) When such a decomposition is possible, an algorithm is given
which accomplishes it.

II. PRELIMINARY IDEAS

In order to illustrate the basic ideas which will be used in the proofs
of the general (n -dimensional) theorem (see p. 1200), we begin by con-
sidering the following one-dimensional version.

Suppose we call a real -valued function f defined on the integers
primitive if for some integers x and c it is true that

f (z) = {(-1)° if z =-: ax c

0 otherwise

for all integers a. The question then becomes: What is the set of all
those functions which can be represented as real finite linear combina-
tions* of primitive functions? For example, the function g defined by:

0 if z = 0 (mod 4)
1 if z m 1 (mod 4)
2 if zm 2 (mod 4)

-3 if z = 3 (mod 4)

may be decomposed into a linear combination of primitive functions
by:

where

g (z) =

g (z) = -gi(z) 2g2(z) + g3(z)

1)a if z = 2a
g1(z) =

0 otherwise

y -1)a if z = 2a + 1
g2 (z ) =

0 otherwise

g3(z) = (-1)z.

We can write this more graphically if we us4 the notation

f: , ao, , a2 ,

to denote the fact that f (0) = ao , f (1) = al , etc. We then have

* In this paper, linear combination will always mean finite linear combination.
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_gl , -1, 0,1, 0,
2g2 : - , 0, 2,0,-2,

g3 : , 1,-1,1,-1,

g: , 0, 1,2,-3,

Similarly, if we start with

h: , 1,3,-2,-1,-3,2, 
then the desired decomposition is easily found to be:

h: , 1,0, 0,-1, 0,0,
3h2 : , 0,3, 0, 0,-3,0,

-2h3 : , 0,0,-2, 0, 0,2,

: , 1,3,-2,-1,-3,2, .

In general, it is clear that any linear combination f of primitive func-
tions is periodic and that within a period the sum of the function values of
f must be zero. If a function has these latter two properties, we say that
the function has mean zero. It might at first be surmised that any func-
tion with mean zero could be written as a linear combination of primi-
tive functions. However, attempts to decompose the periodic function

g: , 1, - 1,0,1, - 1,0,

(the bar indicating a complete period) soon lead one to suspect that
this initial guess is incorrect. (In fact, g cannot be decomposed into
primitive functions.)

One question which arises immediately is exactly which periods the
primitive components of a function f might have, if f itself has some
period p (where we say that f has period p if f (z p) = f (z) for all
z). In the preceding example, while g has period 3, perhaps there is a
decomposition of g for which the primitive components have much
larger periods. (It will turn out, however, that this is not possible.)

To answer these questions, we first introduce some notation. If g is
a function defined on the integers, * then by g (z/r) we mean the func-
tion defined by:

(z) g
if

z
- an integer

(rz-)

.

0 otherwise

* In general, in this paper all functions assume the value 0 on points with non -
integral coordinates.
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Let i (z) denote the function which assumes the value 1 on all integers.
Thus, if the function f which we wish to decompose has period

p = 2' (2m + 1),

then by forming the functions i[ (z - k)/ (2m + 1 )1f (z), 0 k < 2m + 1,
we have functions which "sample" f at points separated by a distance
of 2m + 1. For example, if f is given by

f: , 1,3,-6,3,-5,4,1,3,-6,3,-5,4, 

so that the period off is 6 = 2.3 (where we will assume that f (0) = 1)
then we have

0, 3,

0,0, -5,0, 

(z - 2\
f (z) :  , 0, 0, -6, 0, 0, 4,

Note that i[(z - k)/ (2m + 1)]f (z) also has period p and, in general,
2m i(

2mz_ki(z).k=0 \
The result toward which the remainder of this section will be devoted

can now be expressed simply in the following way: If f has period

p = 2' (2m + 1)

then f can be expressed as a linear combination of primitive functions if
and only if for each k the function i[(z - k)/ (2m + 1)]f (z) has mean
zero.

It follows from this, for example, that if p = 2a then f can be decom-
posed into primitive functions if f has mean zero. On the other hand, if
f has an odd period p = 2m + 1, then each function i[ (z - k)/ (2m + 1)]
has just one nonzero value per period so that f can be decomposed into
primitive function if it is identically zero.

We now give a series of lemmas, informal proofs and examples which
will indicate the ideas needed for the proof of the general theorem. An
outline of our plan of attack is to establish the following results:

If f is a linear combination of primitive functions then for
any k and for any r 0, f[(z - k)/r] also is a linear combi-
nation of primitive functions. (1)

f (z) =
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If f is a linear combination of primitive functions and f has
period p = 2a (2m + 1) then for all k, i[(z - k)/ (2m + 1)11(z)

(2)
has mean zero.
If f has period 2a and mean zero then f is a linear combination

(3 )of primitive functions.
Assuming we have established (1), (2) and (3 ), the proof of the

original assertion follows directly. One direction follows immediately
from (2). To show the other direction assume that for each k, i[(z - k) /
(2m + 1 )1f (z) has mean zero. Notice that each function i[ (z - k) /
(2m + 1)11(z) is just an "expanded" copy of a function fk (z) which
has period 2a and mean zero (i.e., i[ (z - k)/ (2m + 1)11(z) = fk[(z - k)/
(2m + 1 )]). Hence, by (3 ), fk (z) is a linear combination of primitive
functions and it then follows by (1) that this is also true of fk[ (z - k)/
(2m + 1)]. Consequently

f (Z) = i Z k
J (Z) - fk z - k

IG-0 2m + k-O 2m + 1

is a linear combination of primitive functions and the proof is completed.
It remains to prove (1 ) , (2) and (3).
The proof of (1) is straightforward. We first note that if f (z) is primi-

tive then f[(z - k)/r] is also primitive for any k and for any r 0.
For by hypothesis there exist x and c such that

1(z) = (-1)a if z = ax + c
{0 otherwise

On the other hand, by definition we have

z-k f (y) if z=ry+k

Hence

1't 0 otherwise

(z -
r

(-1)a if z = r (ax c) k

0 otherwise

(-1)" if z = a (rx) (rc k)

t0 otherwise

and so f[(z - k)/r] is primitive. The extension to linear combinations of
primitive functions follows at once and (1) is proved.

In order to prove (2) we first need an auxiliary result (a simplified
version of Lemma 2 ). This is: Suppose f has periods p = 2a(2m + 1)
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and p' = 2' (2m' + 1). Then for any k, i[(z - k)/ (2m + 1)11(z) has
mean zero if i[(z - k)/ (2m' 1)]f (z) has mean zero. To prove this,
let us first assume that a' = a and 2m + 1 divides 2m' + 1. The sum
Erjoi i[ (z - k)/ (2m + 1)] f (z) is exactly the sum of the f (z) for which
z - k = 0 (mod 2m + 1), and 0 < z - k p - 1 (since i[(z - k)/
(2m + 1 )1f (z) has period p). There are 2a such values of z - k, namely,

z-keA= tO, 2m + 1, 2 (2m + 1), , (2' - 1) (2m + 1)1.

Similarly the sum El:L(714(z - Ic )/ (2m' + 1)] f (z) is exactly the sum of
the f (z) for which z - k = 0 (mod 2m + 1) and 0 < z - k < p' - 1.
Again there are 2" such values of z - k, namely,

z -keB= {0,2m + 1, 2 (2m' + 1), , (2a - 1)(2m +1)}.

All the elements of A and B are congruent to zero modulo 2m + 1
(since 2m + 1 divides 2m' + 1). Also since 2m + 1 and 2m' + 1 are
odd then both sets A and B contain a complete residue system modulo 2a.
Hence modulo p, A and B are identical. Since f has period p then

P-1 P.-1

EE

k f (z) - E f (z) - E 1 (z) - E
z k

2m + 1 zeA zeB z-=0 2m + 1

If we now assume that a' >= a (instead of a = a) then it is not diffi-
cult to see that

k P-1 ( Z k(
) 2a -a E f (z)

\2m' + 1 z---flo 2m ± 1

Thus, what we have shown is that if f has periods p = 2a (2m + 1) and
p' = 2a' (2m' + 1) where p divides p' then i[(z - k)/ (2m + 1)1f (z) has
mean zero if i[(z - k)/ (2m' + 1)]f (z) has mean zero. Since in general
a function which has periods q and q also has period (q,q ) (the greatest
common divisor of q and q ), then the initial assertion follows at once.
As a simple example consider the function f given by

f: , 1,3,-2,-1,4,2,1,3,-2,-1,4,2, .

This function has 6 = 2.3 as a period and i(z/3)f (z) has mean zero
since

(z/3)f (z) = 1(0) + 1(3) = 1 - 1 =0.
z=0

However we may also consider f as having a period of 12 = 22.3 in
which case i(z/3)f (z) has also mean zero since
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11

i(z/3)f(z) = f(0) + f (3) +f(6) + f (9) = 0.
z=0

Finally, f has a period of 18 = 2.32 and i (z/9)f (z) still has mean zero
since

17

i (z/9 )f (z ) = f(0) f (9 ) = 0.

Our next step will be to prove (2) using the result just established.
We first show that if f is primitive and has period p = 2a (2m + 1) then

p-1 z-
+2m

k1 ),,z,
z -c

= 0 for all k. (4)

To see this, we partition the integers into two -element subsets { ui , vi}
such that vi = ui + 2m + 1 for each i. Since f is primitive there exist
integers x and c such that

(z) =
{(-1)" if z = ax + c.

f 0 otherwise

Since

uix = vix (mod 2m + 1)

and vi - ui = 2m + 1 is odd then it follows that

f (uix + c) = -f (vo; c) for all i.

But

(uix - k = i (vex - for all i and k.
2m +1 2m +1

Consequently it follows from the fact that f has period p that

z - k
z-o2m + 1) f (z) = 0 for all k

and (4) is established.
To establish (2) assume that f has period p = (2m + 1) and is a

linear combination of primitive functions fi , 1 < i < t. If fi has period
pi = 2"i (2mi + 1) then by (4) we know that

E z -
P (2mi ±1 f (z) = 0 for all k.
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Hence, if we choose q = p1p2  pip = 2°' (2m + 1) then by the sim-
plified version of Lemma 2, we have

k

i=o 2m'
1) f i(z) = 0 for 1 < i < t and all k.

Consequently

z - k =0
z=0 2m'

since by hypothesis f is a linear combination of the f . But f has period
p so applying the Lemma 2 result again we find

z- k)f(z) =0z=o\2m ± 1

and (2) is proved.
We are left with (3) to prove. To do this we first establish the follow-

ing result : If h (z) is defined by h (z) = (-1)z then for a fixed n, the
2" - 1 functions h[(z - k) /21, 0 < k < 2', 0 < r < n, are linearly
independent over the reals. This is easy to see since for a fixed r,
h[(z - k)/2r] assigns a nonzero value only to those z such that z = k
(mod 2'). Hence for k = 0, 1, , 2" - 1, the h[(z - k) /21 assume
nonzero values on disjoint sets. On the other hand, h[ (z - k) /21 assigns
different values to the points k and k 2r while any h[(z - assigns
the same value to these points for r' < r. Thus, h [(z - k)/21 is not a lin-
ear combination of other h[(z - k)/2'] for s < r. This establishes the in-
dependence of the h's. Note that for 0 < k < 2r and 0 r < n, the func-
tion h[(z - k) /21 has period 2" and mean zero. By taking suitable
linear combinations of the 2" - 1 independent h[(z - k)/21, we can
form functions f which assume any desired values on the points 0, 1, 2,

, - 2. Of course, we must have
2n-2

f(2" - 1) = - Ef(z).

Consequently the 2" - 1 functions h[(z - k) /21 form a basis for the set
of all periodic functions with period 2" and mean zero. That is, any func-
tion f with period 2" and mean zero can be written as a linear combina-
tion of primitive functions with period 2". This completes the proof of
(3)
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To conclude this section we give an example which illustrates the ease
with which the primitive components of a function may be found. Con-
sider the function g given by:

g: , 1,2, - 7,I,O, .

g has period 8 and mean zero. The only component h[(z - k)/21] which
can cause a difference in g (0) and g (4) is

h (z/4): , 1,0,0,0,-1,0,0,0, .

Since a h (z/4) assigns the points 0 and 4 values which differ by 2a and

g(0) - g(4) =

then by choosing a = 4 we obtain the h (z/4) component of g. Perform-
ing similar calculations for h[ (z - k)/4], k = 1, 2, 3, we obtain

gi (z) g (z)
_1 (z
4 \4) - (7r + (z -

2 ) 4

11

4

given by

- 7 -
4 j 4

3 3 - 7 9 7 3 3 - r 9 r
gl(z) : 2 ' 4' 2'4' 2 ' i' 2

31

(which has period 4). We apply the same arguments to the decomposi-
tion of gi (z) into the h[(z - k)/2], k = 0,1, and find

given by

g2(z) = gi(z) -
2 4 9

h - - 7-r-) " - 1)
9

3 3 3 3
g2(z):

3
,4,-4 '71'

3 ,_3,4,...

so that g2(z) = -ih(z). Consequently g has been decomposed into
primitive functions. Graphically we have:
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III. THE GENERAL THEOREM
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1

2, -5, r
2

3 r r 3

4 - 2 ' ' 2_ 4 '...

3_3 3

4' 4' 4'

1
1

r' 2'
0,

We are ready to proceed to the n -dimensional generalizations of the
results of Section II. The proofs given will use basically the same ideas
as before although the technical details become somewhat more formal
and involved. We begin with some definitions.

Let Z" denote the ring of n-tuples of integers with component -wise
addition and multiplication. That is, if a = (al , , an) and b =
(b1, , bn) are elements of Zn then

and

a b = (al ± , , an ± bn)

a  b = (al , , an bn).

In general, unless otherwise noted, lower case Latin letters without sub-
scripts will denote elements of Z"; lower case letters with subscripts will
denote elements of Z, i.e., integers. If a e Z and q = (qi , q2 , , qn)
c Z" then we define aq to be (aqi , aq2 , , aq"). The n-tuple (1,1,

, 1) will be denoted by e. By a < b we mean ai < bi for 1 < i < n.
A function f: R (the real numbers) is said to be primitive if

there exist a,x(1), , x(n) e such that
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if z = clx(1) +  + ca(n) + a

0 otherwise

for all z Z".
Let 9 denote the real vector space generated by the set of all primitive

functions. Z"+ will denote the subset of Z" consisting of those n-tuples
which have all positive coordinates. If in c Z"4" then Pm is defined by

Pm = lx e Zn: 0 < x < m}

(i.e., 0 < xi < mi for 1 < i < n, where 0 will be used to designate both
an element of Z and also the n-tuple (0, 0, , 0).)

A function f: Z" -> R is said to have period m if

f (z + km) = (z) for all z, k e

If f has period m and

f (z) = 0

then f is said to have mean zero. Let gm denote the real vector space of
all functions of period m which have mean zero. Next, we define

f[(z - a)/b], b 0,

by

f (y) if z = by + a

f
0 otherwise

For a e Z, a 0, let E (a) and 0(a) denote the "even part" and "odd
part" of a respectively. In other words, if a = 2/3 (2,2 + 1) for f3,µc Z
then E (a) = and 0(a) = 2/.1. + 1. For m = (m1 , , my,) E Z",
E (m) will denote the n-tuple (E (m1), , E (mn)) with 0(m) defined
similarly.

Finally, for m c Z", let gm* denote the real vector space generated by
the set of functions

f z - a):
f e gE(m) , a e .

kO(m)

We note that if m = e = (1, 1,  ,1) then gm* = gm ; in general, we
always have g*m e gm .

We come now to the main result of the paper. This is the following:
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Theorem.

9 II 5,, = a,*

for m e Zn+.

The proof of this theorem will proceed in a series of Lemmas parallel-
ing the steps taken in the preceding section.

Lemma I. If g (z) e 9 then g[(z - a)/r] e 9 for all a e Z". and r e Z"+.

Proof. We first show that if f (z) is primitive then f[(z - a) /r] is primi-
tive. If we assume f (z) is primitive then by definition there exist
b,x,(1), , x(") e Z" such that

yi++c
f (z) =

0 otherwise

On the other hand

Therefore

-
\ r

- a)

r(_i)ci-F  -Fen

10 otherwise

i(_ 0 ci++c

10 otherwise

if z = cix(1) +  + cx(n) + b.

(y) if z = 7.y + a

0 otherwise

if z = r(cix,(1) +  ± cx(") b) + a

if z = ci(rx(1)) +  + c(rx(")) d-rb + a

and hence, f[(z - a)/r] is primitive. By applying this result to a linear
combination of primitive functions, i.e., an element of 9, the lemma fol-
lows.

Let i,ir: -> R be defined by

i (z) = 1, 7r (z) = ziz2 z for all z = (z1 , z2 , , zn) e Z".

Lemma 2. Let c,m e r = cm and suppose f: -> I? has period
m. Then for any a e
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zcpE ,

a)
0(m)

- a
f (z))

Proof. We first note that since

r = cm = E (c)0 (c)E (m)0 (m)

= E (c)E (m)0 (c)0 (m) = E (r)0 (r)

then

E (r) = E (c)E (m) and 0(r) = 0 (c)0 (m).

By definition

0(

i( z - a )f
zePc)n. 0(0(C)M) zeA

and

- a)
zeP, 0(M) zeB

where

A = {z: 0 < z = (c)0 (m) + a < 0 (c)m for some kl

and

B = {z: 0 < z = k0 (m) + a < m for some Id.

Hence, for each set, the values which k may assume are just a transla-
tion of Pc,) , there being 71-(E (m)) values in all. Since 0 (m) and
0 (c)0 (m) are odd (i.e., each component is odd), then A and B both
contain a complete residue system modulo E (m). Consequently, since all
the elements of A and B are congruent to a modulo 0 (m) then modulo
E (m)0 (m), A and B are identical. Since m = E (m)0(m) and f has period
m then the sums E f (z) and E f (z) are equal.

zed zeB

We also note in general that for any s e Zn+

0(S) j

since PE( c). is the disjoint union of ir (E (c)) copies of Ps . Therefore we
have
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i
Pr

z

0 (r) t \O(cm))
z - a

= E f(z)
PE(c).(c). o(c)o(m)

= 7r(E(0) E i( z
0 WO (M)

)f (Z)
PO (c) m

= 7r (C)) E
0(M-)

f (z)
Pm

and the lemma is proved.
We should note that as a corollary to this lemma we obtain:

2:

(z - a) f (z) has mean zero if
cm

(z
(z) has mean zero.

We are now in a position to prove the important

Lemma 3. Suppose g c 9 has period p c Z. Then for all a 8 Zn,

-
iP 0(p)

(5)

Proof. We first show that the above conclusion holds if we assume that
g = f is primitive with period q = (a, a, , a). In this case there exists
c,x(1), , x(n) e Zn such that

(- nal-H.-Fan if z = aix(i) +  + anx(n) +

0 otherwise
f (z) =

To each u = (u1 , , un) c Zn we can associate the unique point
v = (v1 , , vn) c Zn such that vi = ul ± 0 (q), vi = ui for i > 1, where
the ± sign is chosen so that Zn is decomposed into the union of disjoint
pairs { u,v} . It follows at once that

ulx(1) + + unx(n) v1x(1) +  + vns(n) (mod 0 (q)).

Since
n n

E vi -E ui = ±0(q)
i=1 i=1

is odd then
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I (uis(I) +  + unx(n) + c) = -f (vix(i) +  + vi,x(") + c).

Also, note that for all a e Zn

(u1x,(1) +  + unx(n) - a) - ()Ix(1)  + vx(n) -a)
0(q) 0(q)

Since f has period q then we must have

4

a
0 (q)

as asserted.
We may now remove the restriction that f has period of the form

q = (a, a, , a) = ae. If we assume! has an arbitrary period p c Zn+

then it is certainly true that f also has period lr (p )e. By above we have

p,r(P), 0( 7r ( p ) e )
f (z) = 0.z - a

Since p divides r (p)e then by (5) we see that

-
O(p)

Finally, to prove the lemma assume that

g E fi
J=1.

where the a; are real and the f. are primitive. If fi has period p(l) then

by (6) we have
z - a )f,

(z) 0 for 1 j t.

P
O(p(1

If g has period p and q denotes p(i)p (2)  p(g)p then by Lemma 2

Therefore

(0( )a) for 1 j<t.

- ct
g(z)

L, v, - a\
td, \ 0 ( q ) ) \0(q)

so that applying Lemma 2 again we obtain

O(p)
g (z) = 0

since g has period p. This proves the lemma.

(6)
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The final lemma is an n -dimensional generalization of (3). Its proof,
however, is considerably more complicated.

Lemma 4. If m = for some a c Z+ then C 9.

Proof. It will be sufficient to show that there exist 2"" - 1 functions
in 9 which also belong to a., and which are linearly independent over R.
Let C(k) denote the k X k matrix of the form

=

1 1 1 1

1 -1 1 1

1 1 -1 1

1 1 1 -1

and let D(k) denote the k X k matrix of the form

D(k)

In other words,

and

f0 if

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

1 1 1

0 0 1

0 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1

(1 for i = 1
cii =

11 - 2Si; for i > 1

di; =
11 otherwise

1

1

1

1
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where Si; is the Kronecker 6 -function. Define BK(') to be the v X v matrix
of the form

c" -K+1)

B,(") = for 1 <K< v
D(K-1) 0

where 0 denotes the appropriate zero matrix. Let r,,x(v) denote the point
of Zy formed from the ?All row of B("). Finally, let f,c(v) denote the func-
tion in 9 defined by

(-1)"+-+"' if z = airK,i`v) +  + apr K,
f,7) (z) =

(0 otherwise

We show first that the functions f,c("), 1 K < v, are linearly independ-
ent over R. To accomplish this it suffices to show that for any K, 1 K

v, there are two points p and q in 7: such that

f.' (p) .f,,`") (q)

while

;Tr' (p) = (q) for K < T Y.

What we show in fact is that if I fi,(v)(13) = 1 then.f.+1(v) (p) = 1 for
1 < K < V. This may be proved by showing that if s c Z" is any Z -linear
combination of the 7.,x(v), 1 v, then s can be written as a Z -linear
combination of the 7.,±1,x("), 1 < A < v, such that the sum of the coeffi-
cients is divisible by 2. We proceed by induction on v. For v = 2 we
have

Since

and

131(2) = (1 13.,(2) = 1)
1 -11 ' 1

(2) (2) (2)

1.1.1 = 1'2,1 1 7'2,2

(2) (2) (2)

7.1,2 r2,1

then any Z -linear combination of the 7.1,),(2) can be written as a Z -linear
combination of the r2,x(2) with the sum of the coefficients divisible by 2
and the assertion is true for this case. Now assume the hypothesis for v
and let
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v+1
("1)8 -E wk.),

X=1

be a Z -linear combination of the ro,(P+1). There are two cases.
(i) Suppse K z 2. Note that Bx(v+1) and B,±1(81+1) have the following

forms:

0

0

13 1)(v+, = BK_1(")

0

,1 1 1 0 0

K 1

'0

0

B4.1("+" = B(v)

0

1 1 1 0 0

K

We also note the important fact that rx+1,,,("+" has all zero components
except for the Kth component which is 1. Thus we have

(v+1) (v+1.) (v-1-1)
rx,v+i = ric+1,v+1 - r.+1,v-x

Now s can be written as

(v+1)8 = E axr,,x(P+1) + u,,,,+if
X

By the induction hypothesis (since the rr,x(v+1) differ from the rK,x(v),
1 < X < v, only in an extra zero component) we can write

(v+i)E = E bxr.+1,x(v+1)
x-i
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where E bx is an even integer. Hence
X=1

s = E bxrx+,,x(H-1) + av+i(r.+,,,.(r1-1) - rx+1,-(v+I))
X=1

Here, s has been written as a Z -linear combination of the r.+1,x("+" with
the sum of the coefficients even and consequently this case is finished.

(ii) Suppose K = 1. We write B1(11+1) and B2(v+1) as

We note that

B1(v+I) =

B2(` ") =

1

1

B1(")

0

0 1 1 1 -1

(p+o 0,-F0= r2, r2,y+1

As before, by the induction hypothesis we can write

Eaxri.,0+1) = E bx7.2,x(P+I)
x-1 x=i

where E bx is even. Consequently we have
X=.1
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V

(v+1) (v+1)
S = a,,+in,p+1

x=1

= E bxr2,x(v+i) (r2,v(v+1) r2,v+1(,-+-1)

x=1

which expresses s as a Z -linear combination of the r2,x(v+1) with an even
coefficient sum. This completes the induction step and the proof of the
assertion that the f,("), 1 C < 1 1 , are linearly independent over R.

A more careful examination of BK(P) reveals the following:
(v) (v)

(a) rx,x+1 - rcx = (S1, -x , 62,v-X OP.v-X)

for v - + 1 5X 5 v- 1.
(b) r.,1(P) - r.,), = (261,.+x--1 , , ,

for 2 X v-k+1.
Y -K

(c) E rx,x(") - (v - K - 2 )r.,1(v) = (261, 262,. , , 26,,K).
X=2

Since the linear combinations of the rx,x(v) in (a), (b) and (c) all have
the sum of coefficients an even integer then

.1,(P) ( (251,), , 2152,X , , 26",a)) = fK(P) (0)

for 1 < X, K < v. Hence f(v) has period 2e = (2, 2, , 2). Also we note
that the only points in Pee C Z" at which f,(") is nonzero are just those
Z -linear combinations of the rK,),(") which have all coordinates 0 or 1. It
is not difficult to see that the only points of this type which may be gener-
ated are the 2K points of the form (c1 , c2 , , c.-1 , co , co , , co)

where c; = 0 or 1. By a translation of fK(P) by a we mean the function
fic,a(v) defined by

f.,a(")(z) = fk(v)(z - a).

By letting the a range over the set of points

AK = {(0,0, , 0, d1, d2 , , dx = 0 or 1},

the 2v-. translations f,a(a), a e AK have the property that for each p e
Pee , exactly one of the f,a(P) assumes a nonzero value at p. In fact, if we
define an inner product (fx,a(v), fx,b(v)) for f,a(v) and fx,b(v) by

(1,0(v) fx,b(")) = E f.,.(v)(p)fx,b(Y)(p)
p.P2,

then the inner product of any two distinct functions f,a("), fx,b(v), a e AK
b e Ax , 1 S K, X 5 v, is zero. Since

U.,a(P), fx,a(P)) = 2.
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then by introducing the "normalized" basis functions

fca(v) = 2-x"f,,,a(v)

we see that the set of (1 + 2 +  + = 2' - 1 functions ,(0,
a e A, , 1 5 K 5 v, are orthonormal. Thus, we have shown that Fee C 9.

The extension of this technique to show that Fve C 9 is quite similar
and will be omitted. The basic idea is simply to introduce the "expan-
sions" f,,,,,,x(v) of fx,a(") defined by

20, 21,
fk,,x(v) (z) = fc.`") (z/X) for X

and then by taking suitable normalized translations of these functions,
obtain an orthonormal basis (in 9) for ff2a. . This shows that

ffm = 52,ge 9

and the proof of the lemma is completed.
We are now ready to proceed to the proof of the

Theorem.

= am*

for m e

Proof: 9 n c ff,*

Let f egn if, . Since f has period m then by Lemma 3, we have for all
a e Zn

Since

z - a\f (z) = 0 .

O (m)

i(zo
(M)

)f
ay P 000

and each of the functions i[(z - a)/0(m)11(z) can be written as
h[(z - a)/0(m)] for some h e 58() then f e ffm* and this direction is
established.

9 11 5, 5m*

We have already noted that 5,* C ff, . It remains to show that am* C 9.
By definition is the real vector space generated by the set

1 hRz - a)/0(m)]: h e ffE(,) , a c Z") .
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By Lemma 4 we have

5Bon) C 5,(E(nme C 9.

Thus, if h c ac,) then h c 9. But by Lemma 1, h 6 9 implies

h[(z - a)/0(m)] e 9.

Therefore, since 9 contains a set of generators for an,* then gm* C
This completes the proof of the theorem.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

9.

As a concluding example of the results of the preceding section, we
consider the decomposition of the function f generated by the charge dis-
tribution of the crystal structure of potassium tantalate, KTaO3. This
compound forms face -centered cubic crystals with a charge distribution
as shown in Fig. 1. That is, a +1 is situated at each vertex, a -2 at each
face -center and a +5 is located in the center of the cube. The periodic
function f defined by this distribution has period (2,2,2) and is shown in
Fig. 2 (which is the forward upper left octant of Fig. 1). We have

'1 1 1 0 1 1 '0 0 1

B1(3) = 1 -1 1 , 82(3) = 0 1 -1 B3(3) = 0 1 0

1 1 -1 1 0 0 1 1 0

so that the 7 basis functions into which f will be decomposed are as shown
in Fig. 3.

+1

+1

+1 +1

+1

+1

Fig. 1 - Charge distribution of KTa03 .
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0
r(3)
' 1, (o,o,o)

+1

-2

+5

Fig. 2 - A period of the periodic function.

+1

fi)(1,0,0)

+1 0

0

0

f 3)(0,1,0)

+1

-1 0 0 +1 +1
f-(3) r(3) r(3)

2, (0,0,0) ' 2, (0,1,0) 3, (0,0,0)

FIG. 3 - The seven basis functions.

+1 - 1 = 0 -1-1 = -2

0

fctio,o)

-+1-2 +1= 0

+2+2+1 = +5

Fig. 4 - Decomposition of the periodic function.

+1

+1
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The coefficient of fi,(0,0,0)(3) is obviously 1(0 - (-2)) = 1, etc., so
that we obtain

(3) 4. (3) (3)= .f1,(0,0.0)- J1, (1,0,0) -fl , (0,1,0)

2/1,(1,1,0)(3) 2f2,(0,1,0)(3) - f3.(0,0,0)

Graphically, this equality is shown in Fig. 4.
The author gratefully acknowledges many enlightening discussions on

this subject with H. 0. Pollak (whose ideas along the lines of generating
functions led to a short solution of the one-dimensional problem) and
W. J. C. Grant (who originated the problem).
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Axis -Crossing Intervals of Rayleigh Processes

By A. J. RAINAL

(Manuscript received May 12, 1965)

I. INTRODUCTION

Let R(t,a) denote the envelope of a stationary random process con-
sisting of a sinusoidal signal of amplitude Nr2a and frequency fo plus
Gaussian noise of unit variance having a narrow -band power spectral
density which is symmetrical about fo . When a = 0 Rice' presented
some theoretical results which are very useful for studying statistical
properties of the axis -crossing intervals of R(t,0). The axis -crossing
points and the axis -crossing intervals of the Rayleigh process R(t,a) are
defined in Fig. 1. Some recent work concerning the axis -crossing in
tervals of R(t,a) was reported by Levin and Fomin2, Goryainov,3 and
Rainal.4 ,5 The purpose of this brief is to present some theoretical results

results stem from a straightforward extension of
Rice's analysis. The Rayleigh process R(t,a) occurs at the output of a
typical radio or radar receiver during the reception of a sinusoidal signal
immersed in Gaussian noise.

II. THEORETICAL RESULTS

Using a notation consistent with Refs. 4 and 5 we define the following
probability functions at an arbitrary level R of Fig. 1:

(1) Q-(T,R,a)dT, the conditional probability that an upward axis -
crossing occurs between t T and t T dr given a downward axis -
crossing at t.

(2) Q+(T,R,a)c1T, the conditional probability that a downward axis -
crossing occurs between t T and I T dT given an upward axis -
crossing at t.

(3) [U(T,R,a) - (2(T,R,a)]dr, the conditional probability that an up-
ward axis -crossing occurs between t T and I T dr given an upward
axis -crossing at t.

The reader should refer to Rice' for the definition of all notation
which is not defined in this note. When a > 0, Rice's (86) becomes:
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R(t,a)

81 AND iPi ARE AXIS -CROSSING INTERVALS
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Fig. 1- The level R defines the axis -crossing points and the axis -crossing
intervals of the Rayleigh process R(t,a).

(2- (r,R,a) = -(.7--15)
RI -leR2 /2 I0-1 (Rwea

27.1. del f 2T 0d02 .1 dRi' lc° dR:Ri'R:p(R,R1',R2',R,01,02)
03 0 -co 0

where: /-o (.) = Bessel function of imaginary argument

R2[M222 - M232c2]-1
p (R,R1,R2,R,01 , 02) -

873

(1)

exp {- [A (R1'2 + R22) -1-2ArRi'R: + 2DR1' +2ER: + F]}

A = [M222 - M232c2] IMM22(1 - m2)]

C = cos (01 - 02) s = sin (01 - 02)

Q= Viel
c11123r -

D = [M222 - M232 21-c I '{R[M22 - M23c][Mm'(c - m)]

+ Q[21112 - M13][M230(M22 sin 02 + M23c sin 01)

- cos 01(M222 - 3/232c2)11

E = [111222 _ m2320] -1I , _ R[M22 - M23c][Mm'(c - m)]

+ Q[11112 - M13][M23s(M22 sin 01 + M23c sin 02)

+ cos 02(M222 - m232c2)])

F = [M222 - m232c9-112[(22 - QR(cos 01 + cos 02)]

 [M11 + M14]01222 - M23201
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- 2M13(2Rs[M12 - Midi/V/22 - /1/23cllsin 01 - sin 02]

- M22Q2[M12 - 11113]2[sin2 01 + sin2 02]

- 221123Q2c[M12 - M13]2 sin 01 sin 02

2R2[M22 M23c][(M22 M23C) (M11 M14C) 1111328211.

Equation (1) can be put in a form analogous to Rice's (97) and (55):

Q (r,R,a)

where:

e0R11122eR2 12 Io-l(RQ) f2T

1/2,x8
m2)2 e_m2mv (r,h,k) d01d02

J (r,h,k) =
12r f° dx dy - h) (y - 1v) e`
si h k

X2 + 2r.ryz = - 2(1 - r2)

[ ill 22
k=

a1 = A-1[1 - r2] -1[D - rE] a2 = A-1[1 - r2] -1[E - rD]

G = it -11 - r2]-1[2rDE - D2 - + F; s1 = 1 -
We also find that:

h = -al 1 - m21'

L11122 '

(r,h,k) = S1 exp

where:

(k2 - 2rhk h2) he -k212

2(1 - r2) 21/2,r

(2)

h- rk le -h _212 (k - 41.1 (3)
si 2V27r \ si )

+ (hk + r) K (r,h,k)

xP (x) -= 2 _i e-1^!-'

-V2r

(dK (r,h,k) 7 ----Karl'' P earson's
z

- 1

rsi fh' dx f dye'.
k

For a recent table of K(r,h,k) see Ref. 7. For a recent discussion of
K(r,h,k) see the recent work of Gupta.8 In these latter two references
K (r ,h,k) is denoted by L(h,k ,r) .

Q+(r,R,a) is obtained from (1) by changing the signs of the co 's in
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the limits of integration. We find that Q+(r,R,a) is equal to the right-
hand side of (2) with h,k replaced by -h,-k.

[U(r,R,a) - Q(r,R,a)] is obtained from (1) by changing the lower
limit of integration of R1/ to co . We find that:

eaRm22eR2/2 /0-1(RQ)
U (T ,R ,a) -Q (T,7 ,a) - 21A/270 (1 - m2)2

JO
e-(0/23f) (r,h,k) (101d02

0

where:

(4)

J1(r,h,k)
27r1 Si

dx dy (x - h) (y - k) e'.f
We find that J(r,h,k) and Ji().,h,k) are related by:

h
J1(r,h,k) = J (r,h,k) e -k2 " -

(hk r)
[1 - P(k)]. (5)

Equations (4) and (5) are the generalizations of (64) and (35) of Ref. 5.

III. STATISTICAL DEPENDENCE OF AXIS -CROSSING INTERVALS

By expanding m(T) as:

b3 I T3 I b4T4 NI T5
m (T) = - -

:3! 4! 5!

()6T6 1)7 T7 I

+ o (T7)
6! 7!

(6)

we find that as T 0 from the right:

11111 213b3T - (b32 - Ob4 + 03)7.2 o(T2) (7)

11112 = Obar2 - 1032 - Ob 4 + 03)T" + 0(T") (n8)

L1I13 = Ob3T2 - 1032 - 131).1 + 133)T" o(r3) (0)

M14 = 2/31)3T ± (b32 - 4 + 133)T2 + 0(7-2) ( 10)

M22 = Ifib3T3 4(Ob4 b32 - 03) T4 0(T4) (11 )

M23 = 10b37-3 12-(3/3b4 - b32 - 3,33)7-4 o(T4). (12)

When b3 0 we find that:

/1112 - 11113 = -Vb3T4 o(T4) (13)
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M11 + M14 = iSb 32,4 + 0(r4) (14)

M22 - M23 = 10b3T3 + 0 (73 ) (15)

M = 3fib32,4 o(T4). (16)

When b3 = 0 and b6 0 we find that:

M12 - m13 = 3iv12b5T6 001

M11 + M14 = r1'Ob4b6T7 + o(T7)

M22 - M23 = "3-101)3T5 + 0 ( T8 )

M = fiG-T-b; - b.i)T7 + 0(;)

When b3 = b6 = 0 we find that:

M12 - M13 - 720
+ b4') r7 o (T')

-5b4
M11 + M14 (13b6 b42) T8 + o (r8)

(21)

(22)

M22 - M23 = --T1-2-((14 b92 )T8 4- 0( T8 ) (23)

M = (32 - b4) (f3b6 b42)7.8 o(r8) (24)

As T -' 0 we see that the terms of the quantities D, E, and F which
involve the sine wave amplitude Q are of higher order in 7 than the
terms which do not involve Q. This behavior as T -> 0 is consistent
with a result reported by Levin and Forniii2. Thus, a theorem presented
in Ref. 5 also applies to the Rayleigh process R(t,a). That is: If R(t,a)
is a Rayleigh process, defined in paragraph one, having a finite expected
number of axis -crossing points per unit time at any level R, then two
successive axis -crossing intervals at that level R are statistically depen-
dent.

The theorem implies that the successive axis -crossing points of the
Rayleigh process R(t,a) at any level R do not form a Markov point
process.
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Errata

A Note on a Signal Recovery Problem, by I. W. Sandberg, B.S.T.J.,
43, November 1964, pp. 3065-3067.

On page 3066, replace 1f2(1) 14 by 1f2(1) 12, and replace tRwl = 4;[w] -w
by ;Awl O[w] - w. On page 3067, replace max (ci , c2) by (c12 c22)1.
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